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1
INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, we will present the motivation, main contributions, and outline of this
thesis.

1.1. MOTIVATION
Interconnected and multi-agent systems (in the following, both will be abbreviated as
MAS for compactness) have attracted tremendous attention from the control commu-
nity (and from many other communities), due to their extensive application domains,
including unmanned aerial vehicles, intelligent traffic systems, smart grids, sensor net-
works, and so on. MAS are constituted of multiple intelligent agents interconnected via
a network, through which they can communicate/interact with the neighbors/the en-
vironment, in order to achieve a common behavior (also referred to as synchronized
behavior) or some desired tasks.

Uncertainties are inevitable in practice, as they originate either from the network
(e.g. switching topologies) or from the agent dynamics (e.g. parametric uncertainty).
Furthermore, another important source of uncertainty originates from the interaction
among agents: standard literature typically considers that the agents’ interaction with
neighbors/environment is only the result of coupling due to the control protocol. How-
ever, in practical scenarios, some form of interaction may exist before designing the con-
trol protocol (intrinsic interconnection). The picture becomes more complex when con-
sidering these unmodelled intrinsic interconnection terms to be state-dependent, which
makes the control of uncertain MAS extremely challenging. The design of adaptive con-
trollers that enable the interconnected and multi-agent systems to adapt to the time-
varying environment while preserving stability is still an open problem.

As a motivating example, Fig. 1.1 shows a smart grid scenario where multiple nodes
including power plants, electrical consumers, distribution companies, and transmission
stations are connected via a power network. The nodes interact with each other by power
flow through the tie lines, depending on the phase deviations from the equilibrium op-
erating point. Such intrinsic interconnections exist even before designing a controller.

1
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In order to stabilize the frequency/voltage, the interaction (i.e. power flow) among these
nodes will dynamically change by switching the topology of the power network. Fig. 1.2
presents another motivating example with multiple cranes that must cooperate in lifting
a heavy load. The interconnection between the cranes and the load via the wires will
create a state-dependent interconnection depending on the load, and on the elastic and
viscous force of the wires.

Figure 1.1: Smart grid

Figure 1.2: Heavy-lift vessel with multiple cranes (source: Heerema Marine Contractors)

1.2. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
This thesis proposes a set of adaptive control frameworks that enable the interconnected
and multi-agent systems to adapt to changing circumstances including switching topolo-
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3

gies, parametric uncertainties, and state-dependent uncertainties. The contributions of
this thesis include:

• Robust Adaptive Control of Switched Interconnected Linear Systems
We propose a robust adaptive control approach for switched uncertain linear sys-
tems by adopting a novel leakage-based method. The novelty is to allow the con-
trol gains to stay constant during the switched-off phase: this is not the case in
state-of-the-art leakage methods, where the control gains of inactive subsystems
must change even during the switched-off phase, causing a bad transient behavior
whenever these inactive subsystems are switched on again. The auxiliary gain is
designed so that the transient performance at each switching instant is improved
significantly.

• Robust Adaptive Control of Switched Interconnected Power Systems
We propose a switched adaptation framework for multi-area load frequency con-
trol (LFC) by considering a structure-preserving model. The main novelty is to
consider the model to be affected by state-dependent uncertainty, which more
appropriately captures dynamic uncertainties from aggregated area dynamics. In
fact, state-dependent uncertainties cannot be bounded a priori by constants [63,
86,100]. In this structure-preserving network formulation, we prove (via Lyapunov
stability theory) that the proposed multi-area LFC approach can automatically en-
hance and lower the controller activity in a stable way, even in the presence of
switching topologies.

• Distributed Adaptive Synchronization in Euler-Lagrange Networks
We propose a distributed adaptive synchronization method for multiple Euler-
Lagrange systems in the presence of state-dependent uncertainty, not necessarily
in a linear-in-the-parameter (LIP) form. Different from standard literature where
the interaction among agents is only the result of coupling caused by the con-
trol protocol, the novelty of our method is to consider that the interaction terms
among agents may exist (and be uncertain) before the control design. The pro-
posed adaptive controller is able to handle uncertainties both in linear and non-
linear forms.

• Distributed Adaptive Synchronization in Underactuated Euler-Lagrange
Networks
A distributed adaptive protocol for synchronization of underactuated Euler-Lagra-
nge systems is designed in the presence of uncertain system terms. Besides, no
structural constraints are imposed on the underactuated Euler-Lagrange dynam-
ics, except the standard properties of Euler-Lagrange systems (positive definite
mass matrix, bounded gravity terms, velocity-dependent bounds on the friction
terms, etc). We do not impose the mass matrix to depend on the actuated states
only, nor on the non-actuated states only. State-dependent uncertain intercon-
nection terms among the underactuated systems are considered to exist before
the control design.
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1.3. THESIS OUTLINE
The thesis outline is illustrated in Fig. 1.3. The organization of this thesis is briefly illus-
trated as follows:

Chapter 2: The background on switched systems, interconnected power systems,
multi-agent systems, and underactuated Euler-Lagrange systems is introduced. After in-
troducing the art of the state, four research questions are brought forward. In addition,
some basic concepts of control theory and graph theory are provided.

Chapter 3: By adopting an auxiliary adaptive gain in an uncertain switched linear
system the control gains of each subsystem can stay unchanged during their switched-
off intervals. The proposed strategy can consistently improve the transient of the closed-
loop system under various families of slowly-switching signals (in the framework of dwell
time and its extensions).

Chapter 4: Based on the switched linear systems of Chapter 3, we study switched
nonlinear systems, which can be applied to multi-area LFC in power systems where
both parametric uncertainty and state-dependent uncertainty exist. Besides, nonlin-
ear interconnection terms presenting power flow between multi-areas also exhibit state-
dependent uncertainty. The proposed adaptive controller is able to adapt to changing
circumstances including parametric uncertainty, unmodelled dynamics, and dynami-
cally changing topologies.

Chapter 5: Based on the centralized adaptive control approach for nonlinear sys-
tems of Chapter 4, we consider distributed adaptive control of multiple Euler-Lagrange
agents. Without requiring a LIP structure of the systematic uncertainty on the dynam-
ics, we achieve distributed adaptive synchronization of multiple Euler-Lagrange systems
in the presence of state-dependent systematic uncertainty and interconnection intrinsi-
cally existing in the dynamics instead of the being the result of the control protocol.

Chapter 6: Based on the fully-actuated Euler-Lagrange systems in Chapter 5, we turn
our attention to underactuated Euler-Lagrange systems. We relax structural restrictions
imposed on the system terms (e.g. the mass matrix), and take into account the inter-
connection in the underactuated Euler-Lagrange dynamics instead of letting them be a
result of control protocol. The error dynamics of both actuated states and nonactuated
states are provided explicitly.

Chapter 7: The conclusion of this thesis and some future research recommendations
are provided.
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Figure 1.3: Thesis outline





2
BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES

2.1. SWITCHED SYSTEMS

2.1.1. BACKGROUND OF SWITCHED SYSTEMS
With a wide range of applications in several fields, such as networked control systems
[45, 67, 163], circuit and power systems [11, 62], multi-agent systems [93, 166], fault-
tolerant control [147, 164], and many more, switched systems have drawn enormous
interest over the last decades. Switched systems are a special type of hybrid dynamic
systems, constituted of continuous-time subsystems, also called modes, and a switch-
ing law determining the activation of the subsystems (cf. Fig. 2.1). Switched systems
not only find application in several technological areas but also bring several theoretical
challenges, spanning from stability to control.

Figure 2.1: Example of a switched system

The switched system with time-dependent switching in Fig. 2.1 can be described as

ẋ(t ) = fσ(t )
(
x(t )

)
(2.1)

7
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where x ∈ Rn represents the state variable, fσ(·) is the dynamics, and σ : [0,∞] → Ω =
{1, . . . , N } denotes the switching signal. In other words, σ(·) is a piecewise constant signal
taking values among the N subsystems, and with switching instants t1, . . . , tN .

Stability is the most basic desirable property for a switched system [17, 46, 66]. The
state of the art has shown that stability under arbitrary switching cannot in general be
achieved unless a common Lyapunov function to all subsystems exists [65,127,150,169];
therefore, many researchers have concentrated on several classes of slowly-switching
signals for which stability can be derived, as indicated next:

Definition 2.1. (Dwell Time) [65]. Consider two consecutive switching time instants ti+1 >
ti ≥ 0. We say that the switching signal σ(·) has dwell time (DT) ϑd if there exist ϑd > 0
such that

ti+1 − ti ≥ϑd ,∀i ∈N+ (2.2)

Definition 2.2. (Average Dwell Time) [65]: For a switching signal σ(·), let Nσ(t1, t2) de-
note the number of discontinuities in the time interval [t1, t2) of σ(·). Then σ(·) has an
average dwell time (ADT) ϑa if for a given scalar N0 > 0

Nσ(t1, t2) ≤ N0 + t2 − t1

ϑa
, ∀t1, t2 such that t2 ≥ t1 ≥ 0

where N0 is called the chatter bound.

Dwell time (DT) switching requires the time interval between consecutive switch-
ing to be no less than a sufficiently large constant. Average dwell time (ADT) switching
was put forward in [47], as the extension of DT switching: in ADT switching the dwell
time is defined in an average sense, i.e. fast switching is allowed, provided it is compen-
sated by slow switching later on [142]. Some conservativeness of DT and ADT has been
later relaxed by the concepts of mode-dependent dwell time (MDDT) [26] and mode-
dependent average dwell time (MDADT) [167], where each mode has its own dwell time
or average dwell time.

Definition 2.3. (Model-dependent Dwell Time) [26]: Consider two consecutive switching
time instants t poff

i+1 > t pon
i ≥ 0. Let t poff

i+1 − t pon
i denotes the running time of subsystem p

during each switched-on period [t pon
i , t poff

i+1 ]. We say that the switching signal σ(·) has
model-dependent dwell time (MDDT) ϑpd for any p ∈Ω if there exist ϑpd > 0 such that

t poff
i+1 − t pon

i ≥ϑp , ∀i ∈N+ (2.3)

Definition 2.4. (Mode-dependent Average Dwell Time) [167]. Consider two time instants
t2 ≥ t1 ≥ 0. Let Np (t1, t2) be the number of times subsystem p is activated over the interval
[t1, t2), and let Tp (t1, t2) denote the total running time of subsystem p over the interval
[t1, t2]. We say that the switching signal σ(·) has mode-dependent average dwell time
(MDADT) ϑpa for any p ∈Ω if there exist N0p ≥ 1 and ϑpa > 0 such that

Np (t1, t2) ≤ N0p + Tp (t1, t2)

ϑpa
, ∀t1, t2 such that t2 ≥ t1 ≥ 0 (2.4)

where N0p is called the mode-dependent chatter bound.
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Remark 2.1. The MDADT class comprises various families of switching laws considered
in literature [46], such as dwell time (DT) switching (N0p = 1, ϑpa = ϑd , ∀p ∈Ω), mode-
dependent dwell time (MDDT) switching (N0p = 1, ϑpa =ϑp , ∀p ∈Ω), and average dwell-
time (ADT) switching (N0p = N0, ϑpa =ϑa , ∀p ∈Ω).

Consider multiple Lyapunov functions Vp = xT Pp x, p ∈Ω where Pp is a symmetric
positive definite matrix. The following Lemma provides the DT switching law:

Lemma 2.1. [65] Consider the family of switched system (2.1). Suppose that there exist
Vp : R→ R, p ∈Ω, two class K∞ function α1 and α2, and two positive number λ> 0 and
µ> 1 for all p, q ∈Ωwith p ̸= q such that

α1(|x|) ≤Vp (x) ≤α2(|x|),∀x, p ∈Ω (2.5)

and

∂Vp

∂x
f (x) ≤−2λVp (x)

Vp (x) ≤µVq (x) (2.6)

Then the switched system (2.1) is globally asymptotically stable for any switching signal
σ(·) with dwell time (DT)

ϑd > lnµ

2λ
(2.7)

2.1.2. THE ISSUE OF ROBUST ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF SWITCHED SYSTEMS
Robust adaptive control of switched systems refers to making the adaptive control ro-
bust in the presence of disturbances entering the switched system. In general, the sta-
bility of a switched system as (2.1) is intended as asymptotic stability [65]. However,
in this thesis we will deal with robust adaptive control of switched systems with ex-
ternal disturbance or state-dependent uncertainty, which requires different notions of
stability. The literature has shown that the presence of state-dependent uncertainties
makes it challenging to attain adaptive asymptotic regulation or adaptive asymptotic
tracking [24, 104, 129, 133, 172]. As a result, stability should be sought in the uniformly
ultimately bounded sense, which is the approach we also follow.

Definition 2.5. (Uniform Ultimate Bounded (UUB)) [52]. An uncertain system with state
variable x is uniformly ultimately bounded if there exists a convex and compact set C such
that for every initial condition x(0) = x0, there exists a finite time T (x0) such that x(t ) ∈C

for all t ≥ T (x0).

Definition 2.6. [55] (Ultimate Bound). A signal Φ(·) is said to have ultimate bound b if
there exists a positive constant b, and for any a ≥ 0, there exists T = T (a,b), where b and
T are independent of t0, such that ∥Φ(t0)∥ ≤ a ⇒∥Φ(t )∥ ≤ b,∀t ≥ t0 +T .

The notion of Uniform Ultimate Bounded (UUB) is the standard stability concept in
robust adaptive control (cf. [100, Def. 3] or [52, Def. 3.4.12] for details). Some designs
have been recently proposed aiming at robust adaptive control of switched systems [22,
109, 128, 154, 158, 168]. Such designs can be classified into two families:
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• adopting a sliding mode approach, in which uncertainties can be compensated by
sufficiently high robustification terms [22, 128, 168];

• extending the adaptive law modifications proposed for non-switched systems
(projection/dead-zone/leakage) to the switched framework [109, 154, 158].

Unfortunately, the approaches in the first family require monotonically increasing the
control gains, which might lead to unpractically high control inputs. For the second
family, the leakage modification is quite interesting in view of the fact that it does not
require any a priori knowledge of the uncertainty [52, Chap. 8], so it can potentially han-
dle larger parametric uncertainty than projection-based robustification, as illustrated
in [100, 156, 158]. However, in leakage-based robust adaptive control of switched sys-
tems, the control gains of the inactive subsystems will decrease during the switched-off
phase due to the stabilizing effect of the leakage action. Consequently, a new learning
transient will inevitably arise when the inactive subsystems are switched-on, as high-
lighted in the representative work [158]. This is up to now the biggest challenge in robust
adaptive control of switched systems. Thus, such a research gap motivates the following
research question:
Question 1: How to design a robust adaptive controller for uncertain switched systems
that does not require the control gains to vanish during their switched-off phase?

2.2. INTERCONNECTED POWER SYSTEMS

2.2.1. BACKGROUND OF INTERCONNECTED POWER SYSTEMS
When considering multiple interconnected systems (also referred to as multi-agent sys-
tems), an additional source of uncertainty arises from the interconnection terms among
the different systems. As an example, think about power systems where the intercon-
nection terms represented by power flow across different areas might result in inter-area
oscillations or other problems [24, 119, 133, 172]. The presence of these uncertain inter-
connection terms is often overlooked: in most distributed adaptive control approaches,
the interconnection is only the result of the synchronization/consensus protocol, i.e.
there is no interconnection before such protocol is designed [51, 64, 160].

In this section, we will illustrate the application of adaptive switched control on load
frequency control (LFC) of power systems, where randomness from the power load de-
mand and from renewable energy sources may cause frequency oscillations among in-
terconnected areas. In recent years, with the widespread development of the smart grid
technology, it was recognized as an essential feature for power system stability and se-
curity that local (i.e. intra-area) LFC should be complemented by multi-area LFC [165]:
the idea of multi-area LFC is that multiple areas are connected via a power network and
the frequency oscillations are balanced by adjusting the reference power of one or more
governors in each area [36].

Fig. 2.2 presents a three-area power system where each area is interconnected by the
tie line between distribution companies. In each area, one or more generators, in addi-
tion to producing power for the corresponding area, can be in charge of dampening fre-
quency oscillations among areas. The load frequency is regulated via control commands
delivered by such generators. It is clear that the system is intrinsically interconnected
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via the physical network and the communication network. In addition, the system is
uncertain since each generator in charge of LFC may not have an exact model for the ag-
gregated dynamics of its own area and for the aggregated dynamics of the neighboring
areas.

Figure 2.2: Multi-area LFC structure

2.2.2. THE ISSUE OF ADAPTIVE SWITCHED CONTROL OF POWER SYSTEMS

On the one hand, traditional multi-area LFC techniques are based on fixed-gain con-
trollers [32, 77, 113], which are robust when uncertainties around the nominal power
system parameters (time constants, speed droops, stiffness coefficients, etc.) are small
[27, 122]. However, the aggregated dynamics of each area contain both parametric un-
certainties and unmodelled dynamics, which are beyond the capacity of fixed-gain con-
trol [6,10,121]. Additionally, with the presence of renewable energy sources such as pho-
tovoltaic panels, wind farms, or microgrids, the level of uncertainty in power systems
goes beyond the capabilities of fixed-gain control approaches [1, 33, 58], and stimulates
new studies on multi-area LFC and related stability issues. Faced with such complex
uncertainties in multi-area LFC, researchers have turned to adaptive control so as to
enhance and lower the controller activity by assigning weights throughout the opera-
tion [44, 90]: adaptation ideas include having targets based on the covariances between
area control errors [95], adapting participation factors [16, 97], or changing loads pro-
portionally to frequency deviations [61].

On the other hand, since modern power systems operate flexibly in several modes
(e.g. due to the changing power load demand), many different operating conditions are
entailed for each mode. A unique controller may fail to handle such structural changes
[1, 33, 58], whereas rapidly switching among different control configurations has been
proposed as a sound solution. Recent works where this point has been highlighted are
[68, 170] (showing the need for switching modes among different frequency regimes),
[43, 159] (showing the need for switching interconnection among different areas), and
[153] (showing the need for switching as the result of changing operating equilibria of
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the power system). For example, [68, 95, 159] show how the frequency can be bounded
by continuously switching interconnection among different control areas, or how the
switching signal can be designed, orchestrating when the load-side controller should
work in the mode of frequency restoration or in the mode of load restoration. Cyber
attacks provide another reason for dynamically changing topologies, [5, 112, 149]: pro-
posed countermeasures for mitigating attacks intentionally change the interconnections
between areas, so as to prevent load manipulation from attackers [75, 92, 114].

From the perspective of control, the adaptive approaches based on switching linear
dynamics cannot find a direct application in multi-area LFC because the power flow is
intrinsically nonlinear (see [7, 53, 84, 141, 155] and references therein). Unfortunately,
most literature on switching nonlinear dynamics either ignores the unmodelled dynam-
ics [74, 148] or requires a priori bounded unmodelled dynamics [136], whereas aggre-
gated area dynamics generate state-dependent uncertainty, such as bus dynamics [37].
Therefore, although adaptive switching control has been judged an effective framework
to promote resilience, a multi-area LFC framework in which adaptation and switching
are combined together with nonlinear interconnections in a provably stable way is still
missing. This gives rise to the following research question:
Question 2: How to design an adaptive controller for multi-area LFC that can adapt con-
tinuously to parametric uncertainty and state-dependent unmodelled dynamics, while
discontinuously to structural changes?

2.3. MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS

2.3.1. BACKGROUND OF MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS

Since the topic of multi-agent systems is studied by different communities, there is no
unique definition for a multi-agent system: a quite general definition refers to a multi-
agent system as a collection of systems cooperating with each other by exchanging com-
munication/physical interaction via a network. In this sense, the aforementioned multi-
area power system in Section 2.2 fits this definition as well. However, the multi-agent
system literature generally puts more emphasis on the distributed nature of the con-
troller in contrast to the centralized deployment of a single-agent system, i.e. the con-
troller should use local information instead of information collected in a unique central
unit (this implies that only a part of followers has the access to the leader’s state infor-
mation).

Therefore, after investigating adaptive control of uncertain switched systems (wh-
ere the controller is centralized), this thesis will further explore distributed adaptive con-
trol of multi-agent systems with particular emphasis on Euler-Lagrange multi-agent sys-
tems. It is well known that Euler-Lagrange dynamics can describe the motion of various
mechanical systems [13,103], robotic manipulators [59,79], aerospace systems [25], and
so on. In addition, some electrical systems can also be described by Euler-Lagrange dy-
namics: for example, the Kuramoto model sometimes used to represent power system
dynamics can be seen as special Euler-Lagrange dynamics.

Given the emphasis on distributed control, we use graphs to represent a network
of nodes (or agents), cf. Fig. 2.3. A directed graph G can be described by the pair
(V ,E ), comprising the node set V ≜ {v1, . . . , vN } and the edge set E ⊆ V × V . Typically,
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Figure 2.3: Example of leader-follower topology (agent 0 is the leader in green)

the node set does not include the leader node v0, which is indexed by 0 due to its spe-
cial role. An edge is a pair of nodes (v j , vi ) ∈ E , which represents that agent i has ac-
cess to the information from agent j , i.e. agent j is a neighbor of agent i (not nec-
essarily vice versa). The neighbor set of agent i is denoted by Ni . For those agents
i that can receive information from the leader, we have bi > 0; otherwise, bi = 0. Let
B = diag(b1, . . . ,bN ) ∈ RN×N , called the pinning matrix. The edges in E are described by
the adjacency matrix A = [ai j ] ∈ RN×N , where ai j > 0 if (v j , vi ) ∈ E and ai j = 0 other-
wise. The Laplacian matrix L = [Li j ] is defined as Li j =∑N

j=1, j ̸=i ai j if i = j , otherwise
Li j =−ai j .

Let qi , q̇i ∈ Rn be the generalized coordinates and their derivatives of the followers,
and q0, q̇0 ∈ Rn be the state of the leader and its derivative. Define the synchronization
error ei ∈Rn and its derivative ėi ∈Rn as

ei =
∑

j∈Ni

ai j (qi −q j )+bi (qi −q0) (2.8a)

ėi =
∑

j∈Ni

ai j (q̇i − q̇ j )+bi (q̇i − q̇0). (2.8b)

Define e = [eT
1 , . . . ,eT

N ]T , q = [qT
1 , . . . , qT

N ]T , q
0
= 1N ⊗q0. Accordingly, the global synchro-

nization error with the leader is δ= (q −q
0

) ∈RnN . Then we can obtain

e =−(L +B)⊗δ. (2.9)

Note that δ cannot be used for control design as it includes global leader state informa-
tion (only available to some followers).

Definition 2.7. Asymptotic Synchronization [82] A system is said to asymptotic synchro-
nize if for all qi ∈Rn such that the synchronization error ei satisfies ei (qi , t ) ≤β(ei (qi ,0), t ),
where β is a class K L function.

The following is a standard condition for achieving synchronization among multi-
agent systems in directed graphs [21, 31, 80] .
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Assumption 2.1. The directed augmented graph representing the connections between
graph G and the leader node v0 contains a directed spanning tree with the root being v0

(existence of a directed path from the leader to any follower node in the graph).

Lemma 2.2. [12] Under Assumption 2.1, the local and global synchronization error are
related by

∥δ∥ ≤ ∥e∥
λ(L +B)

(2.10)

with ∥·∥ the Euclidean norm, andλ(L+B) the minimum singular value of (L+B), which
is positive under Assumption 2.1. Under the disturbance and unmodelled dynamics in
the dynamics, synchronization might not be achieved in asymptotic sense, e.g. practical
synchronization.

The problem becomes especially challenging in the presence of uncertainty in the
Euler-Lagrange dynamics. Developments in this field use adaptive control tools and
are often referred to as adaptive synchronization of uncertain multi-agent systems. Re-
cent developments in adaptive synchronization consider sinusoidal leader signals or
sinusoidal disturbances that guarantee persistence of excitation for proper estimation
of uncertainties [72, 73] (see also [23, 101] for the importance of persistence of excita-
tion in adaptive control and some recent efforts to relax this condition). Some adaptive
distributed approaches have been proposed to achieve asymptotic synchronization of
multi-agent systems in the presence of parametric uncertainties [3, 18, 78]. However,
when it comes to state-dependent uncertainties, practical synchronization (UUB syn-
chronization) is more appropriate to deal with this problem [162].

Definition 2.8. Practical Synchronization [82] A system is said to practically synchronize
if there exists an arbitrarily small positive scalar ϕ for all qi ∈ Rn such that the synchro-
nization error ei satisfies ei (qi , t ) ≤β(ei (qi ,0), t )+ϕ, where β is a class K L function and
ϕ is the bound of synchronization error.

2.3.2. THE ISSUE OF A PRIORI EXISTING INTERCONNECTIONS
Despite the progress in adaptive synchronization of multiple Euler-Lagrange systems,
existing results mainly rely on two important a priori assumptions:

• the uncertainty of the system dynamics having linear-in-the-parameters (LIP) struc-
ture [31, 64];

• absence of interaction among agents before protocol design.

The first assumption is rarely met in practical situations. In particular, except for viscous
friction, most friction models do not satisfy the LIP structure [76]. Notably, the presence
of friction is neglected in most adaptive synchronization works (cf. the Euler-Lagrange
dynamics in all aforementioned literature in Section 2.3.1). Regarding the second as-
sumption, most aforementioned literature (cf. also [12, 51, 171]) assumes that the inter-
connections between agents are nonexistent before control design. That is, the agents
interact with each other only as the result of the synchronization protocol. Before the
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control design, each agent is assumed to be unaffected by neighboring agents, which is
unrealistic in many cases. When a priori interaction is considered, such as in [41, 129],
the control strategy is decentralized (i.e. it assumes each agent can access the leader’s
information, and agents cannot communicate with each other). This assumption on
the interaction among agents restricts the applicability for synchronization for many
practical cases in which agents interact in some state-dependent way. For example, in
power systems [119, 133], or in the recently proposed open multi-agent systems [35],
interconnections exist before the control design, coming from the state difference be-
tween neighboring agents (e.g. power flow among neighboring areas). These a priori
assumptions on the structure of uncertainties and the structure of interactions motivate
us towards the following research question:
Question 3: How to design an adaptive distributed controller for multiple Euler-Lagrange
agents in the presence of state-dependent uncertainty and interaction terms while over-
coming the restrictive assumptions of the state of the art (e.g. the uncertainty of the sys-
tem dynamics having linear-in-the-parameters (LIP) structure, and absence of interaction
among agents before protocol design)?

2.4. UNDERACTUATED EULER-LAGRANGE SYSTEMS

2.4.1. BACKGROUND OF UNDERACTUATED EULER-LAGRANGE SYSTEMS

Often, either due to the limited actuators or to component failure, many mechanical
systems are not fully-actuated. Thus, underactuated systems are proposed as a class
of mechanical systems with fewer control inputs than their degrees of freedom. Prac-
tical examples include underactuated robots [40], underactuated cranes [71, 105, 126],
or underactuated vehicles [2, 139]: sometimes these systems can be preferable to fully-
actuated systems because of lower cost or more tolerance to faults.

2.4.2. THE ISSUE OF STRUCTURAL KNOWLEDGE

Classical approaches proposed to control underactuated systems include feedback lin-
earization [85, 117, 123], sliding mode control [9, 50, 70, 151], passivity-based control
[4, 49, 88], and optimal control [19].

However, the presence of system uncertainties can put most of these classical ap-
proaches at stake and requires dedicated designs. Adaptive-robust control, originally
developed for fully-actuated systems [94, 118, 125], refers to a class of adaptive con-
trollers only requiring the knowledge of an uncertainty bound around a nominal value
of the mass matrix. All the other system terms (Coriolis, gravity, friction terms) can be
unknown [73, 78]. While these methods constitute a general adaptive control frame-
work for fully-actuated Euler-Lagrange systems, such generality is missing for underac-
tuated Euler-Lagrange systems, where it is common to focus on special classes of dy-
namics [38] or on specific applications (cranes, vessels, etc. [34, 91]). A non-adaptive
framework for underactuated Euler-Lagrange systems has been developed under struc-
tural assumptions on the mass matrix [4, 50, 57, 70, 85, 123]. Specifically, the mass matrix
should depend on the actuated states only [50], or depend on the non-actuated states
only [4, 57]. Unfortunately, this condition does not only require structural knowledge,
but it also turns out to be falsified in several practical scenarios, such as biped robots [40],
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cranes [71], vehicles [2], and surface vessels [91].
State-dependent and possibly uncertain interconnection terms have only been con-

sidered for some classes of fully-actuated dynamics in a decentralized control approach,
i.e. when the agents do not communicate with each other [41, 129]. For underactuated
dynamics, distributed control was considered in [2] with the exact knowledge of sys-
tem terms and no uncertain interconnections, whereas the adaptive method in [69] and
non-adaptive ones in [4, 49, 88] are for single agents, i.e. the issue of uncertain intercon-
nections does not arise. This overview shows that distributed control of underactuated
Euler-Lagrange systems with uncertain system terms and interconnection terms is still
an open problem in the literature. A question automatically comes up:
Question 4: How to achieve synchronization in multiple underactuated Euler-Lagrange
systems with a lack of structural knowledge for system dynamics and interconnection
terms?



3
ROBUST ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF

UNCERTAIN SWITCHED LINEAR

SYSTEMS

The literature review in this chapter has shown that attaining good transient behavior
in leakage-based robust adaptive control of uncertain switched systems is intrinsically
challenging. In fact, because the gains of the inactive subsystems must exponentially
vanish during inactive times as an effect of leakage action, new learning transients will
repeatedly arise at each switching instant. In this chapter, a new leakage-based mech-
anism is designed for robust adaptive control of uncertain switched systems: in con-
trast to the available designs, the key innovation of the proposed one is that the adap-
tive gains of the inactive subsystems can be kept constant to their switched-off values,
thus preventing vanishing gains. Bounded stability of the closed-loop switched system is
guaranteed thanks to the introduction of an auxiliary gain playing the role of leakage. A
benchmark example commonly adopted in adaptive switched literature shows that the
proposed strategy can consistently improve the transient behavior under various fami-
lies of switching signals.

3.1. INTRODUCTION
From the control point of view, adaptive control of switched systems is a quite recent
research field aiming at controlling switched systems with parametric uncertainties [28,
29, 54, 109, 157]. In line with the issues highlighted in the famous Rohrs’s counterexam-
ple [98] or in the books [52,130], adaptive control designs are generally not robust. In con-
trast with (non-robust) adaptive control of switched systems, where the control gains of
the inactive subsystems can be kept constant at their switched-off values [54, 109, 157],
in leakage-based robust adaptive control of switched systems one requires the control

This chapter is based on [132]
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gains of the inactive subsystems to decrease exponentially during inactive intervals. This
is necessary in order to prove (bounded) stability, because such a exponential decrease
is a stabilizing effect of the leakage action. Of course, such a vanishing-gain mechanism
would lead to a new learning transient whenever an inactive system is activated again.
This is up to now, the biggest challenge in robust adaptive control of switched systems.

The work in this chapter presented in this paper is motivated by the aforementioned
Question 1: How to design a robust adaptive controller for uncertain switched systems
that does not require the control gains to vanish during their switched-off phase?

A positive answer to this question is provided here. A new leakage-based framework
is proposed, whose main contribution is to allow the control gains of the inactive subsys-
tems to stay constant at their switched-off value, while guaranteeing the stability of the
closed-loop switched system. This is achieved via a new auxiliary gain that provides a
suitable leakage action during inactive time intervals. A benchmark example commonly
adopted in adaptive and robust adaptive literature shows that the proposed strategy can
consistently improve the transient of the closed-loop system under various families of
slowly-switching signals (in the framework of dwell time and its extensions).

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The problem formulation and def-
inition are presented in Section 3.2. The proposed robust adaptive mechanism is pre-
sented in Section 3.3, while its stability analysis is provided in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5,
the effectiveness of the proposed controller is extensively studied using the benchmark
example. Section 3.6 presents concluding remarks.

3.2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In the following we recall the main concepts of model reference adaptive control, the
most studied framework for adaptive control of switched systems [29,54,109,157]. Con-
sider the following switched linear system:

ẋ(t ) = Aσ(t )x(t )+Bσ(t )uσ(t )(t )+d(t ), σ(t ) ∈Ω (3.1)

where x ∈ Rn is the state vector; uσ ∈ Rm is the (switched) control input; d ∈ Rn is an
external bounded disturbance with unknown bound, and σ(·) is the piecewise constant
switching signal (to be defined later) taking values inΩ := {1,2, . . . , N }, with switching in-
stants denoted by tl , tl+1, · · · , and with intervals in between instants denoted by [tl , tl+1),
l = 1,2, · · · , and with N the number of subsystems. The switched linear system (3.1) is un-
certain when the entries of the matrices Ap ∈Rn×n and Bp ∈Rn×m , p ∈Ω are unknown.

A switched reference model representing the desired behavior for each subsystem is
given as:

ẋm(t ) = Amσ(t )xm(t )+Bmσ(t )r (t ), σ(t ) ∈Ω (3.2)

where xm ∈ Rn is the desired state vector, and r ∈ Rm is a bounded user-defined sig-
nal. The matrices Amp ∈ Rn×n and Bmp ∈ Rn×m are known and Amp , p ∈Ω, are Hurwitz
matrices (so that the desired behavior of each subsystem is stable). It is known from lit-
erature [29,54,109,157] that the state-feedback mode-dependent control law that makes
(3.1) behave like (3.2) is

u∗
σ(t )(t ) = K ∗T

σ(t )x(t )+L∗
σ(t )r (t )
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where K ∗
p ∈Rn×m and L∗

p ∈Rm×m , p ∈Ω, are nominal parameters satisfying the following
matching conditions:

Ap +Bp K ∗T
p = Amp , Bp L∗

p = Bmp . (3.3)

As the matrices (Ap ,Bp ) are unknown, the gains K ∗
p and L∗

p in (3.3) are unknown.
Define Kp and Lp as the (time-dependent) estimates of the ideal parameters K ∗

p and L∗
p ,

respectively. Thus, the following controller is introduced:

uσ(t )(t ) = K T
σ(t )(t )x(t )+ (Lσ(t )(t )+Γσ(t )(t ))r (t ), (3.4)

where Kp ∈ Rn×m , Lp ∈ Rm×m and Γp = diag{γi p }, p ∈Ω, i = 1, · · · ,m are to be updated
from appropriately designed adaptive laws. As compared to (3.3), the introduction of Γp

in (3.4) is for robustness reasons, as it will become clear from Section 3.3.
Let e(t ) = x(t )− xm(t ) be the tracking error. After substituting (3.4) into (3.1) and

subtracting (3.2), we obtain the dynamics of the tracking error as follows:

ė(t ) = Amσ(t )e(t )+Bσ(t )
(
K̃ T
σ(t )(t )x(t )+ (L̃σ(t )(t )+Γσ(t )(t ))r (t )

)+d(t ) (3.5)

where K̃σ = Kσ−K ∗
σ and L̃σ = Lσ−L∗

σ are the parameter estimation errors.
When the switching sequence is known, we indicate the fact that the next mode to

be switched on after p is q with q ∈N (p). Then, we present the following definitions:

Definition 3.1. (Model-mode-dependent Dwell Time) [158]: Consider two consecutive
switching time instants ti+1 > ti ≥ 0 with σ(ti ) = p, σ(ti+1) = q. We say that the switching
signal σ(·) has model-mode-dependent dwell time (MMDDT) ϑpq for every pair of p ∈
Ω, q ∈N (p) if there exist ϑpq > 0 such that

ti+1 − ti ≥ϑpq ,∀i ∈N+ (3.6)

Definition 3.2. (Mode-mode-dependent Average Dwell Time). Let Npq (t1, t2) be the num-
ber of times subsystems p is activated over the interval [t1, t2], q ∈N (p), and let Tpq (t1, t2)
denote the total running time of subsystem p switching to q over the interval [t1, t2]. We
say that σ(·) has mode-mode-dependent average dwell time (MMDADT) ϑpqa for every
pair of p ∈Ω, q ∈N (p) if there exist positive numbers N0pq ≥ 1 and ϑpqa such that

Npq (t1, t2) ≤ N0pq + Tpq (t1, t2)

ϑpqa
, ∀t2 ≥ t1 ≥ 0 (3.7)

where N0pq is called the mode-mode-dependent chatter bound.

Remark 3.1. The MMDADT switching signal is an extension in an average sense of the
MMDDT proposed in [158]. It is introduced for consistency, in order to be able to run fair
comparisons with many switching families introduced in the literature.

We now introduce some standard stability concepts. In robust adaptive control of
uncertain switched systems, uniform boundedness of the tracking error and of the closed-
loop signal is what one can aim at [22, 128, 154, 156, 158, 168]. This concept is formalized
in the definitions of Uniform Ultimate Boundedness (UUB) and Ultimate Bound intro-
duced in Chapter 2, Definition 2.5.

The following assumption is standard (see survey [131]), in order to handle adaptive
control of multi-input linear subsystems in (3.1).
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Assumption 3.1. The matching conditions (3.3) hold for some unknown K ∗
p and L∗

p ,
and there exists a family of known matrices Sp ∈ Rm×m , p ∈ Ω , such that Mp = L∗

p Sp =
(L∗

p Sp )T = ST
p L∗T

p > 0, ∀p ∈Ω.

The problem formulation can be finally given as:

Problem 3.1. Under Assumption 3.1, develop an adaptive law for the control parameters
in (3.4) and a switching law based on MDADT (or MMDADT if the switching sequence is
known) such that, without requiring knowledge of the nominal values of Ap and Bp , ∀p ∈
Ω, uniform ultimate boundedness of all closed-loop signals is guaranteed, including the
tracking error in (3.5).

3.3. CONTROLLER DESIGN
In this section, novel adaptive laws for the gains in (3.4) are proposed to solve Problem
3.1. Correspondingly, stabilizing switching laws are given in the framework of MDADT
switching (or MMDADT if the switching sequence is known).

3.3.1. ADAPTIVE CONTROL

For compactness, let us denote with p the index corresponding to the active subsystem
at time t (e.g. in the interval t ∈ [tl , tl+1)). If p is an active system, we use p ∈ I (p) =
Ω\

{
p

}
to indicate the set of inactive subsystems with respect to p. Let Pp > 0 be the

solution to

AT
mp Pp +Pp Amp + (1+κp )Pp ≤ 0, (3.8)

where κp is a user-defined scalar.
Then, consider the leakage-based adaptive laws

K̇ T
p (t ) =−ST

p B T
mp Pp e(t )xT (t )−δp K T

p (t ), K̇ T
p (t ) = 0, (3.9a)

L̇p (t ) =−ST
p B T

mp Pp e(t )r T (t )−δp Lp (t ), L̇p (t ) = 0, (3.9b)

γ̇i p (t ) = 0,

γ̇i p (t ) =−
[
βi p +δp

({
Kp (t )K T

p (t )
}

i i +
{
LT

p (t )Lp (t )
}

i i

)]
γi p (t )+βi pϵi p , ∀p ∈I (p)

(3.9c)

with δσ ≥ max
σ∈Ω

(
(λmax(M−1

σ )+κσ)

2
, 2κσλmax(M−1

σ )

)
> 0, (3.9d)

and γi p (t0), γi p (t0) > ϵi p (3.9e)

where the notations {Kp K T
p

}i i and {LT
p

Lp }i i are used to indicate diagonal elements along

the corresponding matrices; βi p , ϵi p ∈ R+ i = 1, · · · ,m are static design scalars and t0

is the initial time. The condition (3.9d) stem from Assumption 3.1, which implies an
upper bound knowledge on the perturbation in matrix Bσ is known. Such consideration
is standard in literature and also valid in practical systems (cf. [106]).
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Remark 3.2. The inequality (3.8) is equivalent to the standard Lyapunov inequality(
AT

mp + (1+κp )/2I
)
Pp +Pp

(
AT

mp + (1+κp )/2I
)≤ 0 (3.10)

which highlights how Amp of the reference models should be chosen in such a way that
their eigenvalues have sufficiently large real part (implying sufficiently high exponential
decay). This is not restrictive, since it is a standard requirement for stability of switched
systems, obtained by requiring that the possibly destabilizing effects of switching are com-
pensated by the exponential decrease in between switching instants [46, 65, 66].

For comparison purposes, let us explicitly recall the robust adaptive law in [158]

K̇ T
p (t ) =−ST

p B T
mp Pp e(t )xT (t )−δp Mp K T

p (t ), (3.11a)

L̇p (t ) =−ST
p B T

mp Pp e(t )r T (t )−δp Mp Lp (t ), (3.11b)

K̇ T
p (t ) =−δp Mp K T

p (t ), ∀p ∈I (p) (3.11c)

L̇p (t ) =−δp Mp Lp (t ), ∀p ∈I (p) (3.11d)

where the leakage rates δp must satisfy: δp ≥ λmax(M−1
p ) ≥ 0, and δp must satisfy: δp ≥

λmax(M−1
p

) ≥ 0.

It can be seen that the adaptive laws (3.11) are designed such that the gains for the in-
active subsystems vanish exponentially during the inactive times, as an effect of leakage.
This is required in order to prove UUB [158]. Unfortunately, this mechanism implies
that the gains will drop to zero if a subsystem remains inactive for a sufficiently long
time. This will lead to a new learning transient every time the subsystem is switched
on again. This undesirable scenario is avoided by (3.9a) and (3.9b) where the adaptive
gains are kept constant after the subsystem is switched-off. Such the slight difference
in leakage action between (3.9) and (3.11) results significant difference in the transient
performance (see the simulation section 3.5 for more details on this point).

3.3.2. SWITCHING LAWS
In this section, a stabilizing switching law is given in terms of MDADT switching (or MM-
DADT if the switching sequence is known).

We defineϱMσ≜λmax(Pσ), ϱmσ≜λmin(Pσ), ϱ≜maxσ∈Ω(ϱMσ) andϱ≜minσ∈Ω(ϱmσ).
Following Definition 2.4 of MDADT, the switching law is proposed via:

ϑpa >ϑ∗
pa = 1

χp
lnµp , ∀p ∈Ω (3.12)

and any N0p ≥ 1, where µp ≜ ϱM p /ϱmp ; χp is a user-defined scalar satisfying 0 < χp <
κp ,∀p ∈Ω.

According to Remark 2.1, the switching law (3.12) includes DT, MDDT, and ADT as
special cases. For the scenario when the next subsystem q to be switched after subsys-
tem p is known, we propose a MMDADT switching law in line with Definition 3.2 via

ϑpqa >ϑ∗
pqa = 1

χp
lnµpq , ∀p ∈Ω, q =N (p), (3.13)
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where µpq = ϱM q /ϱmp . The MMDADT law is proposed for subsequent comparisons
with [158].

Remark 3.3. It is important to notice that, when selecting the same κp as [158] (thus ob-
taining the same Pp and µp in in (3.8) and (3.12), respectively), one will obtain exactly
the same ϑpa as [158] (since the design parameter ζp in [158] plays exactly the same role
as χp here). Therefore, the proposed adaptation mechanism does not introduce any re-
striction in ϑpa as compared to the state of the art. This allows a fair comparison of the
proposed method with the method in [158], i.e. the methods can be compared for the same
switching signals.

3.4. STABILITY ANALYSIS
The following lemma is useful for stability analysis:

Lemma 3.1. [152] LetΦ ∈Rg ,ϕ ∈Rs be vector-valued signals, and let W ∈Rg×g ,G ∈ Rg×s

be constant matrices. Then, the following inequality holds:

± 2ΦT W Gϕ≤ΦT W W TΦ+ϕT GT Gϕ

The stability properties of the proposed adaptation framework can now be stated:

Theorem 3.1. Under Assumption 3.1, the closed-loop switched system formed by the
switched system (3.1), the reference model (3.2), the controller (3.4), the adaptive laws
(3.9), and the switching law (3.12), is Uniformly Ultimately Bounded (UUB) and an ul-
timate bound b on the tracking error e can be found as

b ∈
[

0,

√√√√ ϱ

ϱ2 B
N∏

p=1
µ

N0p
p

]
, (3.14)

B ≜max
p∈Ω

 ζ1√
ϱ

m
(κp −χp )

+
√√√√ ζ2

1

ϱ(κp −χp )2 + ζ2

(κp −χp )

2

,

where the scalars ζ1, ζ2 ∈R+ are defined during the proof.

Proof: Stability relies on the Lyapunov candidate defined by:

V (t ) = eT (t )Pσ(t )e(t )+
N∑

s=1
tr

[
K̃s (t )M−1

s K̃ T
s (t )

]
+

N∑
s=1

tr
[

L̃T
s (t )M−1

s L̃s (t )
]
+

N∑
s=1

tr
[
ΓsΓs (t )

]
(3.15)

where Γσ = diag
{

1/γ
iσ

}
. In fact, from (3.9c) and the initial conditions (3.9e), it can be

verified that ∃γ
iσ

, γiσ ∈R+ such that

γ
iσ

≤ γiσ(t ) ≤ γiσ, ∀t ≥ t0. (3.16)

Analysis of (3.15) at the switching instants is required, since Pp is different for differ-
ent subsystems generally (i.e. V (·) might be discontinuous at switching instants). Let
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subsystem σ(t−l+1) be active when t ∈ [tl , tl+1) and subsystem σ(tl+1) be active when
t ∈ [tl+1, tl+2). Without the loss of generality, the behavior of V (·) is studied at the switch-
ing instant tl+1, l ∈N+.

At the switching instant tl+1, we have before switching

V (t−l+1) = eT (t−l+1)Pσ(t−l+1)e(t−l+1)+
N∑

s=1
tr

[
Γs (t−l+1)Γs (t−l+1)

]
+

N∑
s=1

tr
[

K̃s (t−l+1)M−1
s K̃ T

s (t−l+1)
]
+

N∑
s=1

tr
[

L̃T
s (t−l+1)M−1

s L̃s (t−l+1)
]

and after switching

V (tl+1) = eT (tl+1)Pσ(tl+1)e(tl+1)+
N∑

s=1
tr

[
Γs (t−l+1)Γs (tl+1)

]
+

N∑
s=1

tr
[

K̃s (tl+1)M−1
s K̃ T

s (tl+1)
]
+

N∑
s=1

tr
[

L̃T
s (tl+1)M−1

s L̃s (tl+1)
]

According to the continuity of the tracking error e(·) in (3.5) and the continuity of the
parameter estimates updated via (3.9), we have e(t−l+1) = e(tl+1), K̃s (t−l+1) = K̃s (tl+1),

L̃s (t−l+1) = L̃s (tl+1), and Γs (t−l+1) = Γs (tl+1) for any switching law. Due to eT (t )Pp e(t ) ≤
ϱM p eT (t )e(t ), and eT (t )Pp e(t ) ≥ ϱmp eT (t )e(t ) we have

V (tl+1)−V (t−l+1) = eT (t−l+1)(Pσ(tl+1) −Pσ(t−l+1))e(t−l+1)

≤ ϱM p −ϱmp

ϱmp
eT (t−l+1)Pσ(t−l+1)e(t−l+1) ≤ ϱM p −ϱmp

ϱmp
V (t−l+1)

Then, we obtain the following inequality for V (·) at the switching instant tl+1:

V (tl+1) ≤µpV (t−l+1) (3.17)

with µp = ϱM p /ϱmp ≥ 1.
Next, the behavior of V (t ) is studied between two consecutive switching instants,

i.e., when t ∈ [tl , tl+1). In the following, let σ(t ) = p denote an active subsystem and an
inactive is denoted as p =Ω\{p} when t ∈ [tl+1, tl+2). Let us also use the notation I (p) to
indicate all inactive subsystems when subsystem p is active. Then using (3.8), (3.5) and
(3.9a)-(3.9c) we have

V̇ ≤−eT (1+κp )Pp e +2eT Pp Bp (K̃p x + (L̃p +Γp )r )+2eT Pp d

+2
N∑

s=1
tr

[
K̃s M−1

s K̇ T
s

]
+2

N∑
s=1

tr
[

L̃T
s M−1

s L̇s

]
+2

N∑
s=1

tr
[
Γs Γ̇s

]
≤−κp eT Pp e +2eT Pp BpΓp r +d T Pp d + ∑

p∈I (p)

tr
[
Γp Γ̇p

]
−2tr

[
K̃pδp M−1

p K T
p

]
−2tr

[
L̃T

pδp M−1
p Lp

]
. (3.18)
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The following simplification can be made using Lemma 3.1:

−2tr
[

K̃pδp M−1
p K T

p

]
<− tr

[
K̃p M−1

p (2δp I −M−1
p )K̃ T

p ]+ tr[K ∗
pδ

2
p K ∗T

p

]
, (3.19a)

−2tr
[

L̃T
pδp M−1

p Lp

]
<− tr

[
L̃T

p M−1
p (2δp I −M−1

p )L̃p

]
+ tr

[
L∗

p
T
δ2

p L∗
p

]
. (3.19b)

Further, noting Γp Γ̇p = diag
{
γ̇i p /γ

i p

}
, i = 1, · · · ,m, the following can be deduced from

(3.9c) and (3.16)

γ̇i p

γ
i p

=
−

(
βi p +δp

(
{Kp KpT }i i + {LT

p
Lp }i i

))
γi p +βi pϵi p

γ
i p

≤−δp

(
{Kp KpT }i i + {LT

p Lp }i i

)
+ (βi pϵi p )/γ

i p
. (3.20)

Moreover, using the relations K̃σ = Kσ−K ∗
σ , L̃σ = Lσ−L∗

σ and Lemma 3.1 we have

tr[K̃ T
σ K̃σ] = tr[K T

σ Kσ−2K T
σ K ∗

σ +K ∗
σ

T K ∗
σ ] ≤ 2tr[K T

σ Kσ+K ∗
σ

T K ∗
σ ], (3.21a)

tr[L̃T
σ L̃σ] = tr[LT

σLσ−2LT
σL∗

σ+L∗
σ

T L∗
σ] ≤ 2tr[LT

σLσ+L∗
σ

T L∗
σ]. (3.21b)

Using (3.19)-(3.21), (3.18) is simplified as

V̇ ≤−κpV +2eT Pp BpΓp r +d T Pp d

− tr[K̃p M−1
p (2δp I − (M−1

p +κp I ))K̃ T
p ]+ tr[K ∗

p
T
δ2

p K ∗
p ]− tr[L̃p M−1

p (2δp I − (M−1
p +κp I ))L̃T

p ]

+ ∑
p∈I (p)

tr[K̃ T
p K̃p (κpλmax(M−1

p )− (1/2)δp )]+ (1/2)tr[K ∗
p

T
δp K ∗

p ]+
N∑

s=1
tr[κsΓsΓs ]+ tr[L∗

p
T
δ2

p L∗
p ]

+ ∑
p∈I (p)

tr[L̃T
p L̃p (κpλmax(M−1

p )− (1/2)δp )]+ (1/2)tr[L∗
p

T
δp L∗

p ]+ ∑
p∈I (p)

m∑
i=1

(βi pϵi p )/γ
i p

≤−κpV +2||e||||Pp BpΓp r ||+ϱM p ||d ||2 + tr[K ∗
p

T
δ2

p K ∗
p ]+ tr[L∗

p
T
δ2

p L∗
p ]

+
N∑

s=1
tr[κsΓsΓs ]+ ∑

p∈I (p)

(
(1/2)tr[K ∗

p
T
δp K ∗

p ]+ (1/2)tr[L∗
p

T
δp L∗

p ]+
m∑

i=1
(βi pϵi p )/γ

i p

)
.

(3.22)

By definition r ∈ L∞ and by design Γs ∈ L∞ from (3.16). Therefore, ∃ζ1 ∈ R+ such that
||Pp BpΓp r || ≤ ζ1 ∀p ∈Ω. Further we define a scalar ζ2 as

ζ2 ≜ϱ||d ||2 +max
p∈Ω

(tr[K ∗
p

T
δ2

p K ∗
p ]+ tr[L∗

p
T
δ2

p L∗
p ])+

N∑
s=1

tr[κsΓsΓs ]

+ ∑
p∈I (p)

(
(1/2)tr[K ∗

p
T
δp K ∗

p ]+ (1/2)tr[L∗
p

T
δp L∗

p ]+
m∑

i=1
(βi pϵi p )/γ

i p

)
. (3.23)

Again, the definition of the Lyapunov function (3.15) yields

V ≥λmin(Pp )||e||2 ≥ ϱ
m
||e||2. (3.24)
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We had defined χp earlier such that 0 < χp < κp . Hence, using (3.23)-(3.24), (3.22) is
simplified as

V̇ ≤−χpV − (κp −χp )V +2ζ1

√
V /ϱ+ζ2. (3.25)

Thus, V̇ ≤−ϵpV is established when

V ≥ max
p∈Ω

 ζ1√
ϱ(κp −χp )

+
√√√√ ζ2

1

ϱ(κp −χp )2 + ζ2

(κp −χp )

2

.

So we obtain that a positive scalar B as

B = max
p∈Ω

 ζ1√
ϱ(κp −χp )

+
√√√√ ζ2

1

ϱ(κp −χp )2 + ζ2

(κp −χp )

2

. (3.26)

In light of this, further analysis is needed to observe the behavior of V (t ) between the
two consecutive switching instants, i.e. t ∈ [tl , tl+1), for two possible cases:

(i) when V (t ) ≥ B, we have V̇ (t ) ≤ −χpV (t ) from (3.25) implying exponential de-
crease of V (t );

(ii) when V (t ) <B, no exponential decrease can be derived.

The behavior of V (t ) is discussed below individually for these two cases.
Case (i): There exists a time, call it T1, when V (t ) enters into the bound B and N (t )

denotes the number of all switching intervals for t ∈ [t0, t0 +T1). Accordingly, for t ∈
[t0, t0 +T1), using (3.17), (3.25) and from Definition 2.4 we have

V (t ) ≤ exp
(
−χσ(N (t )−1)(tN (t ) − tN (t )−1)

)
V (tN (t )−1)

≤µσ(N (t )−1) exp
(
−χσ(N (t )−1)(tN (t ) − tN (t )−1)

)
V (t−

N (t )−1
)

≤µσ(N (t )−1) exp
(
−χσ(N (t )−1)(tN (t ) − tN (t )−1)

)
·

µσ(N (t )−2) exp
(
−χσ(N (t )−2)(tN (t )−1 − tN (t )−2)

)
V (t−

N (t )−2
)

...

≤µσ(N (t )−1) exp
(
−χσ(N (t )−1)(tN (t ) − tN (t )−1)

)
·

µσ(N (t )−2) exp
(
−χσ(N (t )−2)(tN (t )−1 − tN (t )−2)

)
·

· · ·µσ(t0) exp
(−χσt0 (t1 − t0)

)
V (t0)

=
N∏

p=1
µ

Np
p exp

( N∑
p=1

χp Tp (t0, t0 +T1)
)
V (t0)

= c exp

( m∑
p=1

(
lnµp

ϑpa
−χp )Tp (t0, t0 +T1)

)
V (t0), (3.27)
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where c ≜ exp(
m∑

p=1
N0p lnµp ) is a constant. Substituting the MDADT condition ϑpa >

lnµp /χp into (3.27) yields V (t ) < cV (t0) for t ∈ [t0 t0 +T1). Moreover, as V (t0 +T1) <B,
one has V (tN+1) < µσ(t−

N+1
)B from (3.17) at the next switching instant tN+1 after t0 +T1.

This implies that V (t ) may be larger than B from the instant tN+1. This necessitates
further analysis.

We assume V (t ) ≥ B for t ∈ [tN (t )+1, t0 +T2), where T2 denotes the time before next

switching. Let N (t ) represent the number of all switching intervals for t ∈ [tN+1, t0+T2).
Then, substituting V (t0) with V (tN+1) in (3.27) and following the similar procedure for
analysis as (3.27), we have V (t ) ≤ cV (tN (t )+1) < cµσ(t−

N (t )+1
)B for t ∈ [tN (t )+1, t0+T2). Since

V (t0 +T2) <B, we have V (tN+N+2) < cµσ(t−
N+N+2

)B at the next switching instant tN+N+2

after t0+T2. If we follow similar lines of proof recursively, we can come to the conclusion
that V (t ) < c max

p∈Ω
{ϱM p /ϱmp }B < cµB where µ = ϱ/ϱ for t ∈ [t0 +T1, ∞). This confirms

that once V (t ) enters the interval [0,B], it cannot exceed the bound cµB any time later
with the ADT switching law (3.12).

Case (ii): It can be easily verified that the same argument below (3.27) also holds for
Case (ii).

Next, we study the dynamics of the tracking error: Based on the aforementioned
analysis about UUB, it can be obtained that

V (t ) ≤ max
{

V (t0),cµB
}

,∀t ∈ t0. (3.28)

Then, it follows from that the tracking error is upper bounded in the following form:

∥e(t )∥2 ≤ 1

ϱ
max

{
V (t0),cµB

}
. (3.29)

Substituting c ≜ exp(
m∑

p=1
N0p lnµp ) andµ= ϱ/ϱ into (3.29), thus the tracking error is UUB

with an ultimate bound b with

b ∈
[

0,

√√√√ ϱ

ϱ2 B
N∏

p=1
µ

N0p
p

]
(3.30)

Thus, observing the stability arguments of the Cases (i) and (ii), it can be concluded that
the closed-loop system remains UUB. ■

Theorem 3.1 reveals that stability of the ideal model reference closed loop (i.e. the
switched closed-loop system arising from (3.1), (3.2) and the ideal control law before
(3.3)) can be proven via the first quadratic term of the Lyapunov function in (3.15): fur-
thermore, because the ideal model reference closed loop is a linear switched system (in
the absence of adaptation), on can easily prove asymptotic stability along the arguments
of [46, 65, 66]. Other remarks to compare Theorem 3.1 with the state of the art follow:

Remark 3.4. Because we keep the control gains constant during inactive times, one has
to introduce a new mechanism to achieve stability. The proposed new mechanism is the
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auxiliary gain Γσ(t ) in (3.4), together with its adaptation law (3.9c). This gain plays the
role of a leakage action for all inactive subsystems. Note that the second and the third term
in the Lyapunov function (3.15) are summations over all (active and inactive) subsystems.
In order to achieve exponential decrease of the Lyapunov function far enough from the ori-
gin (i.e. (3.22)), the items regarding active and inactive subsystems of V̇ (t ) should be offset
by the corresponding items of V (t ), respectively. Since the derivative of the adaptive laws
Kp ,Lp for inactive subsystems p equals to zero, only the relative items regarding the active
subsystem remain in V̇ (t ). That’s why Γp is put forward: to compensate the missing part of
inactive systems in V̇ (t ) such that (3.22) can be attained. Therefore, the crucial difference
between [158] and the proposed scheme is the use of auxiliary gains Γσ(t ) which avoids ex-
ponentially vanishing gains Kp ,Lp for the inactive subsystems p. It is worth noticing that,
with γiσ being lower bounded by a positive value, the Lyapunov function V in (3.15) does
not reach zero. However, the origin of the tracking error and the parametric estimation
errors is not excluded; V may not reach the origin, but the tracking error e and parameters
estimation error K̃σ, L̃σ can still be zeros even if γiσ ̸= 0. Eventually, the ultimate bound
(3.30) on the tracking error e is still around the origin.

Remark 3.5. It has to be noted that, for a certain subsystem p, Γp might be different at
switched-off and switched-on times, due to the evolution of γp in (3.9c) during inactive
time intervals. This might lead to some transient at switched-on instant. However, there
are clear evidences for such transient to be smaller than the one in [158]. The first evidence
is that any possible transient in (3.4) is contributed only by Γσ(t ) which enters as a feedfor-
ward term: feedforward terms have less effect on learning transients than feedback terms.
In the proposed design, the feedback gains Kσ(t ) do not contribute any transient, whereas
the transients in [158] arise from both feedback terms Kσ(t ) and feedforward terms Lσ(t ).
The second evidence is that the effects of transients in Γσ(t ) can be reduced by properly
tuning the design parameters: for example, selecting γi p (t0) and βi p , ϵi p in (3.9c) very
close to each other, with relatively high βi p , will induce a fast decrease of γi p to its lower
bound. Therefore, γi p will be almost the same at switched-on and switched-off times. This
analysis is also confirmmed by the simulation example (see Section. 3.5)

In other words, the intuition behind (3.4) and (3.9) is that it will reduce learning tran-
sients at switched on instants. Of course, improved transient behavior cannot be for-
mally proven because any bound on the transient performance of adaptive closed-loop
systems is in general very conservative [130]. Nevertheless, one can verify the improved
transient performance in simulations, as done in Section 3.5.

For a proper comparison with [158], Theorem 3.1 is now modified to account for
MMDADT in Definition 3.2.

Corollary 3.1. Under Assumption 3.1, the closed-loop switched system formed by system
(3.1), the reference model (3.2), the controller (3.4), the adaptive laws (3.9), and the switch-
ing law (3.13), is Uniformly Ultimately Bounded (UUB) and an ultimate bound b on the
tracking error e can be found as

b ∈
0,

√√√√ 1

ϱ
max
p,q∈Ω

q∈N (p)

{
µpq

}
B

N∏
p=1

µ
N0pq
pq

 , (3.31)
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where the scalar B is the same positive constant as in Theorem 3.1.

Proof: The proof follows the same steps as Theorem 3.1 with the same Lyapunov func-
tion (3.15) being adopted. The main difference arises from the Lyapunov function’s value
at switching instant tl+1, which can be expressed as:

V (tl+1) ≤ ϱMσ(tl+1)

ϱmσ(t−l+1)
V (t−l+1) = max

p,q∈Ω
q∈N (p)

{µσ(tl+1)σ(t−l+1)}V (t−l+1). (3.32)

Here, we define µpq = µσ(tl+1)σ(t−l+1), p, q ∈ Ω, q ∈ N (p). The analysis of the Lyapunov
function during the switching intervals is identical with (3.18)-(3.26). Since the switch-
ing sequence is known, the maximum increase of the Lyapunov function at the switch-
ing instants is max

p,q∈Ω
q∈N (p)

{µpq } instead of ϱ/ϱ as in the MDADT case. The rest of the proof

follows the lines from (3.22)-(3.30) after substituting µσ(t−l+1) with µσ(tl+1)σ(t−l+1) and c ≜

exp(
m∑

p=1
N0pq lnµpq ). We conclude that the adaptive law (3.9) and the switching law with

MMDADT (3.13) lead to UUB stability with bounds (3.31). ■
Table 3.1: Parameters for the six switching families under consideration (note that DT/ADT, MDDT/MDADT,
and MMDDT/MMDADT have the same ϑ∗d , ϑ∗p , and ϑ∗pq , as they only differ in terms of chattering bound).

Switching DT/ADT MDDT/MDADT MMDDT/MMDADT
strategies

Switching Unknown Unknown Known in advance
sequences

Parameters

ϑ∗ = 23.7 ϑ∗
1 = 16.3,ϑ∗

2 = 11.8,ϑ∗
3 = 13.2 ϑ∗

13 = 16.3,ϑ∗
32 = 12.6

ϑ∗
21 = 11.8,ϑ∗

23 = 10
µ= 278.3 µ1 = 48.6,µ2 = 278.3,µ3 = 154.1 µ13 = 48.6,µ32 = 120.3

µ21 = 272.4
κ= 0.25 κ1 = 0.25,κ2 = 0.5,κ3 = 0.4 κ1 = 0.25,κ2 = 0.5

κ3 = 0.4

3.5. SIMULATION EXAMPLE
A benchmark example commonly adopted in switched adaptive literature [14, 83, 108,
110, 146, 158] is considered to show how the proposed strategy compares to the state of
the art, i.e. the approach in [158]. The example is a simplified model of a Highly Maneu-
verable Aircraft Technology (HiMAT) with the following three subsystems:

A1 =
−0.8435 0.97505 −0.0048

8.7072 −1.1643 0.0026
0 1 0

 , B1 =
−0.1299 −0.092 −0.0107 −0.0827
−7.6833 −4.7974 4.8178 −5.7416

0 0 0 0

 .

A2 =
−1.8997 0.98312 −0.00073

11.720 −2.6316 0.00088
0 1 0

 , B2 =
−0.2436 −0.1708 −0.00497 −0.1997
−46.206 −31.604 22.396 −31.179

0 0 0 0

 .
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A3 =
−1.2206 0.99411 −0.00084
−64.071 −1.8876 0.00046

0 1 0

 , B3 =
−0.0662 −0.0315 −0.0141 −0.0749
−27.333 −13.163 11.058 −26.878

0 0 0 0

 .

3.5.1. DESIGN OF THE REFERENCE MODEL
Three ideal controllers and reference models arise from the same design of [158], whose
parameters are given below for completeness:

K ∗
1 =


0.6219 0.7469 1.4508
0.3969 0.4671 0.9013
−0.3174 −0.4621 −0.9483
0.4534 0.5572 1.0902

 , L∗
1 = I4×4, Am1 =

−0.9949 0.7939 −0.3562
−2.1076 −14.5691 −26.2966

0 1 0

 .

K ∗
2 =


0.1984 0.6793 1.5202
0.1368 0.4646 1.0392
−0.0642 −0.3289 −0.7527
0.1431 0.4585 1.0212

 , L∗
2 = I4×4, Am2 =

−1.9997 0.6484 −0.7487
−7.6710 −70.3615 −151.7803

0 1 0

 .

K ∗
3 =


−0.6674 0.6397 1.4517
−0.3220 0.3081 0.6995
0.3287 −0.2599 −0.6292
−0.6423 0.6288 1.4175

 , L∗
3 = I4×4, Am3 =

 −1.1228 0.8986 −0.2163
−20.6916 −43.2036 −93.9421

0 1 0

 .

3.5.2. COMPARISONS
For a fair comparison purpose with [158], the leakage action in the adaptive laws in (3.9)
is slightly modified as

K̇ T
p (t ) =−ST

p B T
mp Pp e(t )xT (t )−δp Mp K T

p (t ), K̇ T
p (t ) = 0, (3.33a)

L̇p (t ) =−ST
p B T

mp Pp e(t )r T (t )−δp Mp Lp (t ), L̇p (t ) = 0, (3.33b)

γ̇i p (t ) = 0,

γ̇i p (t ) =−
[
βi p +δp

({
Kp (t )K T

p (t )
}

i i +
{
LT

p (t )Lp (t )
}

i i

)]
γi p (t )+βi pϵi p , (3.33c)

with δp ≥λmax(M−1
p ) ≥ 0, (3.33d)

δp ≥ (1/2)λmax(M−1
p ) ≥ 0, (3.33e)

and γi p (t0),γi p (t0) > ϵi p , (3.33f)

which allows us a perfect comparison with [158] under the same choice of design param-
eters. Please note that the only difference between (3.11) and (3.9) is the special choice
of the leakage gain, which requires some knowledge of L∗

p .
Let κ1 = 0.25,κ2 = 0.5,κ3 = 0.4 as in [158]. By solving (3.8), we get the following posi-

tive definite matrices:

P1 =
 0.7337 −0.0162 −0.3781
−0.0162 0.0549 0.0800
−0.3781 0.0800 2.3960

 ,P2 =
 0.5225 −0.0028 −0.0517
−0.0028 0.0092 0.0132
−0.0517 0.0132 1.9764

 ,
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Figure 3.1: Switching signal based on DT, MDDT, MMDDT.
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Figure 3.2: Switching signal based on ADT, MDADT, MMDADT.
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P3 =
 0.7942 −0.0063 −0.3177
−0.0063 0.0167 0.0241
−0.3177 0.0241 2.4767

 .

As explained in Remark 2.1, this implies that the same parameters for DT, MDDT,
MMDDT can be obtained as in [158]. Table 3.1 shows these parameters, whereas Fig.
3.1 shows three switching signals satisfying the DT, MDDT, and MMDDT requirements
(such signals are the same as [158]). We also provide three additional switching fam-
ilies that satisfy the ADT, MDADT and MDDADT requirements: such signals have the
same ϑ∗

d , ϑ∗
p , and ϑ∗

pq as DT, MDDT, MMDDT, and they only differ in terms of chatter-
ing bound. The chattering bound allows fast switching, compensated by slow switching
later on: this can be seen from the three switching signals depicted in Fig. 3.2. Then,

Table 3.2: Total RMS and transient RMS errors for the six switching laws (the transient RMS error is calculated
for one second after each switching).

DT ADT MDDT MDADT MMDDT MMDADT

Total RMS error

Method in [158] 0.1295 0.1257 0.1172 0.1116 0.1369 0.1353
Proposed method 0.1153 0.1123 0.0895 0.0876 0.1195 0.1176

Improvement 11.0% 10.7% 23.6% 21.5% 12.7% 13.1%

Transient RMS error

Method in [158] 0.1904 0.1893 0.1930 0.1938 0.2009 0.1520
Proposed method 0.1085 0.0785 0.1398 0.1382 0.1293 0.0820

Improvement 43.0% 58.6% 27.6% 28.7% 35.7% 46.1%

we consider for the proposed adaptation laws (3.9) the same design parameters as [158],
i.e. the adaptive gains S1 = S2 = S3 = 10I4×4, and the leakage rates δ1 = δ2 = δ3 = 0.05.
What is left to design in (3.9) are the parameters for (3.9c) which are selected as follows:
εi p = 0.1,βi p = 2 for i = 1,2,3,4.

The initial conditions are x(0) = [0 0 0]T , xm = [2 2 1]T ,Kp (0) = 0.8K ∗
p ,Lp (0) =

0.8L∗
p , the disturbance is d(t ) = [0.2sin(10t ) 0.15e−t 0.1cos(πt )]T , and the reference

input is r (t ) = [2sin(t ) cos(t ) 0.5sin(0.5t ) 0]T .
The comparisons in terms of tracking errors are depicted in Fig. 3.3-3.5, for the three

switching signals of Fig. 3.1 and in Fig. 3.6-3.8 for the three switching signals of Fig. 3.2
(the upper plots are the tracking errors for the approach in [158], the lower plots are the
tracking errors for the proposed approach). From the lower plots of each figure, it is no-
ticeable that the learning transients of the proposed methods are considerably reduced,
in contrast with the method of [158]. This confirms that the bad effects of vanishing gains
are alleviated. On the other hand, it has to be acknowledged that the learning transients
are not completely removed because the adaptive gain Γσ evolves during inactive times.
However, the intuition of Remark 3.5 is confirmed, i.e. the feedforward term Γσ has less
effect on the transient performance than the feedback gain Kσ in [158].

The performance improvements are quantified in Table 3.2 and visualized in Fig. 3.9,
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which show that not only the total Root Mean Square (RMS) error is reduced, but espe-
cially the transient RMS error is significantly reduced. The transient RMS error is calcu-
lated for one second after each switching, as a way to measure the learning transients.
The table shows that the improvement in terms of transient is much more pronounced
than the improvement over the whole simulation: notice how the transient improve-
ments range in 27%–58%, depending on the switching signal.

Table 3.3: Total RMS and transient RMS errors for the six switching laws with alternative leakage term (the
transient RMS error is calculated for one second after each switching).

DT ADT MDDT MDADT MMDDT MMDADT

Total RMS error

Method in [158] 0.0997 0.0990 0.0796 0.0776 0.1018 0.0998
Proposed method 0.0952 0.0961 0.0605 0.0620 0.0971 0.0960

Improvement 4.5% 2.9% 24.0% 20.0% 4.6% 3.8%

Transient RMS error

Method in [158] 0.1738 0.1564 0.1364 0.1320 0.1437 0.0871
Proposed method 0.0794 0.0285 0.0787 0.0793 0.0907 0.0556

Improvement 54.3% 81.8% 42.3% 39.9% 36.9% 36.2%

3.5.3. ADDITIONAL COMPARISONS
To further elaborate on the consistency of the proposed result, we test a different leakage
action, i.e. we test the proposed adaptive laws (3.9) against the state-of-the-art adaptive
laws (3.11), where the terms δp Mp and δp Mp are replaced with δp and δp , respectively.
This leakage action represents the case when Mp is unknown and thus cannot be used
for control design. All the other parameters are left unchanged. The results are sum-
marized in Table 3.3 and visualized in Fig. 3.10: again, consistent improvements can
be noticed. The improvements in terms of total RMS error are sometimes smaller than
before, while transient improvements range in 36%-82%, depending on the switching
signal.

3.6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chapter has illustrated a new adaptive framework based on the leakage mechanism
for robust control of uncertain switched linear systems. Owing to the introduction of an
auxiliary gain, the proposed framework allows the adaptive gains of the inactive subsys-
tems to keep the same values as they are switched-off: this is in clear contrast with the
state of the art where the control gains of the inactive subsystems should vanish during
inactive periods. This innovation significantly reduces the learning transient at switched
on instants for various families of dwell-time based switching signals (and their exten-
sions).
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Figure 3.3: Tracking error for DT switching law.
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Figure 3.4: Tracking error for MDDT switching law.
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Figure 3.5: Tracking error for MMDDT switching law.
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Figure 3.6: Tracking error for ADT switching law.
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Figure 3.7: Tracking error for MDADT switching law.
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Figure 3.9: Visualization of the comparative results in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.10: Visualization of the comparative results in Table 3.3.



4
ROBUST ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF

SWITCHED INTERCONNECTED

POWER SYSTEMS

Multi-area load frequency control (LFC) is a typical example showing the need for
adaptive control for interconnected systems. Multi-area LFC selects and controls a few
generators in each area of a power system in an effort to dampen inter-area frequency
oscillations. To effectively dampen such oscillations, it is required to enhance and lower
the control activity dynamically during operation, so as to adapt to changing circum-
stances. Changing circumstances should cover not only parametric uncertainties and
unmodelled dynamics (e.g. aggregated area dynamics and bus dynamics), but also the
increasing structural flexibility of modern power systems (e.g. protection mechanisms
against faults and cyber-attacks, or topology reconfiguration mechanisms for demand
response). As formal stability guarantees around such an attractive adaptive multi-area
LFC concept are still lacking, we propose a new framework in which adaptation and
switching are combined in a provably stable way to handle parametric uncertainty, un-
modelled dynamics, and dynamical interconnections of the power system. Stability is
studied in the Lyapunov theory sense using the standard structure-preserving modeling
approach, and the resulting adaptive multi-area LFC design is validated using an IEEE
39-bus benchmark.

4.1. INTRODUCTION
In multi-area LFC, uncertainties naturally arise since the system parameters must be ag-
gregated into equivalent time constants and coefficients, representing the dynamics at
the area level [27, 48, 115, 145]. The aggregation of dynamics creates the need to han-
dle both parametric uncertainties and unmodelled dynamics, which are challenging for

This chapter is based on [133]

37
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fixed-gain control [6, 10, 121]. Especially, adaptive solutions should be sought, where
the controller is not fixed-gain, but capable of adapting to changing circumstances. Due
to their increased flexible structure, modern power systems operate in several modes,
making it impossible for a unique controller to tackle all operating conditions [1, 33, 58].
Switched controllers should be proposed as a way to handle structural changes in the
system, by rapidly switching among different control configurations.

The combination of adaptation and switching can result in a framework where the
multi-area LFC control gains can change continuously to adapt to parametric uncer-
tainty, and discontinuously to adapt to structural changes. Currently, no stable switched
adaptation framework has been proposed to handle nonlinear interconnections in power
systems that change dynamically, which gives rise to the aforementioned
Question 2: how to design an adaptive controller for the multi-area LFC can adapt con-
tinuously to parametric uncertainty and state-dependent unmodelled dynamics, while
discontinuously to structural changes?

The framework is tested using a benchmark IEEE 39-bus power system, divided into
three areas, where all ten generators implement local LFC, but only four out of ten im-
plement the multi-area LFC (one generator for area 1, two for area 2, one for area 3):
therefore, the system presents all the uncertainties resulting from aggregating single in-
ertia/damping terms into equivalent inertia/damping terms. Effective performance is
shown, even as compared to non-adaptive strategies.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 introduces the system
dynamics and problem formulation. The adaptive framework is presented in Section 4.3
with the corresponding stability analysis in 4.4. Simulations are provided in Section 4.5,
with concluding remarks in Section 4.6.

Figure 4.1: Single area power system for LFC purposes.

4.2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Before introducing a multi-area power system and its dynamics, let us recall the standard
dynamics for a single-area power system, indicated with subscript i (cf. Fig. 4.1).
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Table 4.1: Nomenclature

∆Pνi Governor valve positions
∆Pmi Mechanical power output of the alternators
∆ fi Frequency deviations
∆Ei Area control error signals
Bi Proportional gains of local PI controllers
ki Integral gains of local PI controllers

Tpi Power system time constants
kpi Power system steady-state gains
Tg i Governor time constants
Tchi Turbine time constants
Ri Speed droops
Ti Stiffness coefficients
∆Pdi Load disturbances

ui Input signal

4.2.1. SINGLE-AREA POWER SYSTEM
The dynamics of a single-area power system can be described as [6, 10, 27, 48, 115, 121,
145]:

Tchi∆Ṗmi (t ) =∆Pνi (t )−∆Pmi (t ) (4.1a)

∆Ėi (t ) =−ki∆Pi j (t )+ki Bi∆ fi (t ) (4.1b)

Tg i∆Ṗνi (t ) =−∆ fi (t )

Ri
−∆Pνi (t )−∆Ei (t )+ui (t ) (4.1c)

Tpi∆ ḟi (t ) =−kpi∆Pdi (t )−kpi∆Pi j (t )+kpi∆Pmi (t )−∆ fi (t ) (4.1d)

∆θ̇i (t ) =∆ fi (t ) (4.1e)

where constants and variables are explained in Table 4.1, and represent equivalent quan-
tities, aggregated at the area level. For example, inertia, damping, and time constants are
equivalent time constants for the area (cf. [6,10,27,48,115,121,145] and the discussion in
Remark 4.3). Note that the proportional and integral gains in (4.1b) represent the gains
of the local (intra-area) LFC. In (4.1), ∆Pi j (t ) is a term coming from the interconnection
with neighboring areas (indexed by subscript j ), which will be clarified in the next sub-
section. The symbol ∆ represents the deviation from the equilibrium operating point,
resulting from the solution to the power flow (or optimal power flow) equations, giving
the nominal operating point of the power system [39]. The purpose of the control is to
keep the network close to such equilibrium, i.e., keep ∆ f = [∆ f1,∆ f2, . . . ,∆ fn]T close to
0, and ∆θ = [∆θ1,∆θ2, . . . ,∆θn]T close to ∆θd , where ∆θd collects the equilibrium phase
angles resulting from the power flow equations.

4.2.2. MULTI-AREA POWER SYSTEM
To describe the dynamics of a multi-area power network in a compact way, let us intro-
duce some notions of graph theory [15, 20].
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Figure 4.2: Example of switching topologies for a three-area power system. The switching topologies are in-
dexed by a signal σ.

A power system is essentially a network of dynamical systems, which are linked to
each other via a communication graph (or physical graph), that describes the allowed in-
formation flow (or the allowed physical interaction). We say that area i has an undirected
connection to area j if the latter can receive information from (or interact with) the for-
mer and vice versa. The graph describing the connection between all areas is defined
by the pair G = (V ,E ), where V = {1, . . . , N } is the set of nodes (areas), and E ⊆ V × V is
the set of edges (pairs of connected areas). As standard in graph theory, we assume the
graph to be connected, i.e., there is a path between every pair of vertices. For a node i ,
let us denote with Ni the set of node i is connected to.

For a set of vertices, there might be different possible interconnections or topologies.
As an example, Fig. 4.2 shows a three-area power system where each node denotes one
area, and where four possible connected topologies arise, indexed by σ ∈Ω= {1,2,3,4}.

Dynamically changing topologies can be represented by a piecewise constant time-
dependent signalσ, called the switching signal (cf. the example in Fig. 4.2). To represent
the evolving topologies, the class of ADT switching signals is considered (cf. Definition
2.2).

Remark 4.1. The class of ADT signals can represent situations in which fast switching
occurs (over short intervals) as a consequence of sudden events (e.g. attacks or faults),
compensated by a slower settlement phase (over long intervals) [132].

Interaction among two interconnected areas i and j occurs via a power flow depend-
ing on the difference between phases [120, 137]. With switching topologies, the set of
neighbors of area i will be time-dependent and denoted by Niσ(t ). For examples, in Fig.
4.2, when σ = 1 node 1 has N11 = {2}; when σ = 2, node 1 has N12 = {2,3} and so on. In
the following, whenever convenient, we will not explicitly write the dependence of σ on
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time. Then, the disturbance term ∆Pi j in (4.1d) can be defined as

∆Pi j ,σ(t ) = 2πTi

N∑
j∈Niσ(t )

sin(∆θi (t )−∆θ j (t )) (4.2)

∆Pi j ,σ(t ) =−∆P j iσ(t ) (4.3)

If the j -th area is disconnected from the i -th area, then ∆Pi j ,σ(t ) = 0.

4.2.3. STRUCTURE-PRESERVING MODELLING
The structure-preserving (or Kuramoto) model is commonly used to analyze multi-area
power systems [30, 120]. With reference to the dynamics (4.1)-(4.3), a Kuramoto-like
model can be derived by assuming that the generator and turbine time constants Tg i

and Tchi are much smaller than the power time constant Tpi (in practice Tg i and Tchi

are at least 10 times smaller than Tpi [27]). This leads to

∆Pmi ,σ(t ) =−∆ fi (t )

Ri
+uiσ(t )−∆Eiσ(t ) (4.4a)

∆Ėiσ(t ) =−ki∆Pi jσ(t )+ki Bi∆ fi (t ) (4.4b)

∆ ḟi (t ) =−kpi∆Pdi (t )

Tpi
− kpi∆Pi j ,σ(t )

Tpi
+ kpi∆Pmi ,σ(t )

Tpi
− ∆ fi (t )

Tpi
(4.4c)

∆Pi j ,σ(t ) = 2πTi

N∑
j∈Niσ(t )

sin(∆θi (t )−∆θ j (t )) (4.4d)

∆θ̇i (t ) =∆ fi (t ) (4.4e)

We then obtain the following switched LFC dynamics:

∆θ̈i (t ) = (− 1

Tpi
− kpi

Tpi Ri
)∆θ̇i −

kpi

Tpi
2πTi

N∑
j∈Niσ(t )

sin(∆θi −∆θ j )

− kpi

Tpi

(
∆Pdi +∆Eiσ(t )

)+ kpi

Tpi
uiσ(t ) (4.5)

For compactness, system (4.5) is represented as

∆θ̈(t ) = Mσ(t )(∆θ(t ),∆θ̇(t ))+Luσ(t ), σ(t ) ∈Ω (4.6)

with ∆θ = [∆θ1,∆θ2, . . . ,∆θn]T ,uσ = [u1σ,u2σ, . . . ,unσ]T and with L ≜ diag{
kpi

Tpi
} repre-

senting the equivalent inertia of the power system. In (4.6), Mσ(∆θ(t ),∆θ̇(t )) ≜ H(∆θ̇)+
Gσ(∆θ)+d with

H(∆θ̇) =diag
{
− 1

Tpi
− kpi

Tpi Ri

}
∆θ̇i (4.7a)

Gσ(∆θ) =col
{
− kpi

Tpi
2πTi

N∑
j∈Niσ(t )

sin(∆θi −∆θ j )
}

(4.7b)

d =col
{
− kpi

Tpi

(
∆Pdi +∆Ei

)}
(4.7c)
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for i = 1, . . . , N , where col{. . .} means the column vector and diag{. . .} is the diagonal ma-
trix.

Based on the structure of (4.7), the following property holds:

Property 4.1. There exist h, gσ,d ∈ R such that ∥H(∆θ̇)∥ ≤ h∥∆θ̇∥, ∥Gσ(∆θ)∥ ≤ gσ, and

∥d(t )∥ ≤ d 0 +d 1||∆θ||.
Note that the bound on ∥H∥ is proportional to ∥∆θ̇∥ thanks to the linear structure

in (4.7a), whereas the bound on ∥G∥ is constant due to the sinusoidal a priori bounded
terms in (4.7b). The term d 1 in the disturbance arise from the phase-dependent ∆Ei ,
evaluated by integrating (4.4b).

It is worth mentioning that the exact values of most constants in power systems (cf.
Table 4.1) are difficult to acquire. This implies that the dynamical terms H , G , d are un-
certain and their upper bounds in Property 4.1 are unavailable. To describe uncertainty
in L, let us decompose L = L̂ +∆L into a known (nominal) L̂ and an unknown ∆L. The
following assumption on a priori knowledge is made:

Assumption 4.1. Only nominal values (kpi ,Tpi ) and upper bounds (∆kpi ,∆Tpi ) around
such nominal values are available. This is described by assuming the existence of a known
scalar J̄ such that for J ≜

(
LL̂−1 − I

)
the following holds

∥J∥ ≤ J̄ < 1 (4.8)

Assumption 4.1 is standard in inverse dynamics-based control (cf. [118, 138, 140]),
requiring that uncertainty around the nominal L̂ is not arbitrarily large. Note that when
there is no uncertainty, then L = L̂ and (4.8) is satisfied with J̄ = 0; with more uncertainty,
J̄ tends to grow, and J̄ ≈ 1 represents that L ≈ 2L̂ (i.e., uncertainty is around 100%). On
the other hand, Assumption 4.1 allows arbitrarily large uncertainty in H , G , d .

Let us define x ≜ [∆θT ∆θ̇T ]T , considered available as feedback. Using Property 4.1,
Mσ(x) can be upper bounded as:

∥Mσ(x)∥ ≤φ0σ+φ1σ∥x∥, (4.9)

whereφ0σ = gσ+d ,φ1σ = h+d 1 (the subscript inφ1σ is used for consistency in notation)
are derived from (4.7), and are finite but unknown scalars according to Assumption 4.1.

The notion of Uniform Ultimate Boundedness (UUB) is the standard stability con-
cept in robust adaptive control (cf. [100, Def. 3] or [52, Def. 3.4.12] for details). This leads
to the LFC problem formulation:

Problem 4.1. Under Assumption 4.1, the aim is to design an adaptive multi-area LFC
controller uσ such that can track (in the sense of UUB) a desired constant frequency∆θ̇d =
0 under uncertainty and ADT switching topologies.

The following remarks clarify the distinguishing features and innovations of the pro-
posed problem formulation.

Remark 4.2. Compared to conventional multi-area LFC dynamics, where the linearized
power flow (∆θi −∆θ j ) is used, which is valid only for small phases [6, 10, 27, 48, 115, 121,
145], we consider the nonlinear power flow sin(∆θi −∆θ j ). This makes the dynamics more
rich and the control design more challenging and open in literature.
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Table 4.2: Control variables and parameters

rσ tracking error variable
K1σ linear proportional gain
K2σ linear derivative gain

L̂ nominal inertia
ε anti-chattering constant
ω ultimate bound parameter
ρσ overall robust adaptive gain

φ̂i p , φ̂i p adaptive gains (active and inactive topologies)
γi p , γi p auxiliary gains (active and inactive topologies)
αi leakage rate of adaptive gains φ̂i p , φ̂i p

βi leakage rate of auxiliary gain γi p , γi p

νi p nonlinear leakage of auxiliary gains γi p , γi p

J̄ maximum uncertainty in L

Remark 4.3. The upper bound structure in (4.9) is state-dependent. In multi-area LFC,
state-dependent uncertainties naturally arise since the system parameters must be ag-
gregated into equivalent time constants and coefficients, representing the dynamics at
the area level [27, 48, 115, 145]. Bus dynamics are also state-dependent uncertainties ac-
cording to the structure-preserving model [37]. The aggregation of dynamics creates the
need to handle both parametric uncertainties and state-dependent unmodelled dynam-
ics [6, 10, 121].

4.3. CONTROLLER DESIGN

Let e(t ) ≜ ∆θ(t )−∆θd (t ) and ξ(t ) ≜ [eT (t ) ėT (t )]T . A summary of the control variables
and parameters in this section can be found in Table II. Define a tracking error variable

rσ≜B T Pσξ, σ ∈Ω (4.10)

where Pσ > 0 is the solution to the Lyapunov equation

AT
σPσ+PσAσ =−Qσ (4.11)

for some Qσ > 0 with Aσ ≜
[

0 I
−K1σ −K2σ

]
and B ≜

[
0 I

]T
. Here, K1σ and K2σ are two

user-defined positive definite gain matrices and their positive definiteness guarantees
Aσ to be Hurwitz.

The switched multi-area LFC is designed as

uσ = L̂−1(−K1σe −K2σė −∆uσ), (4.12a)

∆uσ =ωρσ rσ√
∥rσ∥2 +ε

, (4.12b)

with ε> 0 a small scalar to avoid control chatter andω> 1 a user-defined scalar affecting
the ultimate bound. The design of ρσ is discussed later. Substituting (4.12a) in (4.5)
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yields

ë =∆θ̈ = Mσ+Luσ

= Mσ+
(
LL̂−1 − I

)(−K1σe −K2σė −∆uσ
)+ (−K1σe −K2σė −∆uσ)

=−K1σe −K2σė − (I + J )∆uσ+Ψσ, (4.13)

where Ψσ ≜ Mσ− J (K1σe +K2σė) is treated as the overall uncertainty. Hence, using As-
sumption 4.1, one can verify the existence of φ∗

iσ ∈R+ i = 0,1 such that for all σ ∈Ω

∥Ψσ∥ ≤φ∗
0σ+φ∗

1σ∥ξ∥, (4.14)

where φ∗
0σ = φ0σ+φ1σ||xd ||, φ∗

1σ = φ1σ+∥J∥(∥K1σ∥+∥K2σ∥) (based on the fact that x =
∆θd +ξ) are unknown finite scalars. After defining the structures of the upper bound of
∥Ψσ∥ in (4.14), the gain ρσ in (4.12b) is proposed as

ρσ = 1

1− J̄

{(
φ̂0σ+γ0σ

)+ (
φ̂1σ+γ1σ

)∥ξ∥} (4.15)

where φ̂0σ, φ̂1σ are the estimates of the upper bounds φ∗
0σ, φ∗

1σ, and γ0σ, γ1σ are auxil-
iary gains.

The main idea of switching structure (4.12) is that a different control action is acti-
vated depending on the active topology. Let p denote the index of the active topology
for t ∈ [tl , tl+1), and let I (p) =Ω\

{
p

}
denote the set of inactive topologies. The gains in

(4.15) are evaluated using the following laws:

˙̂φi p = ∥rp∥∥ξ∥i −αi p φ̂i p , γ̇i p = 0, (4.16a)

˙̂φi p = 0, γ̇i p =−
(
βi p +νi p φ̂

4
i p

)
γi p +βi pνi p , ∀p ∈I (p) (4.16b)

with φ̂i p (0) > 0, γi p (0) > νi p , (4.16c)

αi p > ζp /2,βi p > ζp /2. (4.16d)

where αi p ,βi p ,νi p ,νi p ∈ R+, i = 0,1 are static design scalars. Note that φ̂iσ is only up-
dated for the active topology p, while the gain γiσ is updated only for inactive topologies

p. The first term in ˙̂φi p adjusts the gain according to the current error, whereas the sec-

ond term in ˙̂φi p and the first term in γ̇i p are stabilizing leakage factors (cf. the derivations
in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (4.25), (4.29), (4.32)-(4.33)).

Using the framework of ADT, we can define the set of dynamically-changing topology
variations that can be tolerated by controller (4.12), (4.15), (4.16) without losing stability.
To this purpose, let us define ζ̄≜ maxp∈Ωλmax(Pp ) and ζ≜ minp∈Ωλmin(Pp ). Following
Definition 2.2 of ADT, the switching law condition to guarantee stability is proposed as

ϑ> lnµ/κ, (4.17)

where µ≜ ζ̄/ζ
m
≥ 1; κ is a scalar defined as 0 < κ< ζ where ζp ≜λmin(Qp )/λmax(Pp ) and

ζ≜minp∈Ω{ζp }.
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Table 4.2 explains the meaning of control variables and parameters and Algorithm 1
summarizes the design steps to be followed to implement the proposed adaptive control
framework. The following stability result is given in the context of Lyapunov theory [52],
while the stability proof in Section 4.4 clarifies how the design (4.12), (4.15), (4.16) and
(4.17) was obtained.

4.4. STABILITY ANALYSIS
Theorem 4.1. Under Property 4.1 and Assumption 4.1, the closed-loop trajectories (in-
cluding the tracking error) of power system (4.5) employing multi-area LFC (4.12) and
(4.15) with adaptive law (4.16) and ADT switching law (4.17) are UUB.

Proof. Stability is analyzed using the Lyapunov function V defined by

V (t ) =1

2
ξT (t )Pσ(t )ξ(t )+ 1

2

N∑
p=1

1∑
i=0

{(
φ̂i p (t )−φ∗

i p

)2 +γ2
i p (t )

}
, (4.18)

The following error dynamics is obtained from (4.13):

ξ̇= Aσξ+B
[
Ψσ− (I + J )∆uσ

]
(4.19)

We first investigate the behavior of V at the switching instants. Let subsystem σ(t−l+1)
be active when t ∈ [tl , tl+1) and subsystem σ(tl+1) is active when t ∈ [tl+1, tl+2). At the
switching instant tl+1, we have before switching

V (t−l+1) =1

2
ξT (t−l+1)Pσ(t−l+1)ξ(t−l+1)+ 1

2

N∑
p=1

1∑
i=0

[(
φ̂i p (t−l+1)−φ∗

i p

)2 +γ2
i p (t−l+1)

]
,

and after switching

V (tl+1) =1

2
ξT (tl+1)Pσ(tl+1)ξ(tl+1)+ 1

2

N∑
p=1

1∑
i=0

[(
φ̂i p (tl+1)−φ∗

i p

)2 +γ2
i p (tl+1)

]
.

In accordance with the continuity of the tracking error ξ in (4.19) and of the gains φ̂iσ

andγiσ in (4.16), we have ξ(t−l+1) = ξ(tl+1), (φ̂i p (t−l+1)−φ∗
i p ) = (φ̂i p (tl+1)−φ∗

i p ) andγi p (t−l+1)

= γi p (tl+1). Further, since ξT (t )Pσ(t )ξ(t ) ≤ ζ̄ξT (t )ξ(t ) and ξT (t )Pσ(t )ξ(t ) ≥ ζξT (t )ξ(t ), one
has

V (tl+1)−V (t−l+1) ≤
ζ̄−ζ

2ζ
ξT (tl+1)Pσ(t−l+1)ξ(tl+1) ≤

ζ̄−ζ
ζ

V (t−l+1) (4.20)

⇒V (tl+1) ≤µV (t−l+1), (4.21)

The behavior of V (t ) between two consecutive switching instants, i.e., when t ∈ [tl , tl+1)
is studied subsequently. Without the loss of generality, the closed-loop stability is ana-
lyzed by taking p =σ(t−l+1) as an active system.
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Using (4.10), (4.19) and the Lyapunov equation AT
σPσ+PσAσ =−Qσ, the time deriva-

tive of (4.18) yields

V̇ (t ) ≤− 1

2
ξT (t )Qσ(t−l+1)ξ(t )+∥Ψσ(t−l+1)∥∥rσ(t−l+1)∥− (1− J̄ )ρσ(t−l+1)ω

∥rσ(t−l+1)∥2√
∥rσ(t−l+1)∥2 +ε

+
N∑

p=1

1∑
i=0

{(
φ̂i p (t )−φ∗

i p

) ˙̂φi p (t )+γi p (t )γ̇i p (t )
}

. (4.22)

For the ease of analysis, we define a region such that

ω
∥rσ∥2√
∥rσ∥2 +ε

≥ ∥rσ∥⇒∥rσ∥ ≥
√

ε

ω2 −1
≜ϕ. (4.23)

with ω > 1 a user defined scalar. We analyse the behavior of the Lyapunov function for
the two scenarios:

S1: ∥rσ∥ ≥ϕ and S2: ∥rσ∥ <ϕ.
Scenario S1: It can be observed from the adaptive law (4.16) that the gains φ̂i p and

γi p remain constant during inactive and active intervals, respectively. Utilizing these
observations and the upper bound structure (4.14) of uncertainty, (4.22) becomes

V̇ (t ) ≤− 1

2
ξT (t )Qσ(t−l+1)ξ(t )−

[(
φ̂0σ(t−l+1) −φ∗

0σ(t−l+1)

)+ (
φ̂1σ(t−l+1) −φ∗

1σ(t−l+1)

)∥ξ∥]∥rσ(t−l+1)∥

+
1∑

i=0

(
φ̂i p (t )−φ∗

i p

) ˙̂φi p (t )+ ∑
p∈I (p)

1∑
i=0

γi p (t )γ̇i p (t ). (4.24)

Using the adaptive law (4.16a) we have for p =σ(t−l+1)

1∑
i=0

(
φ̂i p −φ∗

i p

) ˙̂φi p =
[(
φ̂0σ(t−l+1) −φ∗

0σ(t−l+1)

)+ (
φ̂1σ(t−l+1) −φ∗

1σ(t−l+1)

)∥ξ∥]∥rσ(t−l+1)∥

+
1∑

i=0

(
αi p φ̂i pφ

∗
i p −αi p φ̂

2
i p

)
. (4.25)

Similarly, the adaptive law (4.16b) leads to

γi p γ̇i p =−
(
βi p +νi p φ̂

4
i p

)
γ2

i p +βi pνi pγi p . (4.26)

Investigating the adaptive laws (4.16a)-(4.16b) and the initial gain conditions (4.16c), it
can be verified that there exists a positive fixed scalar γ

i p
such that

φ̂i p (t ) ≥ 0 and γi p (t ) ≥ γ
i p

> 0 ∀t ≥ 0. (4.27)

From (4.27) we have γi p ≥ γ
i p

∀t ≥ 0. Applying this relation to the second term of (4.26)

yields

γi p γ̇i p ≤−βi pγ
2
i p −γ2

i p
νi p φ̂

4
i p +βi pνi pγi p . (4.28)
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The following simplification can be made:

−γ2
i p
νi p φ̂

4
i p + ζp

2
φ̂2

i p =−γ2
i p
νi p

(
φ̂4

i p −2φ̂2
i p · ζp

4γ2
i p
νi p

)

=−γ2
i p
νi p

(
φ̂2

i p − ζp

4γ2
i p
νi p

)2 +
ζ2

p

16γ2
i p
νi p

. (4.29)

Substituting (4.25), (4.28) and (4.29) into (4.24) yields

V̇ (t ) ≤− 1

2
λmin(Qσ(t−l+1))∥ξ(t )∥2 +

1∑
i=0

(
αi p φ̂i p (t )φ∗

i p −αi p φ̂
2
i p (t )

)
+ ∑

p∈I (p)

1∑
i=0

(
βi pνi pγi p −βi pγ

2
i p − ζp

2
φ̂2

i p +
ζ2

p

16γ2
i p
νi p

)
. (4.30)

Since φ̂i p ≥ 0 by (4.27), the Lyapunov function (4.18) satisfies

V ≤ 1

2
λmax(Pσ)∥ξ∥2 + 1

2

N∑
p=1

1∑
i=0

(
φ̂2

i p +φ∗
i p

2 +γ2
i p

)
. (4.31)

From the definitions of ζ,ζp ,αi p ,βi p and using (4.31), the condition (4.30) is further sim-
plified to

V̇ (t ) ≤−ζV (t )+
1∑

i=0

(
αi p φ̂i p (t )φ∗

i p − ᾱi p φ̂
2
i p (t )+ ζp

2
γ2

i p

)
+

N∑
p=1

1∑
i=0

ζp

2
φ∗

i p
2 + ∑

p∈I (p)

1∑
i=0

(
βi pνi pγi p (t )− β̄i pγ

2
i p (t )+

ζ2
p

16γ2
i p
νi p

)
(4.32)

where ᾱi p ≜ (αi p − ζp

2 ) > 0 and β̄i p ≜ (βi p − ζp

2 ) > 0. Again, the following simplification
is made

αi p φ̂i pφ
∗
i p − ᾱi p φ̂

2
i p =−ᾱi p

(
φ̂i p −

αi pφ
∗
i p

2ᾱi p

)2

+
(
αi pφ

∗
i p

)2

4ᾱi p
. (4.33)

It can be noted from the adaptive laws (4.16) that γi p decreases for the inactive systems
and remains unchanged for the active one. Coupled with the fact γi p ≥ γ

i p
∀t ≥ 0, it

is concluded that γi p ∈ L∞ ∀p ∈ Ω. Then there exists γ̄i p ∈ R+ such that γi p (t ) ≤ γ̄i p .
Using 0 < κ< ζ, (4.33), V̇ (t ) in (4.32) simplifies to

V̇ (t ) ≤−κV (t )− (ζ−κ)V (t )+ς+ς2, (4.34)

where ς≜
∑N

p=1
∑1

i=0
ζp

2 φ
∗
i p

2 +∑
p∈I (p)

∑1
i=0

[
βi pνi p γ̄i p +ζ2

p /(16νi pγ
2
i p

)
]

and

ς2 ≜
∑1

i=0

(
αi pφ

∗
i p

)2

4ᾱi p
+ ζp

2 γ̄
2
i p .
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Scenario S2: In this scenario we have ∥rσ∥ <ϕ. Therefore,

V̇ (t ) ≤− (1/2)ξT (t )Qσ(t−l+1)ξ(t )− (1− J̄ )ρσ(t−l+1)ω
∥rσ(t−l+1)∥2√
∥rσ(t−l+1)∥2 +ε

+ [
φ∗

0σ+φ∗
1σ∥ξ∥

]∥rσ(t−l+1)∥+
1∑

i=0

(
φ̂i p (t )−φ∗

i p

) ˙̂φi p (t )+ ∑
p∈I (p)

1∑
i=0

γi p (t )γ̇i p (t )

≤−1

2
ξT (t )Qσ(t−l+1)ξ(t )+ [

φ∗
0σ+φ∗

1σ∥ξ∥
]∥rσ(t−l+1)∥

1∑
i=0

(
φ̂i p (t )−φ∗

i p

) ˙̂φi p (t )+ ∑
p∈I (p)

1∑
i=0

γi p (t )γ̇i p (t ). (4.35)

Then, following similar lines as in Scenario S1, we have

V̇ (t ) ≤−κV (t )− (ζ−κ)V (t )+ [
φ̂0σ+ φ̂1σ∥ξ∥

]∥rσ(t−l+1)∥+ς+ς2, (4.36)

From (4.10) one has ∥r∥ < ϕ ⇒ ∥ξ∥ ∈ L∞ and consequently, the adaptive law (4.16a)
implies ∥r∥,∥ξ∥ ∈ L∞ ⇒ φ̂i p (t ) ∈ L∞. Therefore, there exists ς1 ∈ R+ such that Y T Φ̂p ≤
ς1,∀σ ∈Ωwhen ∥rσ∥ <ϕ. Hence, replacing this relation in (4.36) yields

V̇ (t ) ≤−κV (t )− (ζ−κ)V (t )+ϕς1 +ς+ς2. (4.37)

Further, combining (4.34) and (4.37) we define the scalar

B ≜
ϕς1 +ς+ς2

(ζ−κ)
. (4.38)

From the two scenarios S1 and S2, it can be concluded that V̇ (t ) ≤−κV (t ) when V (t ) ≥
B. In light of this, further analysis is needed to observe the behavior of V (t )

(i) when V (t ) ≥B, we have V̇ (t ) ≤−κV (t ) from (4.34) implying exponential decrease
of V (t );

(ii) when V (t ) <B, V (t ) may increase.

Such behavior can be analyzed along the lines of [47,100], and eventually leads to the
bound

V (t ) ≤ max
{
cV (0),cµB

}
, ∀t ≥ 0. (4.39)

Again, the definition of the Lyapunov function (4.18) yields

V (t ) ≥ (1/2)λmin(Pσ(t ))∥ξ∥2 ≥ (ζ
m

/2)∥ξ∥2. (4.40)

Using (4.39) and (4.40) we have

∥ξ∥2 ≤ (2/ζ)max
{
cV (0),cµB

}
, ∀t ≥ 0. (4.41)

Therefore, using the expression of B from (4.31), an ultimate bound b on the tracking
error ξ can be found as

b =
√√√√2ζ̄(N0+1)

(
ϕς1 +ς+ς2

)
ζ(N0+2) (ζ−κ)

(4.42)
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4.5. SIMULATION EXAMPLE

The effectiveness of the proposed LFC design is tested using the IEEE 39 bus system [6].
To implement the multi-area LFC, the system is divided into three areas (cf. Fig. 4.3).
Tie lines between buses 2 and 3, and buses 17 and 27 connect areas 1 and 2; tie lines
between buses 5 and 8, and buses 7 and 8 connect areas 2 and 3, and a tie line between
buses 1 and 2 connects areas 1 and 3. While all ten generators are equipped with a local
LFC, only a few (four) generators implement the multi-area LFC to dampen oscillation
among areas: the generator connected to bus 37 is responsible for multi-area LFC in area
1; the generators connected to buses 32 and 36 are responsible in equal percentage for
multi-area LFC in area 2; the generator connected to bus 39 is responsible for multi-area
LFC in area 3. This setting is consistent with [6].

Figure 4.3: Benchmark IEEE 39-bus system divided into three areas. All ten generators implement local (intra-
area) LFC, while four generators (indicated in yellow) additionally implement multi-area LFC.

4.5.1. DESIGN AND CONSIDERATIONS ON CONTROL DISAGGREGATION

Each generator responsible for multi-area LFC in one area "sees" the area as an aggre-
gated dynamical system (where the aggregated dynamics also include the local LFC dy-
namics and the bus dynamics). The actual parameters of such aggregated dynamical
system are mostly unknown and not available for control design and, in view of Assump-
tion 4.1, the only available knowledge for control design is the inertia parameters of the
generators (cf. Table 4.3). In our test case, only the inertia of generator 37, the aver-
age inertia of generators 32 and 36, and the inertia of generator 39 are used to obtain the
nominal L̂ in (4.12a), according to Algorithm 1. The solutions to the Lyapunov equations
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Algorithm 1 Design and implementation steps of the proposed multi-area LFC

Design Step 1: with∆θ̇d = 0, obtain the desired phase∆θd from power flow equations at
the nominal operating point;
Design Step 2: define the tracking error variable as in (4.10) via the Lyapunov equation
(4.11);
Design Step 3: compute the control law uσ as in (4.12) and (4.15) with suitable K1σ, K2σ

and ω, ε;
Design Step 4: design the adaptive laws as in (4.16);
Design Step 5: design the switching law as in (4.17).

Implementation Step 1: for each area i , assign one or more generators for multi-area
LFC; use the inertia of those generators (or their average) to obtain the nominal L̂ in
(4.12a);
Implementation Step 2: define uσ = [u1σ,u2σ, . . . ,unσ]T , where uiσ is the control as-
signed to area i ;
Implementation Step 3: if only one generator is assigned for multi-area LFC in area i ,
assign uiσ to that generator; if more generators are assigned for multi-area LFC in area
i , partition uiσ among those generators (e.g. in equal proportions).

are

P1 =



35.0728 0 0 0.2581 0 0
0 35.0728 0 0 0.2581 0
0 0 35.0728 0 0 0.2581

0.2581 0 0 2.0564 0 0
0 0.2581 0 0 2.0564 0
0 0 0.2581 0 0 2.0564



P2 =



32.2954 0 0 0.4753 0 0
0 32.2954 0 0 0.4753 0
0 0 32.2954 0 0 0.4753

0.4753 0 0 1.8929 0 0
0 0.4753 0 0 1.8929 0
0 0 0.4753 0 0 1.8929



P3 =



48.3565 0 0 0.5694 0 0
0 48.3565 0 0 0.5694 0
0 0 48.3565 0 0 0.5694

0.5694 0 0 2.8334 0 0
0 0.5694 0 0 2.8334 0
0 0 0.5694 0 0 2.8334



P4 =



48.5521 0 0 0.8575 0 0
0 97.1043 0 0 0.8575 0
0 0 97.1043 0 0 0.8575

0.8575 0 0 2.8483 0 0
0 0.8575 0 0 2.8483 0
0 0 0.8575 0 0 2.8483
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We further select K1σ = 15I, K2σ = 0.8I, where we use the same values for every topol-
ogy. The Lyapunov matrices yield ζ = 0.2059, µ = 25.7588, and, when κ = 0.9ζ, the ADT
satisfies lnµ/κ = 17.5316, according to (4.17). This implies that topology can switch up
to every 17.5 seconds on average. The switching law σ previously presented in Fig. 4.2 is
adopted in simulations.

Control design parameters are selected as: ε= 0.1,ω= 2, J̄ = 0.3,αi p = 0.2,βi p = 0.15,

ν̄i p = 1, νi p = 0.7 with i = 0,1. The initial gains are φ̂0p (0) = 0.3, γi p (0) = 25.

Table 4.3: Inertia of generators in IEEE 39-bus system.

0.2653 Inertia of Generator 30
0.1607 Inertia of Generator 31
0.1899 Inertia of Generator 32
0.1517 Inertia of Generator 33
0.1379 Inertia of Generator 34
0.1846 Inertia of Generator 35
0.1401 Inertia of Generator 36
0.1289 Inertia of Generator 37
0.1830 Inertia of Generator 38
0.2228 Inertia of Generator 39

Figure 4.4: Phase and frequency deviations for all nodes with only local (intra-area) LFC (no multi-area LFC)

.

4.5.2. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To compare and assess the benefits of the proposed multi-area LFC approach, we im-
plement the local LFC (without multi-area LFC), and a standard non-adaptive multi-
area LFC, which is a proportional derivative controller with proportional gain equal to 3
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Figure 4.5: Phase and frequency deviations for all nodes with local (intra-area) LFC and non-adaptive (constant
gain) multi-area LFC.

Figure 4.6: Phase and frequency deviations for all nodes with local (intra-area) LFC and adaptive (proposed)
multi-area LFC.
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Figure 4.7: Adaptive gains φ̂0p (blue line) and φ̂1p (red line) for each topology.
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Figure 4.8: Adaptive gains γ̂0p (blue line) and γ̂1p (red line) for each topology.
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Table 4.4: Error deviation norms for non-adaptive and adaptive multi-area LFC, with improvements reported
as compared to the only-local LFC scenario (without multi-area LFC).

Norm of Norm of
Phase Frequency

Deviation Deviation
Only-Local LFC 226.06 85.35

(-) (-)
Non-adaptive Multi-area LFC 219.35 70.86

(-3.05%) (-20.45%)
Adaptive (proposed) Multi-area 192.01 53.27

(-17.73%) (-60.22%)

and derivative gain equal to 30 (these gains have been tuned to provide the best perfor-
mance).

The performance of the three approaches (only local LFC, non-adaptive multi-area
LFC, and adaptive multi-area LFC) are reported in Table 4.4 in terms of the norm of phase
deviations and norm of frequency deviations. Because synchronization of a power sys-
tem to a constant frequency implies a rotation with a linearly increasing phase (the phase
being the integral of the frequency), we use bus 9 as a rotating reference [81]. By this, we
can evaluate the frequency deviation, and compare the phase deviation with the desired
equilibrium phase resulting from the solution to the optimal power flow equilibrium.
The percentage improvements in Table 4.4 show that the proposed adaptive multi-area
LFC outperforms the non-adaptive multi-area LFC approach almost six times in terms
of phase deviations (-3.05% vs -17.73%) and almost three times in terms of frequency
deviations (-20.45% vs -60.22%). This implies reduced frequency oscillations and the
smallest deviations from the optimal power flow phase.

The evolution of phase deviations and frequency deviations are reported in Fig. 4.4
for the local LFC approach, in Fig. 4.5 for non-adaptive multi-area LFC approach, and in
Fig. 4.6 for the proposed adaptive multi-area LFC approach. In these figures, all phase
deviations are bounded, transients occur due to topology changes at the switching in-
stants in Fig. 4.2, and the size of the oscillations are also influenced by the generator
parameters and the load.

Finally, Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 illustrate the adaptive gains for active and inactive
topologies (φ̂i p , φ̂i p̄ , γi p and γi p̄ , i = 0,1). The gains φ̂i p̄ remain constant when the
corresponding topology is inactive, while the gains φ̂i p adapt when the corresponding
topology is activated. On the other hand, the gains γi p̄ adapt when the corresponding
topology is inactive, while the gains γi p remain constant when the corresponding topol-
ogy is activated.

Therefore, all gains automatically adapt or remain constant in order to obtain stabil-
ity for any topology. This shows the adaptation capabilities of the proposed framework.
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4.6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chapter has developed a switched adaptation framework for multi-area LFC based
on nonlinear structure-preserving (Kuramoto) dynamics with state-dependent uncer-
tainty. In this modeling framework, which provides a more rich description of uncer-
tainties typically considered in multi-area LFC, stable self-reconfiguration was proven
using Lyapunov theory in the presence of changing topologies among multi-area power
systems.





5
DISTRIBUTED ADAPTIVE

SYNCHRONIZATION IN

EULER-LAGRANGE NETWORKS

This chapter discusses a new practical synchronization protocol for multiple Euler-
Lagra-nge systems without structural linear-in-the-parameters (LIP) knowledge of the
uncertainty and where the agents can be interconnected before the control design by un-
known state-dependent interconnection terms. This setting is meant to overcome two
standard a priori assumptions in the literature concerning uncertainty with LIP struc-
ture and the absence of interaction among agents before designing the synchronization
protocol. To overcome these assumptions, we propose an adaptive distributed con-
trol mechanism having the purpose of estimating the coefficients of the resulting state-
dependent uncertainty structure. Stability analysis and numerical validations are pre-
sented.

5.1. INTRODUCTION
Motivated by the advances in multi-agent systems, the problem of controlling a single
Euler-Lagrange system to track desired trajectories [89, 102, 116] has been recently ac-
companied by the problem of controlling multiple Euler-Lagrange systems [129,144] to-
ward a common behavior. Euler-Lagrange dynamics can describe the motion of various
mechanical systems [13,103], robotic manipulators [59,79], aerospace systems [25], and
many more.

Crucial aspects worth considering in uncertain Euler-Lagrange systems include the a
priori assumptions on the uncertainty: a typical assumption is the linear-in-the-parame-
ters (LIP) structure [31, 64], which however is rarely met in practical situations. An-
other crucial aspect worth considering in multiple uncertain Euler-Lagrange systems

This chapter is based on the submitted paper [135]

57
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includes the assumptions made on the a priori structure of the interaction, i.e. how the
Euler-Lagrange systems interact before the control design. In most literature on multi-
ple Euler-Lagrange systems [12, 51, 171], interconnections between agents are assumed
nonexistent before the control design. Therefore, most approaches rely on two impor-
tant a priori assumptions concerning uncertainty with LIP structure and the absence of
interaction among agents before protocol design, which motivates the aforementioned
Question 3: How to design an adaptive distributed design for Euler-Lagrange agents in
the presence of state-dependent uncertainty and interaction terms while overcoming the
restrictive assumptions of the state of the art?

To answer this question, firstly, we consider state-dependent uncertainty (not nec-
essarily LIP). Then, differently from the standard literature, we consider that the inter-
action terms among agents exist before the control design, which are also state-dep-
endent. In summarizing, the work presented in this chapter addresses and solves the
leader-following synchronization for multiple uncertain Euler-Lagrange systems with
state-dependent uncertainty and without a priori bounded interconnections. As a result
of removing the a priori bounded structure [104], we must seek for practical synchro-
nization (cf. Definition 2.8) instead of asymptotic synchronization (cf. Definition 2.7).
To address the presence of state-dependent uncertainty and uncertain state-dependent
interconnections, we propose an adaptive distributed control mechanism having the
purpose of estimating the coefficients of the resulting uncertainty structure.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: the synchronization problem is for-
mulated in Section 5.2. Adaptive synchronization laws are given in Section 5.3, with Lya-
punov stability analysis in Section 5.4. Simulations are in Section 5.5, with concluding
remarks in Section 5.6.

5.2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let each node i = 1, . . . , N be represented by Euler-Lagrange dynamics (in the following,
we may remove time dependency for brevity):

Mi (qi (t ))q̈i (t )+Ci (qi (t ), q̇i (t ))q̇i (t )+Gi (qi (t ))

+Fi (q̇i (t ))+Hi (ei (t ), ėi (t ))+di (t ) = τi (t ) (5.1)

where qi , q̇i , q̈i ∈Rn are the generalized coordinates and their derivatives, and τi ∈Rn is
the control input. The system dynamics (5.1) comprise the mass/inertia matrix Mi (qi ),
the centripetal term Ci (qi , q̇i ), the gravity term Gi (qi ), the friction term Fi (q̇i ), and an
external bounded disturbance ∥di∥ ≤ d̄i ∀t (with possibly unknown d̄i ). In addition,
(5.1) includes an interconnection term Hi (ei , ėi ) depending on the local synchronization
error ei ∈Rn and its derivative ėi ∈Rn :

ei =
∑

j∈Ni

ai j (qi −q j )+bi (qi −q0) (5.2a)

ėi =
∑

j∈Ni

ai j (q̇i − q̇ j )+bi (q̇i − q̇0) (5.2b)

where q0, q̇0 ∈ Rn represent the state of the leader and its derivative, and Ni denotes
the neighboring set of agent i . As common in Euler-Lagrange literature, we consider
∥q̇0∥ ≤ q̄0, ∥q̈0∥ ≤ q̌0 [73, 78]. We take q̄0, q̌0 as unknown constants.
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Remark 5.1 (Interconnection before the control design). The dynamics in (5.1) depart
from considering a priori disconnected dynamics, i.e. when the dynamics of each agent
i are unaffected by neighboring states q j , q̇ j before the control design [3, 12, 18, 51, 72, 78,
171]. On the other hand, the terms Hi (ei , ėi ) in (5.1) are active even before the control
design. These interconnection terms, which cannot be designed and cannot be bounded a
priori (cf. Property 5.4), require a new design that is not available in the literature.

The following properties for the dynamic terms in (5.1) are taken or further extended
from standard and recent Euler-Lagrange literature [125, 161]:

Property 5.1. There exist c̄i , ḡi , f̄i ∈ R+ such that ∥Ci (qi , q̇i )∥ ≤ c̄i∥q̇i∥, ∥Gi (qi )∥ ≤
ḡi , ∥Fi (q̇i )∥ ≤ f̄i∥q̇i∥.

Property 5.2. The matrix Mi (qi ) is symmetric and uniformly positive definite in qi : there
exist positive constants m and m such that 0 ≤ mIn ≤ Mi (qi ) ≤ mIn , ∀qi ,∀i .

Property 5.3. The matrix Ṁi (qi )− 2Ci (qi , q̇i ) is skew symmetric, i.e. for any non-zero
vector s, we have sT (Ṁi (qi )−2Ci (qi , q̇i ))s = 0.

Property 5.4. There exist h̄1i , h̄2i , h̄3i , h̄4i , h̄5i ∈R+ such that ∥Hi (ei , ėi )∥ ≤ h̄1i+h̄2i∥ei∥+
h̄3i∥ėi∥+ h̄4i∥ei∥2 + h̄5i∥ėi∥2.

All the constants in Properties 5.1, 5.2 and 5.4 are possibly unknown for the con-
trol design. In Property 5.4 we take the interconnection term Hi (ei , ėi ) with a quadratic
upper bound. This is a natural choice in view of the fact that the other forces stemming
from centripetal, gravity, or friction terms in Property 5.1, have linear or quadratic upper
bounds.

As we will assume the presence of a directed spanning tree in the graph as in As-
sumption 2.1, we will make use of Lemma 2.2 for stability analysis.

Remark 5.2 (No structural knowledge). In Properties 5.1-5.4, no assumption is made on
the LIP structure of the dynamic terms, which marks another difference with standard
Euler-Lagrange literature, since general friction terms are not in LIP form [76, 161]. The
price to be paid as shown in [104, 161], is that practical synchronization (cf. Definition
2.8) must be sought in place of asymptotic synchronization (cf. Definition 2.7). That is, the
synchronization error in this chapter will converge to a small uniformly ultimate bound
around zero instead of asymptotically converge to zero.

Problem 5.1. Under Assumption 2.1 and Properties 5.1-5.4, the adaptive synchroniza-
tion problem is to design a distributed adaptive law for the Euler-Lagrange network (5.1)
that guarantees the local synchronization error e to be UUB, cf. Definition 2.6 (this im-
plies the global synchronization error δ being UUB, cf. Lemma 2.2).

5.3. CONTROLLER DESIGN
The controller design requires a preliminary step concerning uncertainty analysis, as
explained hereafter.
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5.3.1. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
First, we rewrite (5.1) as

Mi q̈i =Qi (qi , q̇i ,ei , ėi )+τi (5.3)

where Qi (qi , q̇i ,ei , ėi ) = −Ci (qi , q̇i )q̇i −Gi (qi )−Fi (q̇i )− Hi (ei , ėi )−di . Using Property
5.1, we have

∥Qi (qi , q̇i ,ei , ėi )∥ ≤ (ḡi + d̄i + h̄1i )+ f̄i∥q̇i∥+ c̄i∥q̇i∥2

+ h̄2i∥ei∥+ h̄3i∥ėi∥+ h̄4i∥ei∥2 + h̄5i∥ėi∥2 (5.4)

We define a filtered tracking error

ri = ėi +Pi ei (5.5)

with Pi ∈Rn×n a designed positive definite diagonal matrix.
Let us define ξi = [eT

i , ėT
i , qT

i , q̇T
i ]T . The control mechanism using local information

is designed as

τi =−Ki ri − τ̄i − K̄i P−1
i ei (5.6a)

τ̄i =ωρi
ri√

∥ri∥2 +ε
(5.6b)

ρi = θ̂0i + θ̂1i∥ξi∥+ θ̂2i∥ξi∥2 +γi (5.6c)

where Ki ∈ Rn×n is a designed positive definite matrix, K̄i ∈ Rn×n is a designed positive
definite diagonal matrix, ω > 1,ε are user-defined scalars, and θ̂0i , θ̂1i , θ̂2i are adaptive
parameters to be designed later.

The dynamics of ėi can be calculated as

ëi =ǎi q̈i −
∑

j∈Ni

ai j q̈ j −bi q̈0 (5.7)

where ǎi = bi + ∑
j∈Ni

ai j > 0.

We multiply (5.7) with 1
ǎi

Mi , and then add and subtract ei , and use (5.3) to obtain

1

ǎi
Mi ëi = Mi q̈i −

∑
j∈Ni

ai j

ǎi
(Mi M−1

j )M j q̈ j − 1

ǎi
Mi bi q̈0

=−Ki ri − K̄i P−1
i ei − τ̄i +

∑
j∈Ni

Ai j τ̄ j +∆i j (5.8)

where Ai j = ai j

ǎi
(Mi M−1

j ), and ∆i j is treated as an uncertainty term of agent i and agent
j :

∆i j ≜
[
Qi (qi , q̇i ,ei , ėi )− 1

ǎi
Mi bi q̈0 −

∑
j∈Ni

Ai j
[
Q j (q j , q̇ j ,e j , ė j )−K j r j

]
(5.9)
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According to (5.5), we have

1

ǎi
Mi ëi = 1

ǎi
Mi ṙi − 1

ǎi
Mi Pi ėi (5.10)

Substituting (5.10) into (5.8), we get the dynamics of ri :

1

ǎi
Mi ṙi =−Ki ri − K̄i P−1

i ei − τ̄i +
∑

j∈Ni

Ai j τ̄ j + ∆̄i j − Ci ri

ǎi
(5.11)

where ∆̄i j =∆i j + 1
ǎi

Mi Pi ėi + 1
ǎi

Ci ri .
From the definition of ξi , it is implied that ∥ei∥ ≤ ∥ξi∥ and ∥ėi∥ ≤ ∥ξi∥, ∥qi∥ ≤ ∥ξi∥

and ∥q̇i∥ ≤ ∥ξi∥. From (5.5), we can write ∥ri∥ ≤ (1+∥Pi∥)∥ξi∥. The following bound of
the uncertainty ∥∆̄i j ∥ can be obtained:

∥∆̄i j ∥ ≤ (ḡi + d̄i + h̄1i )+ f̄i∥q̇i∥+ c̄i∥q̇i∥2 + h̄2i∥ei∥+ h̄3i∥ėi∥+ h̄4i∥ei∥2 + h̄5i∥ėi∥2

+ ∑
j∈Ni

āi j

[
(ḡ j + d̄ j + h̄1 j )+ f̄ j ∥q̇ j ∥+ c̄ j ∥q̇ j ∥2 + h̄2 j ∥e j ∥+ h̄3 j ∥ė j ∥+ h̄4 j ∥e j ∥2+ h̄5 j ∥ė j ∥2

]
+∑
j∈Ni

āi j ∥K j ∥(1+∥P j ∥)∥ξ j ∥+ bi

ǎi
∥Mi∥∥q̈0∥+ 1

ǎi
∥Pi∥∥Mi∥∥ξi∥+ c̄i

ǎi
(1+∥Pi∥)∥ξi∥

≤ θ∗0i +θ∗1i∥ξi∥+θ∗2i∥ξi∥2 + ∑
j∈Ni

ϕ∗
1 j ∥ξ j ∥+

∑
j∈Ni

ϕ∗
2 j ∥ξ j ∥2 (5.12)

where āi j = ∥Ai j ∥, θ∗0i =
(
ḡi +d̄i +h̄1i

)+ ∑
j∈Ni

[
āi j (ḡ j +d̄ j +h̄1 j

]+ bi
ǎi

mq̌0, θ∗1i = h̄2i +h̄3i +

f̄i + 1
ǎi
∥Pi∥∥Mi∥+ c̄i

ǎi
(1+∥Pi∥), θ∗2i = h̄4i + h̄5i + c̄i , ϕ∗

1 j = āi j
[
h̄2 j + h̄3 j + f̄ j +∥K j ∥(1+

∥P j ∥)
]
, ϕ∗

2 j = āi j (h̄4 j + h̄5 j + c̄ j ).

Note that ∥Ai j ∥ can be bounded by a constant thanks to the uniform bounds for
the mass matrix in Property 5.2. Also, θ∗0i ,θ∗1i ,θ∗2i ,ϕ∗

1 j ,ϕ∗
2 j are all unknown constants

according to Properties 5.1 and 5.4.

5.3.2. ADAPTIVE SYNCHRONIZATION LAWS

According to the structure of the upper bounds of ∆̄i j in (5.12), the adaptive laws for
(5.6c) are designed as:

˙̂θ0i = ∥ri∥−α0θ̂0i (5.13a)

˙̂θ1i = ∥ri∥∥ξi∥−α1θ̂1i (5.13b)

˙̂θ2i = ∥ri∥∥ξi∥2 −α2θ̂2i (5.13c)

γ̇i =−(ϵ0 +ϵ1∥ξi∥7 −ϵ2∥ξi∥5)γi +βi (5.13d)

where θ̂0i (0) > 0, θ̂1i (0) > 0, θ̂2i (0) > 0,γi (0) > 0 (5.13e)

ϵ0,ϵ1,ϵ2,αi ,βi ∈R+ (5.13f)

with the inequalities

ϵ0 ≥ 1+ϵ2,ϵ1 ≥ ϵ2 (5.13g)
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5.4. STABILITY ANALYSIS
Theorem 5.1. Under Assumption 2.1 and Properties 5.1-5.4, the closed-loop trajectories
of (5.1) employing control law (5.6) and adaptive law (5.13) are UUB with the following
ultimate bound on the local synchronization error e:

U =
√√√√ 2χ

min
i∈Ω

λmin(K̄i P−1
i )(ζ−κ)

(5.14)

where χ =
N∑

i=1

(
α0θ

∗
0i

2

2 + α1θ
∗
1i

2

2 + α2θ
∗
2i

2

2

)
+

N∑
i=1

2ζγ̄i
γ

i
; κ is a scalar satisfying 0 < κ < ζ with

ζ= min
{
λ(Ki ),λ(K̄i ),α0/2,α1/2,α2/2

}
max{m/2â,λ(K̄i P−1

i )/2}
, where â = min

i∈Ω
{ǎi }.

Proof. Construct a Lyapunov function defined by:

V (t ) =1

2

N∑
i=1

(
1

ǎi
ri

T (t )Mi (t )ri (t )+eT
i (t )K̄i P−1

i ei (t )

)

+ 1

2

N∑
i=1

{
(θ̂0i (t )−θ∗0i )2 + (θ̂1i (t )−θ∗1i )2 + (θ̂2i (t )−θ∗2i )2 + 2γi (t )

γ
i

}
. (5.15)

Note that (5.13d) has a stable linear time-varying structure in the variable γi thanks to
the inequalities (5.13g), since

a) for ∥ξ∥ ≥ 1: According to ϵ1 ≥ ϵ2, we have ϵ1∥ξ∥7 − ϵ2∥ξ∥5 ≥ ϵ1
(∥ξ∥7 −∥ξ∥5

) ≥ 0.
Thus, according to ϵ0 ≥ 1+ϵ2 and ϵ2 > 0, we obtain

ϵ0 +ϵ1∥ξ∥7 −ϵ2∥ξ∥5 ≥ ϵ0 ≥ 1+ϵ2 > 1

b) for ∥ξ∥ < 1: According to ϵ0 ≥ 1+ϵ2, we have ϵ0−ϵ2∥ξ∥5 ≥ 1+ϵ2
(
1−∥ξ∥5

)> 1. Thus,
according to ϵ1 > 0, we obtain

ϵ0 −ϵ2∥ξ∥5 +ϵ1∥ξ∥7 > 1.

Then, ϵ0 − ϵ2∥ξ∥5 + ϵ1∥ξ∥7 > 1 always holds, i.e. the system in (5.13d) can be seen as a
stable linear time-varying system.

Based on the linear time-varying structure of (5.13d), the positive input βi and posi-
tive initial condition (5.13e), Based on the adaptive laws (5.13a)-(5.13d) and initial con-
ditions (5.13e), it can be verified that θ̂l i (t ) ≥ 0, l = 0,1,2,γi (t ) ≥ γ

i
> 0 ∀t ≥ t0 for a

positive scalar γ
i
. The above condition will be used in the subsequent stability analysis.

The proof is organized as follows: first, we calculate the time derivative of the Lya-
punov function. Then, based on the structure of (5.6b), we study the behavior of the
Lyapunov function under the three possible scenarios:

1) ω
∥ri ∥2p
∥ri ∥2+ϵ ≥ ∥ri∥ for all i ;
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2) ω
∥ri ∥2p
∥ri ∥2+ϵ < ∥ri∥ for all i ;

3) ω
∥ri ∥2p
∥ri ∥2+ϵ ≥ ∥ri∥ for i = 1, ...,k, and ω ∥ri ∥2p

∥ri ∥2+ϵ < ∥ri∥ for i = k +1, ..., N .

Notice that a similar analysis along three scenarios is known in the literature [64]. Finally,
combining the results of these three scenarios, we obtain the ultimate bound on the
local synchronization error e. In subsequent analysis, we omit variable dependency for
compactness. Using (5.5) and (5.11), the time derivative of (5.15) satisfies

V̇ ≤−
N∑

i=1
r T

i Ki ri +
N∑

i=1
r T

i ∆̄i j −
N∑

i=1
r T

i τ̄i +
N∑

i=1
r T

i

∑
j∈Ni

Ai j τ̄ j

+ 1

2

N∑
i=1

1

ǎi
ri

T (
Ṁi −2Ci

)
ri +

N∑
i=1

{
γ̇i

γ
i

+
2∑

l=0
(θ̂l i −θ∗l i ) ˙̂θl i

}
−

N∑
i=1

eT
i K̄i ei

≤−
N∑

i=1
r T

i Ki ri +
N∑

i=1
∥r T

i ∥∥∆̄i j ∥−
N∑

i=1
eT

i K̄i ei +
N∑

i=1

{
γ̇i

γ
i

+
2∑

l=0
(θ̂l i −θ∗l i ) ˙̂θl i

}

+
N∑

i=1

{ ∑
j∈N j

āi jρ jω
∥ri∥∥r j ∥√
∥r j ∥2 +ε

−ρiω
∥ri∥2√
∥ri∥2 +ε

}
(5.16)

Combined with (5.11) and (5.12), we obtain the uncertainty structure as

N∑
i=1

∥ri∥∥∆̄i j ∥ ≤
N∑

i=1
∥ri∥

{
θ∗0i +θ∗1i∥ξi∥+θ∗2i∥ξi∥2

}
+

N∑
i=1

∥ri∥
{ ∑

j∈Ni

ϕ∗
1 j ∥ξ j ∥+

∑
j∈Ni

ϕ∗
2 j ∥ξ j ∥2

}
. (5.17)

According to (5.5), we have ∥ri∥ ≤ (1+∥Pi∥)∥ξi∥. Thus, the following two bounds hold:

N∑
i=1

∥ri∥
∑

j∈Ni

ϕ∗
1 j ∥ξ j ∥ ≤

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

ϕ∗
1 j (1+∥Pi∥)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥ (5.18)

N∑
i=1

∥ri∥
∑

j∈Ni

ϕ∗
2 j ∥ξ j ∥2 ≤

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

ϕ∗
2 j (1+∥Pi∥)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥2 (5.19)

The bounded-input-bounded-output property of the stable linear time-varying system
(6.27d) with positive constant input βi guarantees that γi ∈L∞, i.e. there exists γ̄i ∈ R+

such that γi ≤ γ̄i . From
∥r j ∥√
∥r j ∥2+ε

≤ 1, we get

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

āi jρ jω
∥ri∥∥r j ∥√
∥r j ∥2 +ε

≤ ω
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

āi jρ j ∥ri∥

≤ ω
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

{ 2∑
k=0

āi j θ̂k j ∥ri∥∥ξ j ∥k + āi jγ j ∥ri∥
}

. (5.20)
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Meanwhile, the fact that the following dynamics ˙̂θ0 j =−α0θ̂0 j , ˙̂θ1 j =−α1θ̂1 j , ˙̂θ2 j =−α2θ̂2 j ,
in the adaptive laws (5.13a)-(5.13c) are first-order stable dynamics gives, the standard in-
put/output stability properties [52, Sect. 3.3] gives

θ̂0 j ≤ θ̄0 j + θ̌0 j ∥r j ∥ (5.21a)

θ̂1 j ≤ θ̄1 j + θ̌1 j ∥r j ∥∥ξ j ∥ (5.21b)

θ̂2 j ≤ θ̄2 j + θ̌2 j ∥r j ∥∥ξ j ∥2 (5.21c)

with θ̄0 j , θ̌0 j , θ̄1 j , θ̌1 j , θ̄2 j , θ̌2 j ∈R+. This in turn leads to

ω
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

āi j θ̂2 j ∥ri∥∥ξ j ∥2 ≤ω
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

āi j θ̄2 j (1+∥Pi∥)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥

+ω
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

āi j θ̌2 j (1+∥Pi∥)(1+∥P j ∥)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥5. (5.22)

Similarly, we obtain the overall terms from the neighboring agents j ∈Ni :

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

{
āi jρ jω

∥ri∥∥r j ∥√
∥r j ∥2 +ε

+∥ri∥
(
ϕ∗

1 j ∥ξ j ∥+ϕ∗
2 j ∥ξ j ∥2

)}

≤
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

{
ωāi j (1+∥Pi∥)(θ̄0 j + γ̄ j )∥ξi∥

+ (1+∥Pi∥)
[
ωāi j (θ̌0 j (1+∥P j ∥)+ θ̄1 j )+ϕ∗

1 j

]
∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥

+ (1+∥P j ∥)
(
ωāi j θ̄2 j +ϕ∗

2 j

)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥2

+ωāi j (1+∥Pi∥)(1+∥P j ∥)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥3(θ̌1 j + θ̌2 j ∥ξ j ∥2)

}
. (5.23)

Using (5.13a)-(5.13c), we have

(θ̂l i −θ∗l i ) ˙̂θl i = (θ̂l i −θ∗l i )∥ξi∥l∥ri∥+
(
αl θ̂l iθ

∗
l i −αl θ̂

2
l i

)
(5.24)

for l = 0,1,2 and i = 1, · · · , N . The last term of (5.24) can be rewritten as

(
αl θ̂l iθ

∗
l i −αl θ̂

2
l i

)=−αl (θ̂l i −θ∗l i )2

2
+ αlθ

∗
l i

2

2
. (5.25)

Similarly, with γi (t ) ≥ γ
i
> 0, (5.13d) leads to

γ̇i (t )

γ
i

= 1

γ
i

[
− (ϵ0 +ϵ1∥ξi∥7 −ϵ2∥ξi∥5)γi +βi

]
≤

[
− (
ϵ0 +ϵ1|ξi∥7 −ϵ2∥ξi∥5)+ (βi /γ

i
)
]

(5.26)
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According to (5.17)-(5.26), from (5.16) we have

V̇ ≤−λ(Ki )
N∑

i=1
∥ri∥2 −λ(K̄i )

N∑
i=1

∥ei∥2 +
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

{
ωāi j (1+∥Pi∥)(θ̄0 j + γ̄ j )∥ξi∥

+ (1+∥Pi∥)
[
ωāi j (θ̌0 j (1+∥P j ∥)+ θ̄1 j )+ϕ∗

1 j

]
∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥−

N∑
i=1

ρiω
∥ri∥2√
∥ri∥2 +ε

+ (1+∥P j ∥)
(
ωāi j θ̄2 j +ϕ∗

2 j

)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥2 −
N∑

i=1

[(
ϵ0 +ϵ1|ξi∥7 −ϵ2∥ξi∥5)+ (βi /γ

i
)

]

+ωāi j (1+∥Pi∥)(1+∥P j ∥)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥3(θ̌1 j + θ̌2 j ∥ξ j ∥2)

}
+

N∑
i=1

2∑
l=0

θ∗l i∥ξi∥l∥ri∥

+
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

{
(θ̂l i −θ∗l i )∥ξi∥l∥ri∥−

[αl (θ̂l i −θ∗l i )2

2
− αlθ

∗
l i

2

2

]}
(5.27)

where λ(Ki ) = min
i∈Ω

λmin(Ki ), λ(K̄i ) = min
i∈Ω

λmin(K̄i ).

We study the behavior of the Lyapunov function for the three aforementioned sce-
narios:
Scenario 1: We have ω ∥ri ∥2p

∥ri ∥2+ε ≥ ∥ri∥ for all i = 1, . . . , N . Then, according to (5.6c), we

obtain

−
N∑

i=1
ρiω

∥ri∥2√
∥ri∥2 +ε

≤−
N∑

i=1
ρi∥ri∥ ≤−

N∑
i=1

2∑
l=0

[
θ̂l i∥ξi∥l +γi

]
∥ri∥. (5.28)

Substituting (5.28) into (5.27), yields

V̇ ≤−λ(Ki )
N∑

i=1
∥ri∥2 −λ(K̄i )

N∑
i=1

∥ei∥2

−
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

{
αl (θ̂l i −θ∗l i )2

2
− αlθ

∗
l i

2

2

}
+Z1(∥ξ∥) (5.29)

whereΩ= {1, . . . , N } and ξ= [ξT
1 , . . . ,ξT

N ]T with

Z1(∥ξ∥)≜−ϵ1

N∑
i=1

∥ξi∥7 +ϵ2

N∑
i=1

||ξi∥5 +
N∑

i=1

(
−ϵ0 + βi

γ
i

)
+

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

{
ωāi j (1+∥Pi∥)(θ̄0 j + γ̄ j )∥ξi∥

+ (1+∥Pi∥)
[
ωāi j (θ̌0 j (1+∥P j ∥)+ θ̄1 j )+ϕ∗

1 j

]
∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥

+ (1+∥P j ∥)
(
ωāi j θ̄2 j +ϕ∗

2 j

)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥2

+ωāi j (1+∥Pi∥)(1+∥P j ∥)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥3(θ̌1 j + θ̌2 j ∥ξ j ∥2)

}
.
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Using Descartes’ rules of sign change and Bolzano’s Theorem [107], the polynomial Z1

has exactly one positive real root η1 ∈ R+. The coefficient of the highest degree of Z1 is
negative: −ϵ1. Therefore, Z1(∥ξ∥) ≤ 0 when ∥ξ∥ ≥ η1.

Since θ̂0i (t ) ≥ 0, θ̂1i (t ) ≥ 0, θ̂2i (t ) ≥ 0, the Lyapunov function (5.15) satisfies

V ≤ m

2â

N∑
i=1

∥ri∥2 + λ(K̄i P−1
i )

2

N∑
i=1

||ei ||2 + 1

2

N∑
i=1

{
2∑

l=0
(θ̂l i −θ∗l i )2 + 2γi

γ
i

}
(5.30)

where λ(K̄i P−1
i ) = max

i∈Ω
λ(K̄i P−1

i ).

Substituting (5.30) into (5.29) yields

V̇ ≤−ζV +
N∑

i=1

{
2∑

l=0

αlθ
∗
l i

2

2
+ 2ζγ̄i

γ
i

}
+Z1(∥ξ∥). (5.31)

Defining a scalar 0 < κ< ζ, (5.31) is further simplified to

V̇ ≤−κV − (ζ−κ)V +χ (5.32)

where Z1(∥ξ∥) is defined as in (5.14).

Scenario 2: In this case, we have 0 ≤ ω∥ri ∥2p
∥ri ∥2+ϵ ≤ ∥ri∥ for all i = 1, . . . , N . Then,

−
N∑

i=1
ρiω

∥ri∥2√
∥ri∥2 +ε

≤ 0 (5.33)

Substituting (5.33) into (5.27), the time derivative of V satisfies

V̇ ≤−λ(Ki )
N∑

i=1
∥ri∥2 −λ(K̄i )

N∑
i=1

∥ei∥2

+
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

{
ωāi j (1+∥Pi∥)(θ̄0 j + γ̄ j )∥ξi∥

+ (1+∥Pi∥)
[
ωāi j (θ̌0 j (1+∥P j ∥)+ θ̄1 j )+ϕ∗

1 j

]
∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥

+ (1+∥P j ∥)
(
ωāi j θ̄2 j +ϕ∗

2 j

)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥2

+ωāi j (1+∥Pi∥)(1+∥P j ∥)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥3(θ̌1 j + θ̌2 j ∥ξi∥2)

}
+

N∑
i=1

2∑
l=0

θ∗l i∥ξi∥l∥ri∥+
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

(θ̂l i −θ∗l i )∥ξi∥l∥ri∥

−
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

{
αl (θ̂l i −θ∗l i )2

2
− αlθ

∗
l i

2

2

}
−

N∑
i=1

[(
ϵ0 +ϵ1|ξi∥7 −ϵ2∥ξi∥5)+ (βi /γ

i
)

]
. (5.34)
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Then, following a similar reasoning as in Scenario 1, we have

V̇ ≤−λ(Ki )
N∑

i=1
∥ri∥2 −λ(K̄i )

N∑
i=1

∥ei∥2

+
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

{
θ̂l i∥ξi∥l∥ri∥−

[αl (θ̂l i −θ∗l i )2

2
− αlθ

∗
l i

2

2

]}
. (5.35)

According to (5.21), with ∥ri∥ ≤ (1+∥Pi∥)∥ξi∥, if follows that

N∑
i=1

2∑
l=0

θ̂l i∥ξi∥l∥ri∥ ≤
N∑

i=1

(
θ̄l i + θ̌l i∥ri∥∥ξi∥l )∥ξi∥l∥ri∥

≤
N∑

i=1
θ̄l i (1+∥Pi∥)∥ξi∥l+1 + θ̌l i (1+∥Pi∥)2∥ξi∥2(l+1). (5.36)

Substituting (5.36) into (5.35), yields

V̇ ≤−λ(Ki )
N∑

i=1
∥ri∥2 −λ(K̄i )

N∑
i=1

∥ei∥2

−
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

{
αl (θ̂l i −θ∗l i )2

2
− αlθ

∗
l i

2

2

}
+Z2(∥ξ∥) (5.37)

where Z2(∥ξ∥) = Z1(∥ξ∥)+
N∑

i=1
θ̄0i (1+∥Pi∥)∥ξi∥+

N∑
i=1

θ̄l i (1+∥Pi∥)∥ξi∥l+1 + θ̌l i (1+∥Pi∥)2 ·
∥ξi∥2(l+1). Similarly, there exists a unique positive real root η2 ∈ R+ so that Z2(∥ξ∥) ≤ 0
when ∥ξ∥ ≥ η2. The coefficient of Z2 with the highest degree is still −ϵ1. Finally, we get

V̇ ≤−κV − (ζ−κ)V +χ. (5.38)

Scenario 3: ω ∥ri ∥2p
∥ri ∥2+ε ≥ ∥ri∥ for i = 1, ...,k, and ω

∥ri ∥2p
∥ri ∥2+ε < ∥ri∥ for i = k +1, ..., N .

Then, following the steps as in Scenario1 and Scenario 2, we derive

V̇ ≤−λ(Ki )
N∑

i=1
∥ri∥2 −λ(K̄i )

N∑
i=1

∥ei∥2(K̄i )
N∑

i=1
∥ei∥2 +Z1(∥ξ∥)

+
N∑

i=k+1

2∑
l=0

θ̂l i∥ξi∥l∥ri∥−
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

{
αl (θ̂l i −θ∗l i )2

2
− αlθ

∗
l i

2

2

}
.

≤−λ(Ki )
N∑

i=1
∥ri∥2 −λ(K̄i )

N∑
i=1

∥ei∥2(K̄i )
N∑

i=1
∥ei∥2 +Z3(∥ξ∥)

−
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

{
αl (θ̂l i −θ∗l i )2

2
− αlθ

∗
l i

2

2

}
(5.39)

where Z3(∥ξ∥) = Z1(∥ξ∥)+
N∑

i=k+1

N∑
i=1

θ̄l i (1+∥Pi∥)∥ξi∥l+1 + θ̌l i (1+∥Pi∥)2∥ξi∥2(l+1). There

will exist a unique root η3 such that Z3(∥ξ∥) ≤ 0 when ∥ξ∥ ≥ η3. Similarly, the following is
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obtained:

V̇ ≤−κV − (ζ−κ)V +χ. (5.40)

Combining (5.32), (5.38) and (5.40) from Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 respectively, it can be con-
cluded that V̇ ≤−κV when V ≥ Y and ∥ξ∥ ≥ max{η1,η2,η3} where

Y = χ

(ζ−κ)
(5.41)

and thus, the closed-loop system remains UUB with the bound

V (t ) ≤ max{V (0),Y }, ∀t ≥ 0 (5.42)

The definition of the Lyapunov function (5.15) satisfies

V (t ) ≥ λ(K̄i P−1
i )

2
∥e∥2 (5.43)

where e = [eT
i , . . . ,eT

N ]T .

Using (5.42) and (5.43), it can be obtained that ∥e∥2 ≤ 2

λ(K̄i P−1
i )

max{V (0),Y }, ∀t ≥ 0,

giving the uniform ultimate bound U (cf. Definition 2.6) in (5.14).

Remark 5.3 (Ultimate bound and gain tuning). Owing to the user-defined diagonal ma-
trices K̄i and Pi , one can notice that the ultimate bound U in (5.14) can be reduced by
tuning K̄i and Pi (i.e. with higher values of K̄i P−1

i ). However, the fact that m̄, θ∗l i are
completely unknown prevents reduction of the bound to a arbitrary small level: this is
consistent with robust adaptive control literature with leakage terms αi as in (5.13a)-
(5.13c) [52]. In addition, it can be noticed from (5.29), (5.35), and (5.39) that higher values
of Ki , ϵ1, ϵ0 and lower values of ϵ2 lead to faster convergence of the Lyapunov function,
which may in turn cause a larger control effort. Therefore, tuning choices have to be made
according to application requirements.

5.5. SIMULATION EXAMPLE
We will consider six Euler-Lagrange systems (cf. Fig 5.1), representing two-link robot
arms with equations of motion as [60]:[

M 11
i M 12

i
M 12

i M 22
i

][
q̈i 1

q̈i 2

]
+

[
ci q̇i 2 ci (q̇i 1 + q̇i 2)
−ci q̇i 1 0

][
q̇i 1

q̇i 2

]
+di

+
[

mi 4g cos(qi 1)+ gi

gi

]
+

[
Fi 1(q̇i )
Fi 2(q̇i )

]
+Hi (ei , ėi ) =

[
τi 1

τi 2

]
(5.44)

where ci =−mi 3 sin(qi 2) and

M 11
i = mi 1 +mi 2 +2mi 3 cos(qi 2),

M 12
i = mi 2 +mi 3 cos(qi 2),

M 22
i = mi 2, gi = mi 5g cos(qi 1 +qi 2).
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The friction term is taken in non-LIP form as [76]: Fi 1(q̇i 1) = fi 1
(

tanh( fi 2q̇i 1)−tanh( fi 3q̇i 1)
)

+ fi 4 tanh( fi 5q̇i 1)+ fi 6q̇i 1, Fi 2(q̇i ) = fi 1
(

tanh( fi 2q̇i 2)− tanh( fi 3q̇i 2)
)+ fi 4 tanh( fi 5q̇i 2)+

fi 6q̇i 2. The parameters are compactly represented asΘi = [mi 1 mi 2 mi 3 mi 4 mi 5 fi 1 fi 2 fi 3

fi 4 fi 5 fi 6]T with

Θ1 = col(0.6,1.1,0.1,0.6,0.3,0.5,0.8,0.9,1.2,0.5,0.4),

Θ2 = col(0.8,1.2,0.1,0.9,0.5,0.5,0.8,0.9,1.2,0.5,0.4),

Θ3 = col(0.9,1.3,0.2,1.3,0.6,0.5,0.8,0.9,1.2,0.5,0.4),

Θ4 = col(1.1,1.4,0.3,1.7,0.7,0.5,0.8,0.9,1.2,0.5,0.4),

Θ5 = col(1.1,1.4,0.3,1.7,0.7,0.5,0.8,0.9,1.2,0.5,0.4),

Θ6 = col(1.1,1.4,0.3,1.7,0.7,0.5,0.8,0.9,1.2,0.5,0.4)

(all these values, inspired by [72], are used for simulation but are unknown for control
design). We select di (t ) = 0.1sin(0.001i t )[1 1]T , l = 1, . . . ,6.

Inspired by the viscoelasticity model in [8, 56], the interconnections among some
agents in the form of springs-dampers

Hi =
N∑

j=0
si j (qi −q j )+

N∑
j=0

δi j (q̇i − q̇ j ) (5.45)

where si j is the stiffness parameter, δi j is the damping factor (which are s10 = s01 =
0.48, s12 = s21 = 1.21, s25 = s52 = 0.085, s36 = s63 = 0.37, s46 = s64 = 0.29 and δ01 = δ10 =
40,δ12 = δ21 = 20,δ25 = δ52 = 25,δ36 = δ63 = 19,δ46 = δ64 = 9 (all these values, inspired
by [8, 56], are used for simulation and are unknown for control design).

To test the robustness, we consider two different interconnected structures as shown
in Fig 5.1. Let us remark that each local controller is only aware of which agents are its
neighbors: it knows neither the dynamics of the neighbors, nor whether there are spring-
damper interconnections.

The controller is as in (5.6) with Ki = 7.5I2, K̄i = I2, ω = 2,ε = 0.1, Pi = 33I2. The
parameters in the adaptive law (5.13) are ϵ0 = 1,ϵ1 = 3 · 10−4,ϵ2 = 7.5 · 10−5,α0i = α1i =
α2i = 3000,βi = 10.

(a) Interconnection 1 (b) Interconnection 2

Figure 5.1: Networks used for simulations.
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(a) Local position errors

(b) Adaptive parameters θ̂l i , l = 0,1,2
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(c) Control inputs τi

Figure 5.2: Adaptive synchronization behavior for interconnection 1.
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(a) Local position errors

(b) Adaptive parameters θ̂l i , l = 0,1,2
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(c) Control inputs τi

Figure 5.3: Adaptive synchronization behavior for interconnection 2.
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Figs. 5.2(a) and 5.3(a) show that the synchronization error converges close to zero
for both interconnection structures and, consequently, the adaptive gains in Figs. 5.2(b)
and 5.3(b) also converge close to zero. The inputs are in Figs. 5.2(c) and 5.3(c), where it
can be noticed that input oscillations are in a bounded range caused by the sinusoidal
disturbance d .

5.6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A new adaptive synchronization protocol for Euler-Lagrange networks has been pre-
sented addressing problems usually neglected in related literature. The main feature of
the protocol is to cope with reduced structural knowledge, i.e. not requiring a linear-in-
the-parameter structure of the uncertainty and allowing the agents to be interconnected
before the control design by unknown state-dependent terms with no a priori bound.



6
DISTRIBUTED ADAPTIVE

SYNCHRONIZATION IN

UNDERACTUATED

EULER-LAGRANGE NETWORKS

This chapter discusses a framework for adaptive synchronization of uncertain under-
actuated Euler-Lagrange agents. The designed distributed controller can handle both
state-dependent uncertain system dynamics terms and state-dependent uncertain in-
terconnection terms among neighboring agents. No structural knowledge of such terms
is required other than the standard properties of Euler-Lagrange systems (positive def-
inite mass matrix, bounded gravity terms, velocity-dependent bounds on the friction
terms, etc.). The study of stability relies on a suitable analysis of the non-actuated and
actuated synchronization errors, which results in stable error dynamics perturbed by
parametrized state-dependent uncertainty. This uncertainty is tackled via appropriate
adaptation laws. The stability analysis is in the uniformly ultimate boundedness sense,
which is in line with the available literature addressing state-dependent system uncer-
tainty and/or state-depend-ent interconnections. An example with a network of boom
cranes is used to validate the proposed approach.

6.1. INTRODUCTION
Adaptive-robust control, originally developed for fully-actuated systems [94, 118, 125],
refers to a class of adaptive controllers only requiring the knowledge of an uncertainty
bound around a nominal value of the mass matrix. All the other system terms (Corio-
lis, gravity, friction terms) can be unknown [73, 78]. While these methods constitute a

This chapter is based on the submitted paper [134]

73
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general adaptive control framework for fully-actuated systems, such generality is miss-
ing for underactuated systems [34, 38, 91]) or requires structural knowledge on the mass
matrix [4, 50, 57]. When considering multiple interconnected systems (also referred to
as multi-agent systems), an additional source of uncertainty arises from the intercon-
nection terms among the different systems. The presence of these uncertain intercon-
nection terms is often overlooked: in most distributed control approaches, the inter-
connection is only the result of the synchronization/consensus protocol, i.e. there is no
interconnection before such protocol is designed [51,64,160]. Therefore, we put forward
the aforementioned
Question 4: How to achieve synchronization in underactuated multi-agent systems with
a lack of structural knowledge for system dynamics and interconnection terms?

On the one hand, the approach presented in this chapter can be considered a suit-
able "underactuated" extension of the adaptive-robust control framework (indeed, we
also require the knowledge of an uncertainty bound around a nominal value of the mass
matrix with all other system terms being unknown); on the other hand, we present some
distinguishing contributions that make this extension possible: a) derivation of dynam-
ics for the actuated and non-actuated state errors that are suitable for adaptive control
(cf. the stable dynamics perturbed by parametrized state-dependent uncertainty in Sec-
tion 6.3.2, which are analyzed in Section 6.3.3; b) a new stability analysis, which is able
to handle distributed information (each agent can only communicate with a few neigh-
bors) and different state space regions (cf. the proof of Theorem 6.1); c) adaptive laws as
proposed in Section 6.3.4, which are not designed using the standard leakage approach,
but based on an appropriate state-dependent leakage action.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The problem of synchronizing mul-
tiple underactuated uncertain Euler-Lagrange systems is formulated in Section 6.2. Pre-
liminary steps about distributed control law and synchronization error dynamics are
given in Section 6.3. In addition, in this chapter uncertainties are analyzed, resulting in
the design of adaptive synchronization laws. Stability analysis is provided in in Section
6.4. Section 6.5 provides the simulation results for a network of boom cranes. Conclud-
ing remarks are in Section 6.6.

6.2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider the following network of underactuated Euler-Lagrange (Euler-Lagrange) agents
(i = 1, . . . , N ):

Mi (qi )q̈i +Ci (qi , q̇i )q̇i +Gi (qi )+Fi (q̇i )

+Hi (ei , ėi )+di = [0T
(n−m) τ

T
i ]T (6.1)

where qi , q̇i ∈ Rn are the generalized coordinates and their derivatives, di ∈ Rn is an ex-
ternal bounded disturbance with ∥di∥ ≤ d̄i (d̄i is an unknown constant), τi ∈ Rm with
n −m ≤ m < n is the control input. For convenience of analysis, consider that the gen-
eralized coordinates are arranged according to non-actuated and actuated dynamics
as qi = [qT

ui qT
ai ]T with qui ∈ Rn−m and qai ∈ Rm . The system dynamics in (6.1) com-

prises the symmetric positive definite mass matrix Mi (qi ) ∈ Rn×n , the Coriolis matrix
Ci (qi , q̇i ) ∈ Rn×n , the gravity term Gi (qi ) ∈ Rn , the friction term Fi (q̇i ) ∈ Rn , and the in-
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terconnection term Hi (ei , ėi ) ∈Rn , depending on the local synchronization error and its
derivative.

Accordingly, the local synchronization error ei can be decomposed as ei = [eT
ui eT

ai ]T ,
resulting in

eui (t ) = ∑
j∈Ni

ai j
[
qui (t )−qu j (t )

]+bi
[
qui (t )−qu0

]
(6.2a)

eai (t ) = ∑
j∈Ni

ai j
[
qai (t )−qa j (t )

]+bi (qai (t )−qa0) (6.2b)

and analogously for ėi = [ėT
ui ėT

ai ]T

ėui (t ) = ∑
j∈Ni

ai j
[
q̇ui (t )− q̇u j (t ))

]+bi q̇ui (t ) (6.3a)

ėai (t ) = ∑
j∈Ni

ai j
[
q̇ai (t )− q̇a j (t )

]+bi q̇ai (t ). (6.3b)

In principle, one could consider time-varying leader trajectories (cf. [73, 78, 104, 129]
for fully-actuated Euler-Lagrange systems and [38] for a specific class of underactuated
Euler-Lagrange systems); however, this poses the challenging problem of how to define
a feasible trajectory for a general underactuated system. Because this problem goes be-
yond the scope of this work, as is standard in literature (cf. [9,49,57,69,70,85,88,151]), in
(6.2a)-(6.2b) q0 = [qT

u0, qT
a0]T ∈Rn is a fixed-point equilibrium of the leader (accordingly,

no leader velocity appears in (6.3a)-(6.3b)).
In line with standard Euler-Lagrange literature [60, 125], the following system prop-

erties are assumed:

Property 6.1. There exist c̄i , ḡi , f̄i , h̄1i , h̄2i , h̄3i , h̄4i , h̄5i ∈ R+ (possibly unknown) such
that ∥Ci (qi , q̇i )∥ ≤ c̄i∥q̇i∥, ∥Gi (qi )∥ ≤ ḡi , ∥Fi (q̇i )∥ ≤ f̄i∥q̇i∥, ∥Hi (ei , ėi )∥ ≤ h̄1i + h̄2i∥ei∥+
h̄3i∥ėi∥+ h̄4i∥ei∥2 + h̄5i∥ėi∥2.

Property 6.2. The matrix Mi (qi ) is symmetric, positive definite and there exist positive
constants m and m such that 0 ≤ mIn ≤ Mi (qi ) ≤ mIn , ∀qi ,∀i .

Remark 6.1. The interconnection term Hi represents the uncertain interaction between
agents, existent before the design of the synchronization protocol. Literature on multi-
agent systems typically neglects this term [51, 64, 160], whereas we consider it and its pres-
ence requires a novel synchronization protocol.

The upper bounds of Ci ,Gi ,Fi , Hi ,di in Property 6.1 are taken to be unknown, i.e.
they are not used in the design of adaptive law. The upper bound structure of Hi is taken
to be quadratic in accordance with the quadratic effect of the term Ci q̇i in (6.1).

For brevity, let us omit the dependence of the system dynamics terms on the state
variables. This leads to organize the dynamic terms as

Mi ≜
[

Muui Maui

Muai Maai

]
, (6.4a)

Ei ≜Ci q̇i +Gi +Fi +Hi +di = [E T
ui E T

ai ]T (6.4b)
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where Muui ∈ R(n−m)×(n−m), Maui ∈ R(n−m)×m , Maai ∈ Rm×m , Eui ∈ Rn−m , Eai ∈ Rm .
Therefore, the dynamics (6.1) for each agent can be represented as

q̈ui =−M−1
uui Maui q̈ai −Rui (6.5a)

q̈ai = M−1
si τi +Rai (6.5b)

with

Rui ≜ M−1
uui Eui ,

Rai ≜ M−1
si (Muai M−1

uui Eui −Eai ),

Msi ≜ Maai −Muai M−1
uui Maui .

Since Mi in (6.4a) is positive definite, Msi and Muui are both positive definite (thus in-
vertible). The following assumption, going under the name of Strong Inertial Coupling,
has been proposed in the literature to ensure controllability of underactuated Euler-
Lagrange dynamics.

Assumption 6.1. (Strong Inertial Coupling [117,123]) The following rank condition holds:

rank(Maui (qi )) = n −m < m, ∀qi ∈Rn . (6.6)

Remark 6.2. The Strong Inertial Coupling condition has a structural motivation in the
framework of backstepping. It allows using backstepping to design a virtual control for the
non-actuated states. Note that this condition appears in most works about underactuated
Euler-Lagrange systems [87, 99, 124].

Due to the block structure in (6.4a), the uncertainty in the mass matrix Mi is ad-
dressed in a different way from the other dynamic terms. It is assumed that Msi ∈Rm×m

can be decomposed as Msi = M̂si +∆Msi where M̂si is the nominal term (used for control
design) and ∆Msi is the unknown part satisfying the following bound conditions:

Assumption 6.2. Define the matrix Ti = M−1
si M̂si − Im . Then there exists a known scalar

T̄ ∈R+ such that

∥Ti∥ ≤ T̄ < 1. (6.7)

Assumption 6.2 implies that an upper bound on the uncertainty of Msi is known. It
is often adopted in the literature to describe uncertainty in mass matrix [94, 118, 125].

Use graphs G to represent a network of nodes (or agents) under Assumption 2.1,
which can be described by the pair (V ,E ), comprising the node set V ≜ {v1, . . . , vN } and
the edge set E ⊆ V ×V . Typically, the node set does not include the leader node v0, which
is indexed by 0 due to its special role. An edge is a pair of nodes (v j , vi ) ∈ E , which rep-
resents that agent i has access to the information from agent j , i.e. agent j is a neighbor
of agent i (not necessarily vice versa). Let B = diag(b1, . . . ,bN ) ∈ RN×N . The edges in E

are described by the adjacency matrix A = [ai j ] ∈ RN×N , where ai j > 0 if (v j , vi ) ∈ E
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and ai j = 0 otherwise. The Laplacian matrix L is defined as Li j = ∑N
j=1, j ̸=i ai j if i = j ,

otherwise Li j =−ai j . From (6.2), we obtain

eu =−(L +B)⊗ (qu −q
u0

) =−(L +B)⊗δu

ea =−(L +B)⊗ (qa −q
a0

) =−(L +B)⊗δa

where eu = [eT
u1, . . . ,eT

uN ]T , ea = [eT
a1, . . . ,eT

aN ]T , qu = [qT
u1, . . . , qT

uN ]T , qa = [qT
a1, . . . , qT

aN ]T ,
q

a0
= 1N ⊗ qa0, q

u0
= 1N ⊗ qu0. The errors δa = (qa − q

a0
) ∈ RnN , δu = (qu − q

u0
) ∈ RnN

represent the global synchronization error with the leader in actuated and non-actuated
states, respectively. In a distributed control setting δa, δu cannot be used for control
design because they involve information from the leader that is not available to all fol-
lowers.

Due to the directed spanning tree property in Assumption 2.1, the following lemma
is known from the literature [160].

Lemma 6.1. The local and global synchronization errors are related by

∥δu∥ ≤ ∥eu∥
λmin(L +B)

(6.9a)

∥δa∥ ≤ ∥ea∥
λmin(L +B)

(6.9b)

with λmin(L +B) the minimum singular value of L +B.

Due to the presence of state-dependent uncertainties, it has been shown in the lit-
erature that adaptive asymptotic synchronization (cf. Definition 2.7) is hard to achieve
even for a fully-actuated system. Therefore, practical synchronization (cf. Definition
2.8) is sought in the uniformly ultimately bounded sense, which is in line with the exist-
ing literature considering a priori interconnection [24, 129, 133, 172].

Problem 6.1. Let δi = [δT
ui δ

T
ai ]T . Under Assumptions 2.1, 6.1-6.2 and Properties 6.1-

6.2, design a distributed (i.e. using state information of the neighboring agents) adaptive
mechanism for the network of underactuated systems (6.1) that guarantees that the global
synchronization errors state δ= [δT

1 , . . . , δT
N ]T is uniformly ultimately bounded (UUB) (cf.

Definition 2.5).

6.3. CONTROLLER DESIGN
In the following, we give the distributed control law (Section 6.3.1) and the dynamics of
the synchronization error (Section 6.3.2). These preliminary steps will be useful to derive
the proposed adaptation mechanisms in Section 6.3.3- 6.3.4.

6.3.1. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL LAW
Define a tracking error variable :

ri =Θai ėai +Ξai eai +Θui ėui +Ξui eui (6.10)
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whereΘai , Ξai ∈Rm×m are user-defined positive definite matrices, andΘui , Ξui ∈Rm×(n−m)

are user-defined full rank matrices.

The distributed controller is designed as

τi = M̂si

ǎi

(− ri − τ̄i
)
, τ̄i = ρi sat(Si ,ϕ) (6.11)

where sat(Si ,ϕ) =
{ Si

∥Si ∥ , ∥Si∥ ≥ϕ
Si
ϕ , ∥Si∥ <ϕ

is a standard saturation function with Si = B T
1 Pai ·

ωai ; ϕ is a user-defined scalar; B1 = [0 Im]T ; Pai > 0 is the solution to the Lyapunov

equation AT
ai Pai +Pai Aai = −Qai where Aai =

[
0 Im

−Ξai −Θai

]
is Hurwitz by design, and

Qai is a user-designed positive definite matrix; ρi will be defined later in Section 6.3.4 to
deal with the uncertainty in the system dynamics.

6.3.2. SYNCHRONIZATION ERROR DYNAMICS

Using (6.3b) and (6.5b), we obtain the synchronization error dynamics in the actuated
dynamics as

ëai = ǎi
(
M−1

si τi +Rai
)− ∑

j∈Ni

ai j
(
M−1

s j τ j +Ra j
)

(6.12)

where ǎi = bi + ∑
j∈Ni

ai j .

After substituting (6.11) into (6.12), we obtain

ëai =
(
M−1

si M̂si − Im
)(− ri − τ̄i

)− (
ri + τ̄i

)+ ǎi Rai

− ∑
j∈Ni

āi j

[(
M−1

s j M̂s j − Im
)(− r j − τ̄ j

)− (
r j + τ̄ j

)]−ai j Ra j

=− ri − (Im +Ti )τ̄i +
∑

j∈Ni

āi j (Im +T j )τ̄ j +φi j (6.13)

where āi j = ai j

ǎ j
and φi j =−Ti ri +∑

j∈Ni
āi j T j r j + ǎi Rai −ai j Ra j .

According to (6.10), (6.13) can be rewritten as

ëai =−Θai ėai −Ξai eai − (Im +Ti )τ̄i +
∑

j∈Ni

āi j (Im +T j )τ̄ j +ψi j (6.14)

withψi j =φi j−
(
Θui ėui+Ξui eui

)
. Let us arrange the actuated state error asωai = [eT

ai ėT
ai ]T .

Using (6.14), we have

ω̇ai = Aaiωai +B1

[
− (Im +Ti )τ̄i +ψi j +

∑
j∈Ni

āi j (Im +T j )τ̄ j

]
. (6.15)
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Similarly, using (6.3a) and (6.5a), the synchronization error in the non-actuated dynam-
ics turns out to be

ëui =− ǎi
(
M−1

uui Maui q̈ai +Rui
)+ ∑

j∈Ni

ai j
(
M−1

uu j Mau j q̈a j +Ru j
)

=− ǎi

[
M−1

uui Maui
(
M−1

si τi +Rai
)+Rui

]
+ ∑

j∈Ni

ai j

[
M−1

uu j Mau j
(
M−1

s j τi +Ra j
)+Ru j

]
.

(6.16)

Similar to (6.13), substituting (6.11) into (6.16), gives

ëui =−M−1
uui Maui M−1

si M̂si
(− ri − τ̄i

)− ǎi
(
M−1

uui Maui Rai +Rui
)

+ ∑
j∈Ni

āi j M−1
uu j Mau j M−1

s j M̂s j
(−K j r j − τ̄ j

)+ ∑
j∈Ni

ai j
(
M−1

uu j Mau j Ra j +Ru j
)

=−M−1
uui Maui

[(
M−1

si M̂si − Im
)(− ri − τ̄i

)− (
ri + τ̄i

)]
+ ∑

j∈Ni

āi j M−1
uu j Mau j

[(
M−1

s j M̂s j − Im
)(− r j − τ̄ j

)
− (

r j + τ̄ j
)]+ ǎi

(
M−1

uui Maui Rai +Rui
)+ ∑

j∈Ni

ai j
(
M−1

uu j Mau j Ra j +Ru j
)

= M−1
uui Maui

(
Im +Ti

)
τ̄i +φ′

i j −
∑

j∈Ni

āi j M−1
uu j Mau j

(
Im +T j

)
τ̄ j (6.17)

where

φ′
i j = M−1

uui Maui
(
Im +Ti

)
ri −

∑
j∈Ni

āi j M−1
uu j Mau j

(
Im +T j

)
r j

− ǎi
(
M−1

uui Maui Rai +Rui
)+∑

j∈Ni

ai j
(
M−1

uu j Mau j Ra j +Ru j
)
.

Let us design a full-rank matrix Γi ∈R(n−m)×m such thatΛ1i = ΓiΘui > 0, Λ2i = ΓiΞui > 0.
Adding and subtracting Γi ri to (6.17), the following is obtained:

ëui = M−1
uui Maui

(
Im +Ti

)
τ̄i−

∑
j∈Ni

āi j M−1
uu j Mau j

(
Im +T j

)
τ̄ j

+φ′
i j −Γi

(
Θai ėai +Ξai eai +Θui ėui +Ξui eui

)+Γi ri

=−ΓiΘui ėui −ΓiΞui eui +M−1
uui Maui

(
Im +Ti

)
τ̄i

− ∑
j∈Ni

āi j M−1
uu j Mau j

(
Im +T j

)
τ̄ j +ψ′

i j (6.18)

where ψ′
i j =φ′

i j −
(
Θai ėai +Ξai eai

)+Γi ri . Arrange the non- actuated state error as ωui =
[eT

ui ėT
ui ]T . Using (6.18), we have

ω̇ui =Auiωui +B2

[
M−1

uui Maui
(
Im +Ti

)
τ̄i −

∑
j∈Ni

āi j M−1
uu j Mau j

(
Im +T j

)
τ̄ j +ψ′

i j

]
(6.19)
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where we have defined Aui =
[

0 I(n−m)

−Λ1i −Λ2i

]
, which is Hurwitz by design, and B2 =

[0 I(n−m)]T .

Remark 6.3. The analysis of the error dynamics has led to (6.15) and (6.19), which are sta-
ble dynamics (due to the Hurwitz state matrices Aai and Aui ) perturbed by state-dependent
terms.

In the rest of the analysis, the idea is to find an upper bound for these perturbation
terms, which in turns leads to define an appropriate ρi for stabilizing the error dynam-
ics. In the following, we provide the uncertainty analysis (Section 6.3.3), leading to the
adaptive synchronization laws (Section 6.3.4).

6.3.3. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

Define ξi = [eT
i ėT

i qT
i q̇T

i ]T , ξ= [ξT
1 , . . . ,ξT

N ]T . Therefore, ∥eai∥ ≤ ∥ξi∥, ∥eui∥ ≤ ∥ξi∥, ∥ėai∥ ≤
∥ξi∥, ∥ėui∥ ≤ ∥ξi∥. According to (6.10), we have

∥ri∥ ≤ϑi∥ξi∥ (6.20)

with ϑi = ∥Θai∥+∥Ξai∥+∥Θui∥+∥Ξui∥.
Using Assumption 6.2 and (6.14), the following bound for ψi j in (6.15) can be ob-

tained:

∥ψi j ∥ ≤ ∥Ti ri∥+
∑

j∈Ni

āi j ∥T j r j ∥+ ǎi∥Rai∥+ai j ∥Ra j ∥+∥Θui ėui∥+∥Ξui eui∥

≤ T̄ϑi∥ξi∥+ T̄
∑

j∈Ni

āi jϑ j ∥ξ j ∥+ ǎi∥M−1
si ∥(∥Eai∥+∥Muai M−1

uui∥∥Eui∥
)

+ ∑
j∈Ni

āi j ∥M−1
s j ∥

(∥Ea j ∥+∥Mua j M−1
uu j ∥∥Eu j ∥

)+∥Θui ėui∥+∥Ξui eui∥. (6.21)

According to the definition of ξi , ∥qi∥ ≤ ∥ξi∥ can be obtained. Using Property 6.1, we
have

∥Ei (qi , q̇i ,ei , ėi )∥ ≤ (
ḡi +di + h̄1i

)+ f̄i∥q̇i∥+ c̄i∥q̇i∥2

+ h̄2i∥ei∥+ h̄3i∥ėi∥+ h̄4i∥ei∥2 +h5i∥ėi∥2

≤ (ḡi + d̄i + h̄1i )+ ( f̄i + h̄2i + h̄3i )∥ξi∥
+ (

c̄i + h̄4i + h̄5i
)∥ξi∥2. (6.22)

From (6.4b) we have ∥Eai∥ ≤ ∥Ei∥, ∥Eui∥ ≤ ∥Ei∥. Then, (6.21) yields

∥Pai B1∥∥ψi j ∥ ≤∥Pai B1∥
[

T̄ϑi∥ξi∥+ T̄
∑

j∈Ni

āi jϑ j ∥ξ j ∥+ ǎi∥M−1
si ∥(1+∥Muai M−1

uui∥
)∥Ei∥

+∑
j∈Ni

āi j ∥M−1
s j ∥

(
1+∥Mua j M−1

uu j ∥
)∥E j ∥+

(∥Θui∥+∥Ξui∥
)∥ξi∥

]
≤ θ0i+θ1i∥ξi∥+θ2i∥ξi∥2 +∑

j∈Ni

(
ϕ1 j ∥ξ j ∥+ϕ2 j ∥ξ j ∥2) (6.23)
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where

θ0i = ∥Pai B1∥
[
µi

(
ḡi + d̄i + h̄1i

)+∑
j∈Ni

µ̄i j
(
ḡ j + d̄ j + h̄1 j

)]
θ1i = ∥Pai B1∥

[
µi

(
f̄i + h̄2i + h̄3i

)+T̄ϑi+
(∥Θui∥+∥Ξui∥

)]
θ2i = ∥Pai B1∥µi

(
c̄i + h̄4i + h̄5i

)
, ϕ1 j = ∥Pai B1∥

[
µ̄i j

(
f̄ j + h̄2 j + h̄3 j

)+ T̄ āi jϑ j

]
ϕ2 j = ∥Pai B1∥µ̄i j

(
c̄ j + h̄4 j + h̄5 j

)
, µi = ǎi∥M−1

si ∥(1+∥Muai M−1
uui∥

)
µ̄i j =

∑
j∈Ni

āi j ∥M−1
s j ∥

(
1+∥Mua j M−1

uu j ∥
)
.

Similar to (6.21), the following upper bound on ψ′
i j is obtained from (6.19):

∥ψ′
i j ∥ ≤ ∥φ′

i j ∥+∥Θai ėai∥+∥Ξai eai∥+∥Γi ri∥
≤ ∥M−1

uui Maui∥∥Im +Ti∥∥ri∥+ ǎi∥M−1
uui Maui Rai +Rui∥

+ ∑
j∈Ni

āi j ∥M−1
uu j Mau j ∥∥Im +T j ∥∥r j ∥+

∑
j∈Ni

ai j ∥M−1
uu j Mau j Ra j +Ru j ∥

≤
[(

1+ T̄
)∥M−1

uui Maui∥+1
]
ϑi∥ξi∥+ ǎi∥M−1

uui∥∥Eui∥
+ ǎi∥M−1

uui Maui∥∥M−1
si ∥(∥Eai∥+∥Muai M−1

uui∥∥Eui∥
)

+ (
1+ T̄

) ∑
j∈Ni

āi jϑ j ∥M−1
uu j Mau j ∥∥ξ j ∥+

∑
j∈Ni

āi j ∥M−1
uu j Mau j ∥∥M−1

s j ∥
(∥Ea j ∥

+∥Mua j M−1
uu j ∥∥Eu j ∥

)+ ∑
j∈Ni

āi j ∥M−1
uu j ∥∥Eu j ∥+∥Θai ėai∥+∥Ξai eai∥. (6.24)

Define Pui > 0 as the solution to the Lyapunov equation AT
ui Pui +Pui Aui =−Qui with Qui

being a user-designed positive definite matrix. Then, we finally obtain

∥Pui B2∥∥ψ′
i j ∥ ≤ ∥Pui B2∥

{[(
1+ T̄

)∥M−1
uui Maui∥+1

]
ϑi∥ξi∥

+ ǎi∥M−1
uui∥

[
∥Maui∥∥M−1

si ∥(1+∥Muai M−1
uui

)+1
]
∥Ei∥+

(
1+ T̄

) ∑
j∈Ni

āi jϑ j ∥M−1
uu j Mau j ∥∥ξ j ∥

+ ∑
j∈Ni

āi j ∥M−1
uu j ∥

[
∥Mau j ∥∥M−1

s j ∥
(
1+∥Mua j M−1

uu j

)+1
]
∥E j ∥+

(∥Θai∥+∥Ξai∥
)∥ξi∥

}
≤ θ′0i+θ′1i∥ξi∥+θ′2i∥ξi∥2 +∑

j∈Ni

(
ϕ′

1 j ∥ξ j ∥+ϕ′
2 j ∥ξ j ∥2) (6.25)
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where

θ′0i = ∥Pui B2∥
[
µ′

i

(
ḡi + d̄i + h̄1i

)+∑
j∈Ni

µ̄′
i j

(
ḡ j + d̄ j + h̄1 j

)]
θ′1i = ∥Pui B2∥

[
µ′

i

(
f̄i + h̄2i + h̄3i

)+ (∥Θui∥+∥Ξui∥
)]+[(

1+ T̄
)∥M−1

uui Maui∥+1
]
ϑi

θ′2i = ∥Pui B2∥µ′
i

(
c̄i + h̄4i + h̄5i

)
, ϕ′

2 j = ∥Pui B2∥µ̄′
i j

(
c̄ j + h̄4 j + h̄5 j

)
ϕ′

1 j = ∥Pui B2∥
[
µ̄′

i j

(
f̄ j + h̄2 j + h̄3 j

)+ (
1+ T̄

)
āi jϑ j ∥M−1

uu j Mau j ∥
]

µ′
i = ǎi∥M−1

uui∥
[
∥Maui∥∥M−1

si ∥(1+∥Muai M−1
uui

)+1
]

µ̄′
i j = āi j ∥M−1

uu j ∥∥
[
∥Mau j ∥∥M−1

s j ∥
(
1+∥Mua j M−1

uu j

)+1
]

.

The upper bounds in (6.23) and (6.25) put us in the position to design an appropriate ρi

in (6.11), as will be explained later in Section 6.3.4.

6.3.4. ADAPTIVE SYNCHRONIZATION LAWS
According to the structure of the upper bounds of ψi j in (6.23) and ψ′

i j in (6.25), ρi is

designed as

ρi = 1(
1− T̄

) (
θ̂0i + θ̂1i∥ξi∥+ θ̂2i∥ξi∥2 +γi

)
(6.26)

with the adaptive laws for l = 0,1,2

˙̂θl i =χl i
(∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥+∥Si∥

)∥ξi∥l −αl i
(∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥

)∥ξi∥l θ̂l i (6.27a)

γ̇i =−
[
ϵ0 +ϵ1(∥ξi∥7 −∥ξi∥5)+ϵ2∥ξi∥

]
γi +ϵ0

(∥Si∥+∥ξi∥)+βi (6.27b)

where θ̂0i (0) > 0, θ̂1i (0) > 0, θ̂2i (0) > 0,γi (0) > ν (6.27c)

ϵ0, ϵ1, ϵ2, χl i , αl i , βi , ν ∈R+ (6.27d)

with ϵ2 ≥ ϵ1. (6.27e)

Remark 6.4. The proposed adaptive laws use a leakage term dependent on the synchro-
nization error. This turns out to be useful in the Lyapunov analysis of the derivative of
(θ̂l i − θ̄l i )2. Specifically, the common factor

(∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥
)∥ξi∥l can be extracted to con-

struct negative square terms of θ̂l i as shown in (6.39)-(6.40) in Section 6.4. Compared to
the standard leakage term (cf. [24, 129], [52, Chapter 8]), a more concise UUB condition
for ωai and ωui is obtained in (6.47), (6.52) and (6.54).

6.4. STABILITY ANALYSIS
Theorem 6.1. Under Properties 6.1-6.2 and Assumptions 2.1, Assumptions 6.1-6.2, the
closed-loop trajectories of (6.1) employing the distributed control law (6.11) with adaptive
law (6.27) are uniformly ultimately bounded.

Proof. Construct a Lyapunov function:

V (t ) =1

2

N∑
i=1

{
ωT

ai Paiωai +ωT
ui Puiωui

}
+ 1

2

N∑
i=1

{ 2∑
l=0

1

χl i
(θ̂l i − θ̄l i )2 + γ2

i

ϵ0

}
(6.28)
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where θ̄l i = max{θl i ,θ′l i }, l = 0,1,2.
The proof is organized as follows:

a) the bound of uncertainty for the overall network is calculated;
b) based on such uncertainty bound, we calculate the time derivative of the Lya-

punov function;
c) based on different regions of saturation function sat(Si ,ϕ), we study the behaviour

of the Lyapunov function for three possible scenarios.
Combining all the results, we will finally obtain a uniform ultimate bound on the

actuated error ωai and on the non-actuated error ωui .
a) The bound of overall uncertainty term
According to (6.15), we obtain

ωT
ai Pai ω̇ai =ωT

ai Pai

{
Aaiωai +B1

[− (Im +Ti )τ̄i +
∑

j∈Ni

āi j (Im +T j )τ̄ j +ψi j
]}

≤− 1

2
ωT

ai Qaiωai +∥ωT
ai∥∥Pai B1∥∥ψi j ∥−ωT

ai Pai B1(Im +Ti )ρi sat(Si ,ϕ)

+ ∑
j∈Ni

āi jω
T
ai Pai B1(Im +T j )ρ j sat(S j ,ϕ). (6.29)

Analogously, according to (6.19), we obtain

ωT
ui Pui ω̇ui =ωT

ui Pui

{
Auiωui +B2

[
M−1

uui Maui
(
Im +Ti

)
τ̄i

− ∑
j∈Ni

āi j M−1
uu j Mau j

(
Im +T j

)
τ̄ j +ψ′

i j

]}
≤− 1

2
ωT

ui Quiωui +
∑

j∈Ni

āi jω
T
ui Pui B2M−1

uu j Mau j (Im +T j )ρ j sat(S j ,ϕ)

+ωT
ui Pui B2M−1

uui Maui (Im +Ti )ρi sat(Si ,ϕ)++∥ωT
ui∥∥Pui B2∥∥ψ′

i j ∥. (6.30)

Adding (6.29) and (6.30), combined with (6.23)-(6.25), we obtain

ωT
ai Pai ω̇ai +ωT

ui Pui ω̇ui

≤−λmin,i

[
∥ωai∥2 +∥ωui∥2

]
+

2∑
l=0

θ̄l i∥ξi∥l (∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥
)

+ ∑
j∈Ni

[
ϕ̄1 j ∥ξ j ∥+ ϕ̄2 j ∥ξ j ∥2

](∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥
)

−ωT
ai Pai B1(Im +Ti )ρi sat(Si ,ϕ)+ωT

ui Pui B2M−1
uui Maui (Im +Ti )ρi sat(Si ,ϕ)

+ ∑
j∈Ni

āi jω
T
ui Pui B2M−1

uu j Mau j (Im +T j )ρ j sat(S j ,ϕ)

+ ∑
j∈Ni

āi jω
T
ai Pai B1(Im +T j )ρ j sat(S j ,ϕ) (6.31)

where λmin,i = min
{
λmin(Qai )/2,λmin(Qui )/2

}
, ϕ̄1 j = max

{
ϕ1 j , ϕ′

1 j

}
, ϕ̄2 j = max

{
ϕ2 j ,

ϕ′
2 j

}
, j ∈Ni .
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Next, we will analyze the last three terms in (6.31) by using the inequality ∥sat(Si ,ϕ)∥ ≤
1. From the input-output property of the adaptive law in (6.27), it can be verified that

θ̂l i ≤ θ̊l i + θ̌l i
(∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥+∥Si∥

)∥ξi∥l (6.32a)

γ≤ γ̊i + γ̌i
(∥Si∥+∥ξi∥

)
(6.32b)

with θ̊l i , θ̌l i , γ̊i , γ̌i ∈R+, l = 0,1,2.

Using (6.32), together with ∥ωai∥ ≤ ∥ξi∥ and ∥ωui∥ ≤ ∥ξi∥, the following can be ob-
tained:

ωT
ui Pui B2M−1

uui Maui (Im +Ti )ρi sat(Si ,ϕ)

≤ ¯̄T1i

[ 2∑
l=0

θ̂l i∥ξi∥l +γi

]
∥ωT

ui∥

≤ ¯̄T1i

{ 2∑
l=0

θ̊l i∥ξi∥l+1 +
[
γ̊i + γ̌i

(∥Si∥+∥ξi∥
)]∥ξi∥+ θ̌l i

(∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥+∥Si∥
)∥ξi∥2l+1

}

≤ ¯̄T1i

{ 2∑
l=0

θ̊l i∥ξi∥l+1 + θ̌l i
(
2+∥B T

1 Pai∥
)∥ξi∥2l+2 + γ̊i∥ξi∥+ γ̌i

(
1+∥B T

1 Pai∥
)∥ξi∥2

}
(6.33)

where ¯̄T1i =
(

1+T̄
)
∥Pui B2∥∥M−1

uui Maui ∥(
1−T̄

) .

In an analogous way, the following can be obtained:

∑
j∈Ni

āi jω
T
ui Pui B2M−1

uu j Mau j (Im +T j )ρ j sat(S j ,ϕ)

≤ ∑
j∈Ni

¯̄T2 j

[ 2∑
l=0

θ̂l j ∥ξ j ∥l +γ j

]
∥ωT

ui∥

≤ ∑
j∈Ni

¯̄T2 j

{ 2∑
l=0

θ̊l j ∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥l + θ̌l j
(∥ωa j ∥+∥ωu j ∥+∥S j ∥

)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥2l

+γ̊ j ∥ξi∥+γ̌ j
(
1+∥B T

1 Pai∥
)∥ξi∥2

}
≤ ∑

j∈Ni

¯̄T2 j

{ 2∑
l=0

θ̊l j ∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥l + γ̌ j
(
1+∥B T

1 Pai∥
)∥ξi∥2 + γ̊ j ∥ξi∥

+ θ̌l j
(
2+∥B T

1 Pa j ∥
)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥2l+1

}
(6.34)

where ¯̄T2 j =
āi j

(
1+T̄

)
∥Pui B2∥∥M−1

uu j Mau j ∥(
1−T̄

) .
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In addition,

∑
j∈Ni

āi jω
T
ai Pai B1(Im +T j )ρ j sat(S j ,ϕ)

≤ ∑
j∈Ni

¯̄T3 j

[ 2∑
l=0

θ̂l j ∥ξ j ∥l +γ j

]
∥ωT

ai∥

≤ ∑
j∈Ni

¯̄T3 j

{ 2∑
l=0

θ̊l j ∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥l + γ̌ j
(
1+∥B T

1 Pai∥
)∥ξi∥2 + γ̊ j ∥ξi∥

+ θ̌l j
(
2+∥B T

1 Pa j ∥
)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥2l+1 (6.35)

where ¯̄T3 j =
(

1+T̄
)
∥Pai B1∥(

1−T̄
) .

Using (6.33)-(6.35), the following aggregate termΨi j can be defined from (6.31)

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

Ψi j

= ∑
j∈Ni

[
ϕ̄1 j ∥ξ j ∥+ ϕ̄2 j ∥ξ j ∥2

](∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥
)+ωT

ui Pui B2M−1
uui Maui (Im +Ti )ρi sat(Si ,ϕ)

+ ∑
j∈Ni

āi jω
T
ui Pui B2M−1

uu j Mau j (Im +T j )ρ j sat(S j ,ϕ)

+ ∑
j∈Ni

āi jω
T
ai Pai B1(Im +T j )ρ j sat(S j ,ϕ)

≤
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

θ̌2 j
( ¯̄T2 j + ¯̄T3 j

)(
2+∥B T

1 Pa j ∥
)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥5 +

N∑
i=1

¯̄T1i θ̌2i
(
2+∥B T

1 Pai∥
)∥ξi∥6

+
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

θ̌1 j
( ¯̄T2 j + ¯̄T3 j

)(
2+∥B T

1 Pa j ∥
)∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥3 +

N∑
i=1

¯̄T1i θ̌1i
(
2+∥B T

1 Pai∥
)∥ξi∥4

+ ¯̄T1i θ̊2i∥ξi∥3 +
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

[
2ϕ̄2 j +

( ¯̄T2 j + ¯̄T3 j
)
θ̊2 j

]
∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥2

+
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

{
2ϕ̄1 j +

( ¯̄T2 j + ¯̄T3 j
)[
θ̌0 j

(
2+∥B T

1 Pa j ∥
)+ θ̊1 j

]}
∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥

+
{

¯̄T1i

[
θ̌0i

(
2+∥B T

1 Pai∥
)+ θ̊1i + γ̌i

(
1+∥B T

1 Pai∥
]
+γ̌ j

( ¯̄T2 j + ¯̄T3 j
)(

1+∥B T
1 Pai∥

)}∥ξi∥2

+
[

¯̄T1i
(
θ̊0i + γ̊i

)+ ( ¯̄T2 j + ¯̄T3 j
)(
γ̊ j + θ̊0 j

)]∥ξi∥. (6.36)

b) Time derivative of the Lyapunov function based on the uncertainty bound

Up to now, we have calculated the time derivative of the first line in (6.28). We will
proceed with the time derivative of the other terms. Using the adaptive laws (6.27a)-
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(6.27c), we have

2∑
l=0

1

χl i
(θ̂l i − θ̄l i ) ˙̂θl i

=
2∑

l=0

1

χl i
(θ̂l i − θ̄l i )

[
χl i

(∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥+∥Si∥
)∥ξi∥l −αl i

(∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥
)∥ξi∥l θ̂l i

]
=

2∑
l=0

θ̂l i
(∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥+∥Si∥

)∥ξi∥l −
2∑

l=0
θ̄l i

(∥ωai∥+∥ωui +∥Si∥∥
)∥ξi∥l

−
2∑

l=0
ᾱl i θ̂

2
l i

(∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥
)∥ξi∥l +

2∑
l=0

ᾱl i θ̂l i θ̄l i
(∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥

)∥ξi∥l (6.37)

where ᾱl i =αl i /χl i .
In addition,

γi γ̇i

ϵ0
=γi

ϵ0

{
−

[
ϵ0 +ϵ1(∥ξi∥7 −∥ξi∥5)+ϵ2∥ξi∥

]
γi +ϵ0

(∥Si∥+∥ξi∥)+βi

}
=−γ2

i

[
1+ ϵ̄1(∥ξi∥7 −∥ξi∥5)+ ϵ̄2∥ξi∥

]
+γi

(∥Si∥+∥ξi∥)+γi β̄i (6.38)

where ϵ̄1 = ϵ1
ϵ0

, ϵ̄2 = ϵ2
ϵ0

, β̄i = βi
ϵ0

.
Using (6.31), (6.36) and (6.37)-(6.38), the time derivative of V satisfies

V̇ ≤−
N∑

i=1
λmin,i

[
∥ωai∥2+∥ωui∥2

]
+

2∑
l=0
θ̄l i∥ξi∥l (∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥

)+γi β̄i

−ωT
ai Pai B1(Im +Ti )ρi sat(Si ,ϕ)+

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

Ψi j +
N∑

i=1
γi

(∥Si∥+∥ξi∥)

+
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

θ̂l i
(∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥+∥Si∥

)∥ξi∥l −
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

θ̄l i
(∥ωai∥+∥ωui +∥Si∥∥

)∥ξi∥l

−
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0
ᾱl i θ̂

2
l i

(∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥
)∥ξi∥l+

N∑
i=1

2∑
l=0

ᾱl i θ̂l i θ̄l i
(∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥

)∥ξi∥l

−
N∑

i=1
γ2

i

[
1+ ϵ̄1(∥ξi∥7 −∥ξi∥5)+ ϵ̄2∥ξi∥

]
≤−

N∑
i=1

λmin,i

[
∥ωai∥2 +∥ωui∥2

]
−γ2

i ϵ̄1(∥ξi∥7 −∥ξi∥5)+
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

Ψi j +
N∑

i=1
γi∥ξi∥

−ωT
ai Pai B1(Im +Ti )ρi sat(Si ,ϕ)+

N∑
i=1

[ 2∑
l=0

θ̂l i∥ξi∥l +γi

]
∥Si∥

+
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

[
θ̂l i − ᾱl i θ̂

2
l i + ᾱl i θ̂l i θ̄l i

](∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥
)∥ξi∥l −

N∑
i=1

2∑
l=0

θ̄l i∥Si∥∥ξi∥l

+
N∑

i=1

[
γi β̄i −γ2

i

(
1+ ϵ̄2∥ξi∥

)]
. (6.39)
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The following inequality holds:

2∑
l=0

[
θ̂l i − ᾱl i θ̂

2
l i + ᾱl i θ̂l i θ̄l i

]
≤

2∑
l=0

− ᾱl i

3
θ̂2

l i −
[ ᾱl i

3

(
θ̂l i +

3

2ᾱl i

)2 − 3

4ᾱ2
l

]
−

[ ᾱl i

3

(
θ̂l i −

3

2ᾱl i
θ̄l i

)2 − 3θ̄2
l i

4ᾱ2
l

]
≤

2∑
l=0

[
− ᾱl i

3
θ̂2

l i +
3

4ᾱl i
+ 3θ̄2

l i

4ᾱl i

]
. (6.40)

In addition,

N∑
i=1

−γ2
i

(
1+ ϵ̄2∥ξi∥

)+γi β̄i +γi∥ξi∥

≤
N∑

i=1
− ϵ̄2

2
∥ξi∥γ2

i −
{[
γi − 1

2
β̄i

]2
− 1

4
β̄2

i

}
− ϵ̄2

2
∥ξi∥

{[
γi − 1

ϵ̄2

]2
− 1

2ϵ̄2
2

}

≤
N∑

i=1

[
− ϵ̄2

2
∥ξi∥γ2

i +
1

4
β̄2

i +
1

4ϵ̄2
∥ξi∥

]
. (6.41)

According to the adaptive law in (6.27b), there exist γ
i
∈ R+, i ∈ {1, . . . , N } such that γi >

γ
i
. Substituting (6.40)-(6.41) into (6.39), yields

V̇ ≤−
N∑

i=1
λmin,i

[
∥ωai∥2 +∥ωui∥2

]
−

N∑
i=1

γ2
i
ϵ̄1(∥ξi∥7 −∥ξi∥5)

+
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

[
− ᾱl i

3
θ̂2

l i +
3

4ᾱl i
+ 3θ̄2

l i

4ᾱl i

](∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥
)∥ξi∥l

+
N∑

i=1

[
− ϵ̄2

2
∥ξi∥γ2

i +
1

4
β̄2

i +
1

4ϵ̄2
∥ξi∥

]
+

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

Ψi j

−ωT
ai Pai B1(Im +Ti )ρi sat(Si ,ϕ)+

N∑
i=1

[ 2∑
l=0

θ̂l i∥ξi∥l +γi

]
∥Si∥. (6.42)

c) The behavior of Lyapunov function based on saturation regions
Based on the regions of the saturation function sat(Si ,ϕ), we study the behaviour of

the Lyapunov function according to three scenarios similar to [64] as follows:

• Scenario 1: ∥Si∥ ≥ϕ, i = 1, . . . , N .

In this scenario, we have sat(Si ,ϕ) = Si
∥Si ∥ . According to (6.26), we obtain the fol-

lowing as ST
i =ωT

ai Pai B1:

−ST
i (Im +Ti )ρi sat(Si ,ϕ) ≤−

N∑
i=1

(1− T̄ )
ST

i Si

∥Si∥
ρi ≤−

N∑
i=1

[ 2∑
l=0

θ̂l i∥ξi∥l +γi

]
∥Si∥.

(6.43)
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Using (6.43), the time derivative (6.42) is simplified to

V̇ ≤−
N∑

i=1
λmin,i

[
∥ωai∥2 +∥ωui∥2

]
−

N∑
i=1
γ2

i
ϵ̄1(∥ξi∥7−∥ξi∥5)

+
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

[
−ᾱl i

3
θ̂2

l i +
3

4ᾱl i
+ 3θ̄2

l i

4ᾱl i

](∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥
)∥ξi∥l

+
N∑

i=1

[
− ϵ̄2

2
∥ξi∥γ2

i +
1

4
β̄2

i +
1

4ϵ̄2
∥ξi∥

]
+

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

Ψi j . (6.44)

The definition of Lyapunov function (6.28) leads to

V ≤
N∑

i=1
λi

(∥ωai∥2 +∥ωui∥2)+ N∑
i=1

[ 2∑
l=0

1

χl i

(
θ̂2

l i + θ̄2
l i

)
+ γ2

i

ϵ0

]
(6.45)

where λi = max
{
λmax(Pai )/2,λmax(Pui )/2

}
.

Define ζ= mini {λmin,i }

maxi {λi }
. Substituting (6.45) into (6.44) yields

V̇ ≤−ζV +
N∑

i=1

[ 2∑
l=0

ζ

χl i

(
θ̂2

l i + θ̄2
l i

)
+ ζγ2

i

ϵ0

]
+

N∑
i=1

2∑
l=0

{
− ᾱl i

3
θ̂2

l i

(∥ωai∥l+1 +∥ωui∥l+1)
+ ( 3

4ᾱl i
+ 3θ̄2

l i

4ᾱl i

)(∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥
)∥ξi∥l

}
+

N∑
i=1

[
− ϵ̄2

2
∥ξi∥γ2

i +
1

4
β̄2

i +
1

4ϵ̄2
∥ξi∥

]
−

N∑
i=1

γ2
i
ϵ̄1(∥ξi∥7 −∥ξi∥5)+

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

Ψi j

≤−ζV −
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

θ̂2
l i

[ ᾱl i

3

(∥ωai∥l+1 +∥ωui∥l+1)− ζ

χl i

]
−

N∑
i=1

γ2
i

[ ϵ̄2

2
∥ξi∥− ζ

ϵ0

]
+Z1(∥ξ∥). (6.46)

According to (6.36), we have

Z1(∥ξ∥) =
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

Ψi j −
N∑

i=1
γ2

i
ϵ̄1(∥ξi∥7 −∥ξi∥5)

+
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

( 3

4ᾱl i
+ 3θ̄2

l i

4ᾱl i

)(∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥
)∥ξi∥l +

N∑
i=1

[1

4
β̄2

i +
1

4ϵ̄2
∥ξi∥+

2∑
l=0

ζ

χl i
θ̄2

l i

]
≜

N∑
i=1

−ϵ̄1γ
2
i
∥ξi∥7 +

N∑
i=1

c12∥ξi∥6 +
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

c11∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥5 ++
N∑

i=1
ϵ̄1γ

2
i
∥ξi∥5

N∑
i=1

c6

+
N∑

i=1
c22∥ξi∥4 +

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

c21∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥3 +
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

c31∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥2 +
N∑

i=1
c32∥ξi∥3

+
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

c41∥ξi∥∥ξ j ∥+
N∑

i=1
c42∥ξi∥2 +

N∑
i=1

c5∥ξi∥
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with

c11 =θ̌2 j
( ¯̄T2 j + ¯̄T3 j

)(
2+∥B T

1 Pa j ∥
)
, c12 = ¯̄T1i θ̌2i

(
2+∥B T

1 Pai∥
)
, c6 = 1

4
β̄2

i +ζθ̄2
l i

c21 =θ̌1 j
( ¯̄T2 j + ¯̄T3 j

)(
2+∥B T

1 Pa j ∥
)
, c22 = ¯̄T1i θ̌1i

(
2+∥B T

1 Pai∥
)

c31 = 2ϕ̄2 j +
( ¯̄T2 j + ¯̄T3 j

)
θ̄2 j , c32 = 2

( 3

4α2i
+ 3θ̄2

2i

4α2i

)+ ¯̄T1i θ̊2i

c41 = 2ϕ̄1 j +
( ¯̄T2 j + ¯̄T3 j

)[
θ̌0 j

(
2+∥B T

1 Pa j ∥
)+ θ̊1 j

]
c42 =2

( 3

4α1i
+ 3θ̄2

1i

4α1i

)+ ¯̄T1i

[
θ̌0i

(
2+∥B T

1 Pai∥
)+θ̊1i+ γ̌i

(
1+∥B T

1 Pai∥
]

+ γ̌ j
( ¯̄T2 j + ¯̄T3 j

)(
1+∥B T

1 Pai∥
)

c5 = ¯̄T1i
(
θ̊0i + γ̊i

)+ ( ¯̄T2 j + ¯̄T3 j
)(
γ̊ j + θ̊0 j

)+2
( 3

4α0i
+ 3θ̄2

0i

4α0i

)+ 1

4ϕ̄2
.

Using Descartes’ rules of sign change and Bolzano’s Theorem [107], the polyno-
mial Z1 has exactly one positive real root ι ∈ R+. The coefficient of the highest
degree of Z1 is negative as −γ2

i
ϵ̄1. Therefore, Z1(∥ξ∥) ≤ 0 when ∥ξ∥ ≥ η1, where

ξ = [ξT
1 , . . . ,ξT

N ]T . Define ι1 = 3ζ
2χ0i ᾱ0i

, ι2 =
√

3ζ
2χ1i ᾱ1i

, ι3 =
(

3ζ
2χ2i ᾱ2i

)1/3
, ι4 = 2ζ

ϵ̄2
. Ac-

cording to (6.46), V̇ ≤−ζV when

min{∥ωai∥,∥ωui∥,∥ξi∥} ≥ max{η1, ι1, ι2, ι3, ι4}

⇒ min{∥ωai∥,∥ωui∥} ≥ max{η1, ι1, ι2, ι3, ι4} (6.47)

• Scenario 2: ∥Si∥ <ϕ, i = 1, . . . , N .

In this scenario, we have sat(Si ,ϕ) = Si
ϕ . According to (6.26), we have

−
N∑

i=1
ST

i (Im +Ti )ρi sat(Si ,ϕ) ≤ 0. (6.48)

Substituting (6.48) into (6.42) gives

V̇ ≤−ζV−
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

θ̂2
l i

[ ᾱl i

3

(∥ωai∥l+1 +∥ωui∥l+1)− ζ

χl i

]
+Z1(∥ξ∥)

−
N∑

i=1
γ2

i

[ ϵ̄2

2
∥ξi∥− ζ

ϵ0

]
+

N∑
i=1

[ 2∑
l=0

θ̂l i∥ξi∥l +γi

]
∥Si∥. (6.49)
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According to (6.32), together with ∥Si∥ <ϕ, we obtain

N∑
i=1

[ 2∑
l=0

θ̂l i∥ξi∥l +γi

]
∥Si∥

≤
N∑

i=1

[ 2∑
l=0

θ̊l i∥ξi∥l + γ̊i∥Si∥+ γ̌i
(
1+∥B T

1 Pai∥
)∥Si∥2

+ θ̌l i
(∥ωai∥+∥ωui∥+∥Si∥

)∥ξi∥2l
]
∥Si∥

≤
N∑

i=1

(
θ̊0i +ϕθ̌0i +ϕγ̊i

)+ γ̌i
(
1+∥B T

1 Pai∥
)
ϕ+ (

2θ̌0i + θ̊1i
)∥ξi∥

+
N∑

i=1

[
ϕθ̌1i + θ̊1i

]
∥ξi∥2 +2θ̌1i∥ξi∥3 +ϕθ̌2i∥ξi∥4 +

N∑
i=1

2θ̌2i∥ξi∥5. (6.50)

Substituting (6.50) into (6.49) gives

V̇ ≤−ζV −
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0
θ̂2

l i

[ ᾱl i

3

(∥ωai∥l+1 +∥ωui∥l+1)− ζ

χl i

]
−

N∑
i=1

γ2
i

[ ϵ̄2

2
∥ξi∥− ζ

ϵ0

]
+Z2(∥ξ∥)

(6.51)

with Z2(∥ξ∥) = Z1(∥ξ∥)+
N∑

i=1

(
θ̊0i +ϕθ̌0i +ϕγ̊i

)+γ̌i
(
1+∥B T

1 Pai∥
)
ϕ+(

2θ̌0i +θ̊1i
)∥ξi∥+

N∑
i=1

[
ϕθ̌1i + θ̊1i

]
∥ξi∥2 +2θ̌1i∥ξi∥3 +ϕθ̌2i∥ξi∥4 +

N∑
i=1

2θ̌2i∥ξi∥5.

Analogously to Scenario 1, V̇ ≤−ζV when

min{∥ωai∥,∥ωui∥,∥ξi∥} ≥ max{η2, ι1, ι2, ι3, ι4}

⇒ min{∥ωai∥,∥ωui∥} ≥ max{η2, ι1, ι2, ι3, ι4} (6.52)

where η2 is the positive real root of Z2 such that Z2(∥ξ∥) ≤ 0 when ∥ξ∥ ≥ η2.

• Scenario 3: ∥Si∥ satisfies neither Scenario 1 nor Scenario 2. Without loss of gener-
ality, consider ∥Si∥ ≥ϕ for i = 1, . . . ,k, and ∥Si∥ <ϕ for i = k+1, . . . , N where 1 ≤ k ≤
N −1. For i = 1, . . . ,k, we have sat(Si ,ϕ) = Si

∥Si ∥ ; For i = k +1, . . . , N , sat(Si ,ϕ) = Si
ϕ .

Similarly to Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, we get

V̇ ≤−ζV−
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

θ̂2
l i

[ ᾱl i

3

(∥ωai∥l+1 +∥ωui∥l+1)− ζ

χl i

]
+Z1(∥ξ∥)

−
N∑

i=1
γ2

i

[ ϵ̄2

2
∥ξi∥− ζ

ϵ0

]
+

N∑
i=k+1

[ 2∑
l=0

θ̂l i∥ξi∥l +γi

]
∥Si∥

≤−ζV−
N∑

i=1

2∑
l=0

θ̂2
l i

[ ᾱl i

3

(∥ωai∥l+1 +∥ωui∥l+1)− ζ

χl i

]
−

N∑
i=1

γ2
i

[ ϵ̄2

2
∥ξi∥− ζ

ϵ0

]
+Z3(∥ξ∥)

(6.53)
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(a) Schematic boom crane on ship (b) Network

Figure 6.1: System used for simulations.

with Z3(∥ξ∥) = Z1(∥ξ∥)+
N∑

i=k+1

(
θ̊0i+ϕθ̌0i+ϕγ̊i

)+γ̌i
(
1+∥B T

1 Pai∥
)
ϕ+(

2θ̌0i+θ̊1i
)∥ξi∥+

N∑
i=k+1

[
ϕθ̌1i + θ̊1i

]
∥ξi∥2 +2θ̌1i∥ξi∥3 +ϕθ̌2i∥ξi∥4 +

N∑
i=k+1

2θ̌2i∥ξi∥5.

Analogously to Scenario 1, V̇ ≤−ζV when

min{∥ωai∥,∥ωui∥,∥ξi∥} ≥ max{η3, ι1, ι2, ι3, ι4}

⇒ min{∥ωai∥,∥ωui∥} ≥ max{η3, ι1, ι2, ι3, ι4} (6.54)

where η3 is the positive real root of Z3 such that Z3(∥ξ∥) ≤ 0 when ∥ξ∥ ≥ η3.

Finally, combining (6.47) in Scenario 1 with (6.52) in Scenario 2 and (6.54) in Scenario
3, we obtain ωui ,ωai ∈ L∞ when ∥ξ∥ ≥ max{η1,η2,η3, ι1, ι2, ι3, ι4}, which leads to eu ,ea ∈
L∞. Both the local actuated synchronization error and local non-actuated synchroniza-
tion error are thus proved to reach UUB. According to (6.9) in Lemma 6.1, the global
synchronization errors δu , δa are also uniformly ultimately bounded.

Remark 6.5. The proof of Theorem 6.1 provides estimates for the uniform ultimate bounds,
which can be tuned as follows. Larger βi and ϵ1 leads to more negative −γ2

i
ϵ̄1, which is

the fifth degree coefficient of the polynomials Z1(∥ξ∥), Z2(∥ξ∥), Z3(∥ξ∥) in (6.46), (6.51),
and (6.53). Making this coefficient more negative makes the roots η1, η2, η3 closer to zero,
which in turn contributes to reducing the ultimate bound on the error. Larger χl i and
smaller ζ, which can be obtained from larger Pui , Pai , result in ι1, ι2, ι3 being closer to
zero. A larger ϵ2 leads to a smaller ι4. This also contributes to reducing the ultimate bound
on the error. Let us mention that a smaller error might require a larger input: this is a stan-
dard trade-off [111, 143], which might be seen from the fact that larger χl i and βi leads to
larger ρi .

6.5. SIMULATION EXAMPLE
A network of underactuated systems is considered, where each system has boom crane
dynamics mounted on a ship: the network can be thought as an abstraction of a cooper-
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ative lifting scenario. Here, ϱi is the payload swing with respect to Ys , ϑi is the ship roll
angle caused by sea waves, µi is the luffing angle of the boom, and L denotes the length
of the rope. The length, mass, and moment of inertia of the boom are PL ,m, and J . The
distance between the barycenter of the boom and the origin is denoted by ds . The states
of the crane system are q1i = ϱi −ϑi , q2i = µi −ϑi , and q3i = L (q1i is the non-actuated
state, q2i , q3i are the actuated states), leading to the dynamics as (6.1) with n = 3,m = 2,
and

Mi =
 mpi q2

3i −mpi PL q3i S21,i 0
−mpi PL q3i S21,i Ji +mpi P 2

L −mpi PLC21,i

0 −mpi PLC21,i mpi


Ci =

 mpi q3i q̇3i −mpi PL q3i C21,i q̇2i mpi q3i q̇1i

U3i 0 −mpi PLS21,i q̇1i

−mpi q3i q̇1i mpi PLS21,i q̇2i 0


U3i =−mP PL(S21,i q̇3i −C21,i q3i q̇1i ), τi = [τ1i τ2i ]

Gi =
 mpi ga q2i sin(q1i )

(mpi PL +mi dsi )ga cos(q2i )
−mpi ga cos(q1i )

 , qi =
 q1i

q2i

q3i


Hi =

N∑
j=0

si j (qi −q j )+
N∑

j=0
δi j (q̇i − q̇ j )

with S21,i ≜ sin(q2i −q1i ), C21,i ≜ cos(q2i −q1i ) and Fi = [Fi 1 Fi 2 Fi 3]T where Fi 1(q̇1i ) ≜
fi 1 tanh( fi 2q̇i 1)− tanh( fi 3q̇i 1))+ fi 4 tanh( fi 5q̇i 1)+ fi 6q̇i 1, Fi 2(q̇2i )≜ fi 1 tanh( fi 2q̇i 2)
− tanh( fi 3q̇i 2))+ fi 4 tanh( fi 5q̇i 2)+ fi 6q̇i 2, Fi 3(q̇3i )≜ fi 1 tanh( fi 2q̇i 3)− tanh( fi 3q̇i 3))
+ fi 4 tanh( fi 5q̇i 3)+ fi 6q̇i 3. The friction term Fi is taken in non-linear-in-the-parameters
form according to [76], whereas the interconnection term Hi follows a standard spring-
damper model where si j is the stiffness parameter, and δi j is the damping factor (this
can represent some interconnection among the cranes via the crane wires due to the
load). The goal is to bring the payload to a desired position defined by q01 = 0, q02 =
arccos(aL/PL), q03 =

√
P 2

L −a2
L −bL .

6.5.1. SYSTEM PARAMETERS (UNCERTAIN) AND DESIGN PARAMETERS

The following system parameters are only used for simulation purposes, but they are
unknown for the control design. The vector of (unknown) parameters in friction term is
compactly represented asΘi = [ fi 1 fi 2 fi 3 fi 4 fi 5 fi 6]T , where

Θ1 = [0.5 0.8 0.9 1.2 0.5 0.4]T , Θ2 = [0.5 0.7 0.9 1.0 0.5 0.4]T , Θ3 = [0.3 0.7 0.7 1.0 0.7 0.3]T ,

Θ4 = [0.5 0.9 0.7 1.2 0.4 0.5]T , Θ5 = [0.5 0.8 0.6 1.3 0.5 0.6]T , Θ6 = [0.6 1.0 0.9 1.5 0.2 0.5]T

Θ7 = [0.4 1.0 0.8 1.2 0.4 0.8]T .

According to interconnection network in Fig. 6.1 (b), the spring-damper parameters are
chosen as s16 = s61 = 0.37, s46 = s64 = 0.29 and δ16 = δ61 = 25, δ46 = δ64 = 9. The distur-
bance is di (t ) = 0.1sin(0.001i t )[1 1 1]T .
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Figure 6.2: States and corresponding synchronization errors for the example of Section 6.5
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Figure 6.3: Adaptive parameters θl i , l = 0,1,2. for the example of Section 6.5
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Figure 6.4: Control inputs τ1i and τ2i for the example of Section 6.5

Physical parameters are chosen as:

[m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7] = [20 18 15 22 17 19 16]

[mp1 mp2 mp3 mp4 mp5 mp6 mp7] = [0.5 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.5]

[J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7] = [6.5 7.8 5.3 6.2 7.2 6.8 6.6]

[ds1 ds2 ds3 ds4 ds5 ds6 ds7] = [0.4 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.4].

The parameters aL = 0.4m, bL = 0.2m, PL = 0.8m give the desired position q01 = 0, q02 =
1.05, q03 = 0.5.

The nominal parameters (used for control design of M̂s) are selected as [m̂p1 m̂p2 m̂p3

m̂p4 m̂p5 m̂p6 m̂p7] = [0.45 0.55 0.75 0.55 0.35 0.25 0.45], [ Ĵ1 Ĵ2 Ĵ3 Ĵ4 Ĵ5 Ĵ6 Ĵ7] = [6 7 5 6 7 6 8],
then it is can be verified that Assumption 6.2 holds with T̄ = 0.5. The initial states are
[q1i (0) q2i (0) q3i (0)] = [0 0.1 0.2].

The control design parameters areΘai = 335I2, Ξai = 0.003I2, Θui = 0.03[1 1]T , Ξui =
0.01[1 1]T , Γi = 0.01[1 1]T , Qai = 0.015I2, Qui = 560I2, αl i = 3.15, χl i = 0.01,ϵ0 = 0.001,ϵ1 =
0.003, ϵ2 = 0.015, βi = 3150.

6.5.2. SIMULATION RESULTS

The non-actuated and actuated states, and the corresponding synchronization errors
are reported in Fig. 6.2. It can be seen that the errors converge to a neighborhood of
zero. In Fig. 6.3, the adaptive parameters θ̂l i , l = 0,1,2 are shown, whereas the control
inputs are given in Fig. 6.4. Note that the control inputs converge to different values due
to the heterogeneity of the system in mass, inertia, friction, etc.
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6.6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This work has proposed for the first time an adaptive distributed protocol for synchro-
nization of uncertain underactuated Euler-Lagrange systems. The protocol can tackle
not only unknown system terms but also uncertain state-dependent interconnection
among multiple Euler-Lagrange systems.
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CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

In this thesis, we have introduced new adaptive approaches for designing controllers
for interconnected and multi-agent systems that can adapt to changing circumstances
without requiring structural knowledge of the dynamics. The main contribution of the
thesis is that the proposed controllers are able to handle both parametric uncertainties
and state-dependent uncertainties. This chapter will present the main results of this
thesis and some ideas for future research.

7.1. CONCLUSIONS
The main results of this thesis are discussed here:

Chapter 3 has answered Question 1. A new leakage-based framework was proposed
for switched linear systems, with the advantage of keeping the control gains of inactive
subsystems constant at their switched-off values while guaranteeing the stability of the
closed-loop switched system. A new auxiliary gain was introduced to play the role of
leakage action during inactive time intervals. It was shown that the proposed strategy
can consistently improve the transient of the closed-loop system under various families
of slowly-switching signals (in the framework of dwell time and its extensions).

Chapter 4 has answered Question 2. We have proposed an adaptive framework for
multi-area load frequency control (LFC) based on nonlinear structure-preserving (Ku-
ramoto) dynamics under switching topologies. Instead of modeling the interconnec-
tions among different areas as linear terms, nonlinear interconnections were considered.
It was shown that the system is able to self-reconfiguration in the presence of parametric
uncertainty and state-dependent uncertainty in multi-area power systems.

Chapter 5 has answered Question 3. We have addressed and solved the leader-follow-
ing synchronization problem for multiple uncertain Euler-Lagrange systems with state-
dep-endent uncertainty and without a priori bounded interconnections. As a result of
removing the a priori bounded structure, we sought practical synchronization instead
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of asymptotic synchronization. To address the presence of state-dependent uncertainty
and uncertain state-dependent interconnections, we proposed an adaptive distributed
control mechanism to estimate the coefficients of the resulting uncertainty structure.

Chapter 6 has answered Question 4. We have proposed a new distributed approach
for interconnected underactuated systems with limited knowledge of the system dynam-
ics and the interconnection terms. We neither impose the mass matrix to depend on the
actuated states only, nor on the non-actuated states only. State-dependent uncertain
interconnection terms among the underactuated systems have been considered to exist
before the control design, instead of only being a result of coupling caused by the control
protocol.

7.2. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The methodologies proposed in this thesis can be possibly extended along several direc-
tions, listed as follows:

• Uncertain switched systems with time-varying delays and switching delays

Since delay often occurs in switched systems, time-varying delays and switching
delays (also called asynchronous delays) can be introduced and studied in the
framework of robust adaptive control. The challenge is to show if in such a set-
ting we can still let the control gains of inactive subsystems keep constant values
during the switched-off phase.

• Adaptive or switched adaptive wide-area damping control

With the expansion of smart grids, regional power systems at remote distances are
more and more interconnected by longer transmission lines. Future work is to
extend the proposed methodology of multi-area load frequency control to wide-
area damping control. The challenge is to devise a modeling approach beyond the
structure-preserving model [42, 96].

• Distributed adaptive control of Euler-Lagrange systems under switching topolo-
gies

Since the multiple Euler-Lagrange systems we studied can be interconnected, con-
sidering dynamically changing topologies is natural. The challenge is that the sys-
tem dynamics in (5.1) (or (6.1) for underactuated systems) will change to switched
dynamics. Accordingly, the adaptive laws in (5.6), and (5.13) (or (6.11), (6.26),
and (6.27) for underactuated systems) must be changed to adapt to the switch-
ing structure of the topologies. A similar concern also applies to underactuated
Euler-Lagrange systems.

• Switching topologies in both the communication network and the physical net-
work

In this thesis, we did not distinguish between communication interactions and
physical interactions. In practice, these different kinds of interactions among agents
can be described by different networks: a communication network and a physical
network. Therefore, an interesting topic for future work is to introduce explicitly
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these two different networks in multi-agent systems. The challenge is that two
different types of error will also arise (the communication synchronization error
and the physical synchronization error), which would require a different stability
analysis and control design approach. It would be also interesting to assess how
the switching topologies of these two kinds of networks affect the system perfor-
mance.

• Output-feedback adaptive control of Euler-Lagrange systems

All of our methods assume that the states are directly accessible for feedback,
which can be quite restrictive. In most practical situations, the full state of a sys-
tem is not measurable directly, and only the measured output can be used for
feedback (partial state feedback). The challenge is to design observer-based ap-
proaches that can deal with state-dependent uncertainty.

• Underactuated Euler-Lagrange systems subject to nonholonomic constraints

When considering nonholonomic constraints in a system, one can determine a
differential relationship between state and inputs, but one cannot determine a
closed-form geometric relationship. This means that the history of states is needed
to determine the current state. Wheeled vehicles are good examples of Euler-
Lagrange systems subject to nonholonomic constraints. Since in wheeled vehicles
there is no unique relationship between the direction and the position, one would
have to know the rolling history. How to tackle such nonholonomic constraints in
Euler-Lagrange dynamics is an open challenge.

• Optimal adaptive synchronization of multi-agent systems subject to constraints

Adaptive control usually aims to adapt to the changing environment while guar-
anteeing stability to achieve a common task. However, in many real-world multi-
agent systems, only guaranteeing stability is not sufficient because we may desire
other various control objectives in the presence of constraints such as cost, dis-
tance constraints, capacity constraints, or other equality/inequality constraints.
How to satisfy these constraints optimally in multi-agent systems while ensuring
stability and synchronization is an important open issue.

• Application of interconnected systems in multi-robot manipulation

Interconnected systems can be used to describe several multi-robot cooperative
manipulation tasks, where a group of mobile robots is interconnected via either
a communication network or a physical network to achieve a task cooperatively
(e.g. cooperative loading lifting, cooperative load transfer, and so on). Multi-robot
manipulation has been proposed and applied extensively in transportation, as-
sembling, and 3D printing, just to name a few. It would be of practical interest
to study how the frameworks proposed in this thesis can find application in these
fields, in order to deliver improved resource utilization, reduced cost time, and
high adaptivity.

• Safety-critical adaptive systems
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For many safety-critical systems like aircraft, autonomous vehicles, and fuel cell
systems, the control goal requires not only a prescribed performance but also es-
caping from some dangerous sets. This is e.g. because when the configuration
exceeds the safety region, high uncertainty will occur in the dynamics, which is be-
yond the controllability of the system. This thesis has partly addressed this prob-
lem in terms of handling uncertainties with a highly unstructured nature. How-
ever, proposing an adaptive control approach enabling the operation of safety-
critical systems would definitely require further efforts in terms of embedding safety
constraints and dangerous sets into the control design, and in terms of adapting
to unexpected regimes while ensuring safety.

• Fault tolerance in Euler-Lagrange systems

It is very common for a mechanical system to shift from a fully-actuated setting
to an under-actuated setting due to unpredictable faults (e.g. actuator failures),
leading to a different dynamic structure. Although this thesis has studied fully-
actuated systems and under-actuated systems, it could be of practical interest to
consider a mixed scenario where some agents are fully actuated and other agents
are under-actuated (e.g. due to actuator failures). A challenging point is to define
a suitable synchronization manifold that can be attained by all agents despite the
faults. To compensate for the failures occurring on some agents, the controller
needs to be devised with different philosophy compared to pure fully-actuated
agents. The challenge is how to enable systems to adapt to the changing circum-
stances in case of failures.

• System identification tackling uncertainty in dynamics

In this thesis, we mainly consider dynamics with either unknown parameters or
unknown structures. However, it is well known that having some parametric or
structural information may help in providing a better control performance. Sys-
tem identification is a typical approach that is able to determine the mathematical
model of a system by estimating parameters or structures from input and output
data. It could be of interest to embed a system identification module in the pro-
posed framework (e.g. to identify the unknown interconnection terms), so as to
study if such additional information can be used to improve performance.
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SUMMARY

This thesis deals with adaptive control of interconnected systems and multi-agent sys-
tems, where adaptive control is used to deal with the presence of uncertainties. Gen-
erally, two types of uncertainties can occur. The first one is parametric uncertainty,
which is most commonly addressed in the literature, and for which several design ap-
proaches for adaptive laws have been proposed. The second type of uncertainty is state-
dependent uncertainty, which typically arises from the lack of structural knowledge about
the dynamics of the system (a typical example being the presence of unmodelled dynam-
ics). Guaranteeing stable adaptation in this scenario poses a big challenge since this type
of uncertainty cannot be bounded a priori.

To start with, this thesis considers centralized control of linear uncertain intercon-
nected dynamics with switching topologies. The literature has proven that leakage-based
robust adaptive control is a valuable method to deal with this problem. However, at-
taining good transient behavior in leakage-based robust adaptive control is intrinsically
challenging. In fact, because the gains of the inactive subsystems must exponentially
vanish during inactive times as an effect of leakage actions, new learning transients will
repeatedly arise at each switching instant. In order to mitigate these transients and to
improve the performance of the system, a new leakage-based mechanism is proposed
for robust adaptive control of uncertain switched systems: the key innovation of the
proposed mechanism is that the adaptive gains of the inactive subsystems can be kept
constant to their switched-off values, thus preventing vanishing gains.

Subsequently, a similar setting as above is considered, but for nonlinear Kuramoto-
like dynamics. This scenario is motivated by a multi-area load frequency control (LFC)
application in power grids. Multi-area LFC selects and controls a few generators in each
area of the power system in an effort to dampen inter-area frequency oscillations. To
effectively dampen such oscillations, it is required to enhance and lower the control ac-
tivity dynamically during operation, so as to adapt to changing circumstances. Changing
circumstances do not only include parametric uncertainties and unmodelled dynamics
(e.g. aggregated area dynamics and bus dynamics), but also the topology reconfiguration
mechanisms of modern power systems. As formal stability guarantees for the adaptive
multi-area LFC concept are still lacking, we propose a framework in which adaptation
and switching are combined in a provably stable way to handle parametric uncertainty,
unmodeled dynamics, and dynamical interconnections of the power system.

Then, we turn our attention to distributed systems, while keeping the interest in non-
linear dynamics. We propose a new distributed synchronization protocol for multiple
Euler-Lagrange systems without structural linear-in-the-parameters (LIP) knowledge of
the uncertainty and where interconnection among neighboring agents is modelled by
unknown state-dependent terms that intrinsically exist the dynamics, instead of just be-
ing a result of control protocol. This setting is meant to overcome two standard a priori
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assumptions in the literature concerning uncertainty with a LIP structure and the ab-
sence of the interconnection terms intrinsically in the dynamics.

Finally, as the systems considered above are fully-actuated, we study distributed adap-
tive synchronization of uncertain underactuated Euler-Lagrange agents. We propose a
distributed controller that can handle both state-dependent uncertain system dynamics
terms and state-dependent uncertain interconnection terms among neighboring agents.
By a suitable analysis of the non-actuated and actuated synchronization errors, respec-
tively, stable non-actuated and actuated error dynamics perturbed by state-dependent
uncertainty are obtained. In order to estimate and compensate for these synchroniza-
tion errors, the leakage term of adaptive law is designed to be dependent on non-actuated
and actuated errors, resulting in a more concise uniform ultimate boundedness condi-
tion compared with the standard leakage term.

In summary, this thesis has addressed the adaptive synchronization of multi-agent
systems in the presence of uncertainties, such as switching topologies, unknown param-
eters, and state-dependent unmodeled dynamics.



SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift gaat over adaptieve besturing van onderling verbonden en multi-agent
systemen, waarbij adaptieve besturing wordt gebruikt om met onzekerheden om te gaan.
In het algemeen kunnen twee soorten onzekerheden optreden: parametrische onzeker-
heid, die in de literatuur het meest aan de orde komt en waarvoor verschillende adap-
tieve ontwerpen zijn voorgesteld; toestandsafhankelijke onzekerheid, die voortkomt uit
het gebrek aan structurele kennis over de dynamiek van het systeem. Het garanderen
van stabiele adaptatie in het laatste scenario vormt een grote uitdaging, aangezien dit
soort onzekerheid niet a priori kan worden begrensd.

Om te beginnen beschouwt dit proefschrift gecentraliseerde controle van lineaire
onzekere onderling verbonden dynamica met schakeltopologieën. De literatuur heeft
bewezen dat op lekkage gebaseerde adaptieve controle een waardevolle methode is om
dit probleem aan te pakken. Het bereiken van goed voorbijgaand gedrag in op lekkage
gebaseerde adaptieve controle is echter intrinsiek een uitdaging. In feite, omdat de win-
sten van de inactieve controllers exponentieel verdwijnen tijdens inactieve tijden als
een effect van lekkage, zodat nieuwe leertransiënten herhaaldelijk zullen optreden op
elk schakelmoment. Om deze transiënten te verminderen en de prestaties te verbete-
ren, wordt een nieuw op lekkage gebaseerd mechanisme voorgesteld: de belangrijkste
innovatie is dat de adaptieve winsten van de inactieve controllers constant kunnen wor-
den gehouden tijdens hun inactieve intervallen, waardoor verdwijnende winsten wor-
den voorkomen.

Vervolgens wordt een vergelijkbare instelling als hierboven overwogen voor niet-
lineaire Kuramoto-achtige dynamiek. Dit scenario wordt gemotiveerd door een multi-
area load frequency control (LFC) in elektriciteitsnetten. In multi-area LFC worden een
paar generatoren in elk gebied van het voedingssysteem geselecteerd om frequentieos-
cillaties tussen gebieden te dempen. Om dergelijke oscillaties effectief te dempen, is het
nodig om de regelactiviteit dynamisch te verbeteren en te verlagen om zich aan te passen
aan parametrische onzekerheden, niet-gemodelleerde dynamiek (bijv. Geaggregeerde
gebiedsdynamiek en busdynamiek) en de topologie-herconfiguratiemechanismen van
moderne energiesystemen. We stellen een raamwerk voor waarin aanpassen en schake-
len op een stabiele manier worden gecombineerd.

Vervolgens richten we onze aandacht op gedistribueerde systemen, terwijl we de in-
teresse in niet-lineaire dynamiek behouden. We stellen een nieuw gedistribueerd syn-
chronisatieprotocol voor voor meerdere Euler-Lagrange systemen zonder structurele
lineaire-in-de-parameters (LIP) kennis van de onzekerheid met onbekende toestands-
afhankelijke interconnectie tussen naburige agenten (niet alleen een resultaat van het
controleprotocol). Deze instelling overwint twee standaardaannames in de literatuur
met betrekking tot onzekerheid met de LIP-structuur en de intrinsieke afwezigheid van
de interconnectietermen in de dynamiek.
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Ten slotte bestuderen we, aangezien de hierboven beschouwde systemen volledig ge-
activeerd zijn, gedistribueerde synchronisatie van onzekere, onvoldoende geactiveerde
Euler-Lagrange-agenten. We stellen een gedistribueerde controller voor die zowel toe-
standsafhankelijke onzekere systeemdynamiek als toestandsafhankelijke onzekere in-
terconnectie tussen naburige agenten aankan. We bieden een geschikte analyse van
de niet-aangedreven en geactiveerde synchronisatiefouten, verstoord door geparametri-
seerde toestandsafhankelijke onzekerheid. Om deze onzekerheid te compenseren, zijn
nieuwe op lekkage gebaseerde adaptieve wetten ontworpen, die een beknoptere uni-
forme ultieme begrensdheidsvoorwaarde geven in vergelijking met standaard op lekkage
gebaseerde wetten.

Samenvattend heeft dit proefschrift de adaptieve synchronisatie van multi-agent sys-
temen behandeld in aanwezigheid van onzekerheden, zoals schakeltopologieën, onbe-
kende parameters, toestandsafhankelijke ongemodelleerde dynamiek.
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